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Introduction 
     The 2013 economic rebound of the United States’ economy seemed to convince many 
Americans that the era of national nightmare on the economy was over, because the national 
economy did much better in 2013 after entering a recession in 2008 and a depression in 2009.  In 
fact, 2009 was also the height of global economic trauma and financial panic, with the attendant 
implosion of Western financial markets and their weak recovery afterward.  After such 
cataclysmic period, the recovering global economy--- comparatively speaking--- appeared better 
than it once had when one considered that in 2013, the United States’ Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) grew by 3.6 % in the first quarter and 4.1% in the third quarter; better than economists 
expected, signaling a recovery (CNN, 2013). 
     Economists’ findings have revealed that all the trends in the United States have been recently 
in the right direction.  Therefore, for example, the national GDP grew by 3% in September 2013 
higher than 2.5% in the same period in 2012; also in 2013, the GDP expanded at an annual rate of 
2.6% (U.S Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2013).  From the inception of national recession in 
2008 to 2013, the national economy had steadily expanded as exemplified by the overall GDP 
and per capita GDP.  Table 1 reveals that the national GDP increased from $13961.8 billion in 
2008 to $15884.8 billion in 2013, while the national per capita GDP increased from $41,366.3 in 
2010 to $43,063.4 in 2013.  Likewise, the gross domestic products of the State of Georgia and 
that of Metropolitan Atlanta also expanded during the same period.   According to Table 1, the 
GDP of the State of Georgia increased from $404335 million in 2008 to $433569 million in 2012, 
while that of Metro Atlanta increased from $274878 million to $294589 million (U.S Department 
of Commerce, 2013).  Therefore, the data reveals that both economies mirror the national trend. 
     Given these changes seen, not only in the State of Georgia but also the nation, the improved 
economic state of the nation has also favorably impacted citizens’ individual income and overall 
personal earnings.  For instance, the state personal income for many United States’ citizens grew 
in 2014 by 1.2% and the overall earnings by 1%.  In fact, earnings grew in every private-sector 
industry (U.S Department of Commerce, 2014).  Similarly, as personal income improved, 
consumer confidence increased.  In fact, studies have shown that the consumer confidence in 
2013 grew by 9.3%; and in February 2014, the percentage of Americans who favor current 
economic conditions was at highest level in 6 years (CNN/ORC International Poll, 2014).  One of 
the indices of consumer confidence may be seen in home sales.  As home prices in the United 
States, generally speaking, began to increase, so too did the numbers of prospective home buyers 
who are willing to pay more for houses for sale.  December 2013, housing prices increased by 
3.7%, mortgage applications increased by 1%, and refinance applications grew by 2%, according 
to Business Insider (December 11, 2013).  What this reveals is that, there were fewer foreclosures 
nationwide.   Furthermore, such positive growth in the housing market curtailed the number of 
foreclosures toward the end of 2013.  As a matter of fact, home construction also grew by 18%, 
the highest since 2007 (CBS News, Friday, January 17, 2014). 
Purpose of Study 
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     Currently many American consumers see the U.S economy-glass either half-full or half-
empty.  Hence, is the rear-view mirror indicator reflecting that the U.S economy--- based upon 
housing indicators---- is either picking up or slowing down?  An interesting test for this query is 
found in the metropolitan Atlanta area housing market.  One may ask of trends noted in this metro 
area’s housing recovery: is the metropolitan Atlanta housing industry recovery short term (a 
perturbation) or, rather, is this a long-term trend? 
     The purpose of this paper is to analyze housing industry activities in metro Atlanta, Georgia 
from 2010 through 2013, to show that the prevailing housing recovery is pointing toward a long-
term trend or otherwise.  Several socio-economic variables considered for the study period, are: 
National Gross Domestic Product (GDP), State of Georgia GDP, and Metro Atlanta GDP; and 
others are Atlanta Metropolitan Counties’ Employment Rates, Populations, Annual Building 
Permits, and Annual Foreclosure Rates.  An analysis of these variables should reveal whether or 
not economic recovery in the metropolitan Atlanta is sustained or may vary based on trends in 
national housing and economic conditions.  Suggestions and policy recommendations should be 
proffered for sustainable economy and housing industry in both U.S and metropolitan Atlanta.     
The Study Area 
     The Study is focused on the 20-core Atlanta Metropolitan Urban Counties that include: 
BARROW, BARTOW, CARROLL, CHEROKEE, CLAYTON, COBB, COWETA, 
DEKALB, DOUGLAS, FAYETTE, FORSYTH, FULTON, GWINNETT, HALL, HENRY, 
NEWTON, PAULDING, ROCKDALE, SPALDING, and WALTON.  See also Map of the 
20-County Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Area.  
National Recovery Trends 
     One of the causal factors of the lingering U.S housing industry distress has been high 
unemployment rates and the concomitant lack of incomes among American families.  The United 
States’ unemployment rate sharply fell from 2009, during the height of the recession through 
2013---- its lowest level.  During this period, it is lower than its European counterparts.  In fact, 
unemployment rate fell from 8.1% in 2012 to 7.4% in 2013, the lowest since 2009 (see Table 2).   
During this time, not only were government jobs created by United States’ economy but also 
private sector jobs were created, performing better than several economies in Western Europe.  
Comparatively, in the European Union, unemployment rate in 2013 was 10.9%; and among 
selected European countries, such as Slovenia and Slovatia, unemployment rates were even as 
high as 9.9% and 14.0% respectively (Eurostat, January 8, 2014; Reuters, January 8, 2014).  
Given these trends in the European economy, unemployment rate had gone down in the United 
States during this comparable period to 6.3% in May 2014; and was further reduced to its lowest 
level of 5.9% in November 2014 (U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2014). 
     Job creation had become a constant phenomenon in the United States that millions of jobs had 
been created since 2010.   Unemployment claims have decreased and personal spending among 
consumers has increased.  From 2010 to 2012, there had been 4.4 million net gains in jobs.  In 
December 2013 alone, the economy added 203,000 jobs; and 2.9 million jobs were added to the 
overall 2013 employment rosters.  The number of unemployed full time workers (work 35 hours 
or more per week) decreased from 10,155 thousand in November 2012 to 9,243 thousand in 
November 2013.  The number of unemployed part-time workers (work less than 35 hours per 
week) decreased from 1,810 thousand in November 2012 to 1,632 thousands in November 2013 
(U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013).  In the year 2013, the number of unemployed persons and 
jobless rate decreased respectively by 1.2 million and 0.8%. 
     Recently, United States’ economy has extraordinarily performed to the extent of adding a total 
of 192,000 jobs in March 2014, as well as 288,000 jobs in the following month of April.  
According to Associated Press (AP) (4/19/2014), the private sector has almost regained all the 
jobs lost before 2008 crisis.   Furthermore, in November 2014, a total of 321,000 jobs were added 
in the economy, and the year has been on track to be the best year for U.S job gains since 1999 
(CNN, Friday, December 5, 2014).  Most of the employment increases were in transportation, 
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warehousing, healthcare, and manufacturing (U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013).  According 
to Labor Statistics, constructions earnings also increased 1.4% from the 2009 level.  The overall 
impact of the above was that more than two-thirds of the states reported job gains and decreasing 
unemployment rates by March 2014; and moreover, hiring also improved for most of the country, 
during what had been sluggish but sustained four-and-half year recovery (Boak, 2014).  
Therefore, Federal Reserve Chair, Janet Yallen, has suggested recently that, the economy could 
be recovered and full employment restored within a little more than two years (Hughes, 
Ameritrade, 2014).  Federal Reserve Bank has defined “maximum employment,” to mean an 
unemployment rate between 5.2% and 5.6%.  The above improvements in the economy had also 
resulted in rising consumer confidence, as well as increasing personal spending and savings.  
Stock prices are currently rebounding, 401-K savings are increasing, and Retirement accounts 
hitting a record $12.5 trillion in the first three months of 2013 (Wiseman, et al, 2013).    
     Keeping down the rate of inflation is one of the ways policy makers, economic planners, and 
development experts usually employ to ensure a steady demand for investment capital, in order to 
sustain and maintain a steady course of economic growth.  Thus, the U.S annual rates of inflation 
were consistently kept low, aiding and fueling the national economic and housing recoveries by 
keeping interest rates low over time.  The U.S historical inflation rates presented by Department 
of Labor from 2000 to 2013 revealed that, in 2000 the average inflation rate was 3.4%, which 
peaked to 3.8% in 2008 during the inception of financial crisis, and were reduced to  as low as 
1.5% in 2013 (U.S Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013).  Therefore, despite 
the existing economic difficulties, consumers had managed over the years to maintain a steady 
demand for mortgage loans for home purchase and refinance.  As a result, demand for housing 
has been on the increase that home prices are currently rising so fast in some selected markets, 
which have prompted some Americans to ask whether we are heading for another bubble.  For 
example, currently there are six (6) counties in the country that are in “bubble territory” and are at 
risk of price over-inflation and subsequent decline, according to Realty Trac, a housing-data 
analytics company.  Such counties include: Jefferson, Alabama; Brazos, Texas; Montgomery, 
Tennessee; Suffolk, Massachusetts; Travis, Texas; and Allegan, Michigan (DiGangi, 2014).  
Housing prices are also going up quickly by over 17% in in some cities such as, San Jose, Orange 
County, California; Honolulu, Hawaii; Austin, Texas; and Miami, Florida, among others (see 
Yahoo Finance, April 17, 2014).  In fact, according to Eric Mcwhinnie (December 6, 2014), 
home prices are currently surging in ten (10) states, such as Michigan, South Dakota, Montana, 
Texas, Colorado, Hawaii, California, Massachusetts, Maine, and Nevada.  A housing research 
expert company, CoreLogic, had also earlier projected in October 2014 that, home prices in over 
half of the country (28 states) will reach or surpass in mid-2015 the levels last seen at the height 
of the housing bubble in 2006.  Nevertheless, current experience in the United States has shown 
that high price does not necessarily cause bubble more than unregulated financial market and 
individual greed for abnormal profits (Mayer, 2010).  No wonder federal consumer protection and 
financial reforms and regulations are currently in place to avoid another bubble, such as the 
Frank-Dodd Wall Street Financial Reform Act of 2013 (Zandi and Deritis, 2011; Coalition for 
Sensible Housing Policy, 2011). 
Criticisms of the National Economic and Housing Industry Recoveries 
     Despite the recent economic and housing market recoveries, some Americans are saying, “If 
this is recovery, please take me back to the operating room.”  This assertion is prompted by the 
fact that, U.S recovery has not been as strong as should be expected, especially when the 
economy grew pathetically by 1.3% annual rate in 2nd Q-2012 and thereafter.  This has been 
indeed a weak economy until recently, starting toward the end of 2013.  Even in the presence of 
the so called economic recovery, there prevails an increasing income inequality and poverty 
among individuals and families.   Current criticism is that, there exists one America but two 
economies in which the rich is getting richer and smaller in number and the poor is getting poorer 
and larger in number.  
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     Existing evidence has revealed that many jobs are added in the economy every month  but 
many Americans are still out of jobs or still looking for jobs in 2013.  According to U.S Bureau 
of Labor Statistics, about 10 million people are still out of jobs.    In fact, the many jobs created 
recently are in low paying hospitality industries that do not guarantee living wages.  The situation 
is exacerbated by the current low minimum wage of $7.25/hour, which is not enough; and even if 
the minimum wage is raised, what kind of job opportunities?  As a matter of fact, the recent 
phenomenon is fast becoming “America’s new normal,” where a majority of new jobs created 
every month are in low-wage and seasonal employments.   
     The current U.S economy has been also criticized as being a “barbell economy,” which is 
characterized by swelling employment at the bottom and top of income ladder, while the middle 
gets hollowed out.  The blame has been on globalization for the decline of decent-paying middle-
class jobs, since big companies have moved many manufacturing plants and other types of 
operations overseas.  The automation that has come with the digital revolution is also to be 
blamed, since computers and other machines can now do many of the jobs once performed by 
humans.  Today, a few high paying jobs created are highly mechanized and robots do most jobs 
(Newman, 2014).  
     The current slow-down of world economy has also been cited as a potential threat to United 
States’ economy.  According to economic and political pundits, Europe can still derail U.S 
recovery or economy due to their continued financial crisis, weak recoveries, and high 
unemployment rates.  Despite the fact that U.S unemployment rate is recently decreasing, its 
European counterpart is increasing (Eurostat, January 8, 2014).  In fact, China’s and Japan’s 
economies have currently slowed down considerably, which are likely to have effect on the world 
economy, including the U.S.   
     Lack of federal government regulation of the big lending institutions in the past has 
contributed, in no small measure, to the present foreclosure crisis in the country (Mayer, 2010).  
The financial crisis which brought down the housing industry in mid-2000 decade was largely as 
a result of unsustainable and widespread lending abuses by mortgage servicers and securitizers, 
especially the nation’s largest banks, such as Ally, Bank of America, Citicorp, and Wells Fargo.  
Lack of regulations of these loan servicers led to the damaging foreclosure crisis, that the nation’s 
attorneys general (AGs) joined forces with federal agencies to take action against them (CRL, 
2012, p.11).  These banks are still too big to manage and too big to jail.  Their attitudes and other 
loan servicing institutions undoubtedly had prompted the federal lawmakers to consider key 
legislations to address the crisis and to restore, as well as maintain economic health of the country 
and citizens.  The policy measures include, bailing out of the financial institutions in trouble, 
Legal National Settlement against the big banks (CRL, February 17, 2012, pp. 1-10), Servicing 
Reforms, Menendez-Boxer Bill---Refinancing Act of 2013, and Dodd-Frank Financial Reform 
Act of 2010 (Zandi and Deritis, 2011; Coalition for Sensible Housing Policy, 2011). Nonetheless, 
Congress had expressed the intention not to push for more bailing out of the financial institutions 
after 2013, to avoid further deficit spending in the economy.    
     Despite the current low 30-year fixed rate of about 3% interest, home owners are still scared 
and reluctant to dive into refinancing due to stiffer underwriting standards, especially the higher 
bar to be met by borrowers.  Even lenders such as the big banks, are equally hyper-cautious about 
making loans due to uncertainties, stiffer guidelines, and stiffer penalties embedded in the recent 
financial reforms (Esswein, 2013, pp.1-3).  As a matter of fact, U.S banks are reluctant to lend 
money to make money; and companies have money in the banks without investing and hiring, 
thereby compounding the already existing tensions in the economy and housing industry.    
     Another worrisome economic situation in the country is the uneven nature of the present 
housing recovery.   Some states and regions are doing far better than others.   For example, the 
current housing recovery is well pronounced in the so-called “sand states” of Nevada, Utah, 
California, and Arizona; South Atlantic States of Maryland, Virginia and Georgia; Gulfport areas 
of Texas and Florida; as well as in New York, Illinois, and Hawaii.  There also exist areas of 
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year-over-year decline, such as West and East Hartford, Connecticut; Worcester, Massachusetts; 
Greensboro-High Point, North Carolina; Rochester, New York; Camden, New Jersey; and 
Winston-Salem, North Carolina (CoreLogic, 2014). 
     The depressed U.S economy had also affected renter incomes, which had fallen almost every 
year since 2000.  Rental costs had not equally decreased, and the high costs had consistently 
raised a significant strain on the ability of low-income Americans to afford rent (Business Insider, 
2013).  It has been revealed that rental rates on housing had become a crisis for many low-income 
Americans, and has helped to slow down the housing recovery.    According to Harvard 
University Housing Studies (2013), about 50% of renters now have housing costs of at least 30% 
of their household income, and these costs have forced renters to cut back on other goods 
(Business Insider, 2013).  No wonder Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Secretary, Shaun 
Donovan, stated recently that, “we are in the midst of the worst rental affordability crisis that this 
country has known” (Donovan, 2013). 
     A more recent criticism is the fact that a growing number of American homes are now 
obsolete and no more desirable.  According to Mark Fleming at CoreLogic, housing obsolescence 
is a situation where properties are no longer desirable, because their characteristics do not match 
what buyers are looking for in a home (Badkar, 2014).  For example, although the recent data on 
U.S housing recovery actually showed some improvement, but it was far from the strength 
economists had hoped to see.  Actually, home sales should have been stronger due to population 
growth, but that was not the case, because prices climbed faster due to tight inventory of desirable 
newer homes.  According to Mark Fleming, the lack of inventory of desirable homes is a key 
issue in this recovery cycle; and he noted that, there were about 2.3 million existing homes for 
sale in April, 2014, but there were fewer homes for sale that do not suffer from housing 
obsolescence. 
Performance Variables in Atlanta Housing Industry Recovery 
POPULATION 
     Atlanta is the largest city in the State of Georgia, and its 20-county urban metro region has 
grown to over 5.5 million people in 2013 (Atlanta Regional Commission, 2013) (see Table 3).  
Most growths are concentrated in the immediate 10-core counties (Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, 
DeKalb, Douglas, Fayette, Fulton, Gwinnett, Henry, and Rockdale); and in Forsyth County that 
has one of the highest growth rates (10.51%) in the country from 2010 to 2013.   Most of the 
minorities (Blacks, Hispanics, and others) are concentrated more in the 10-core counties, 
especially in central city of Atlanta that is housed by Fulton County (Atlanta Regional 
Commission, 2013).  The large population of Atlanta urban metropolitan counties had contributed 
to the overbuilding, high unemployment rates and high foreclosure rates since 2008. 
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP)  
     The gross domestic product (GDP) by metropolitan area is the sub-state component of the 
nation’s gross domestic product (GDP), which is the most comprehensive measure of U.S, State, 
and Metropolitan economic activities.   Metro Atlanta GDP comprises of more than two-thirds 
(2/3) of State of Georgia’s GDP (see Table 1).  The real Metro Atlanta GDP rebounded in 2010, 
mirroring the National and State of Georgia trends.  The GDP increase was led by growth in 
durable-goods manufacturing, trade (wholesale and retail), and financial services.  According to 
the data released by U.S Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis on September 
17, 2013 (BEA 13-42), Atlanta metro area GDP ranked 10th among the nation’s 381 metropolitan 
areas in 2012. 
EMPLOYMENT/UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 
     According to Table 4, the 10-core Atlanta Urban Counties had since mid 2000 decade 
consistently been responsible for over 85% of total employment in Atlanta metropolitan region.  
The Table also shows that, total county employments had consistently declined from 2008 to 
2010, especially in the 10-core counties, which are exemplified by their net changes.  During the 
same period, total unemployment (the opposite side of the same coin) had also increased 
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consistently in the counties.  Most counties, especially the 10-core Atlanta urban counties, 
showed large negative net changes.  Therefore, the 10-core counties were the hardest hit by rate 
of unemployment.  However, since 2010, positive employment activities have been revealed in 
the counties.  As a matter of fact, since 2010, total employment has consistently increased in all 
the metro counties, mirroring the national and State of Georgia trends.   Employment has 
undoubtedly shown a remarkable recovery, especially in the 10-core counties.  Of course, 
employment and unemployment rates, as indicators,  have had both positive and negative effects 
on total building permits and foreclosure rates in the counties. 
ANNUAL BUILDING PERMITS  
     Annual building permit rate is an indicator of the overall economic performance.  In fact, if the 
construction rate goes up, so also the economic growth rate; and vice versa.  From Table 5, it is 
revealed that most counties had witnessed major increases in all housing units (both single and 
multi-family) in 2012, probably due to improved economic conditions in the nation, State of 
Georgia, and Metro Atlanta counties.  The Table also indicates that the 10-core counties 
witnessed the increases in all units from 2010 to 2012, especially in most 5-immediate core 
counties (Clayton, Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton, and Gwinnett) that also showed major increases in 
population, employment, and large minority groups.  The Table also reveals that major increases 
in all units did not occur in Clayton, Henry, and Rockdale counties as in other 10-core counties 
during the same period (2010-2012).  The three core counties either showed low net changes in 
population or employment (see also Tables 3 and 4).  The peripheral counties with lesser permits 
in 2010 through 2012 did not engage in multi-family construction due to low population increases 
and low number of minorities, except in Forsyth County with large population increases, as well 
as being coterminous with the 10-core Atlanta urban counties.  The peripheral counties had also 
witnessed low foreclosure recovery in recent years. 
FORECLOSURE FILINGS  
     Another indicator of overall economic performance, apart from GDP, employment and 
unemployment rates, and annual building permits, is the annual foreclosure filings.  Table 6 
reveals that absolute foreclosure filings had consistently decreased in metro Atlanta from 2010 to 
2013, mirroring the national and State of Georgia trends, especially in the 10-core counties, but 
more especially in 5-immediate core counties (Clayton, Cobb, DeKalb, Fulton, and Gwinnett).  
The decrease witnessed by most counties was largely due to improved national, State, and 
metropolitan economies; employment rates; and government foreclosure mitigation factors at all 
levels.  Foreclosure-drop, as revealed by the net negative change in foreclosures, has been 
consistent from 2010 to 2013 in all the counties (see Table 7).  Total metro Atlanta County 
foreclosure filings as percent of total State of Georgia has also consistently dropped from 2010 to 
2013, and percent change has also been consistently higher during the same period.  The 
peripheral or outlying counties had also consistently maintained their percent changes from 2010 
to 2013, even more than the State of Georgia average.  The bottom line is that, foreclosure filings 
are consistently down in both Metropolitan Atlanta and State of Georgia; and the rates of drop are 
revealed to be faster in Metropolitan Atlanta, signaling a strong and steady housing recovery.  
Housing Recovery: A Temporary Perturbation or Permanent Trend in Atlanta Metro 
Counties? 
     The findings in this study should help us take the bold step in making a conclusive assumption 
that the recent housing industry recovery in Atlanta metropolitan area is just a temporary 
perturbation or that it is pointing toward a permanent trend.  As a matter of fact, the study 
findings and discussions so far reveal that: The National, State of Georgia, and Metropolitan 
Atlanta rear-view indicators are consistently showing the economy picking up and the national 
nightmare on U.S economy signaling to be almost over.  More so, many Americans are beginning 
to see the housing industry recovery-glass more than half-full rather than half-empty.  Existing 
evidences indicate that U.S Economy is consistently improving, employment rate is consistently 
low, more jobs are consistently being created monthly, and inflation rate is historically low. 
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     Recent reports have shown that home prices in U.S had increased on a year-over-year basis for 
thirty-two (32) consecutive months, signaling improving housing market.  The latest report from 
CoreLogic in October 2014 indicated that home prices increased 6.1% from a year earlier.  
However, despite the recent improvements, home prices still remain 12.4% below their peak in 
April 2006, though expected to rise 5.1% over the next year (CoreLogic, October 2014).  The 
continued actual and projected rises in home prices by CoreLogic have helped to confirm the 
above facts.  Home prices and home values are improving in most states; home building is 
increasing; stock prices and retirement accounts are increasing; industries have started to hire 
once more; and consumer confidence is rising.  According to CoreLogic projections, home prices 
in over half of the country will have reached or surpassed in mid-2015, levels last seen in 2006 at 
the height of the housing bubble.  The gradual recovery of the housing market, said Anandi 
Nallathambi, President and Chief Executive Officer at CoreLogic, is propelled by improving 
employment; more buyer and seller confidence; continued low rates of inflation and interest rates; 
and in parts of the country, by investor demand (CoreLogic, 2014).  
     The idea that some exogenous negative effects of Europe’s, China’s, and recently, Japan’s 
economic and financial crises will eventually derail U.S economy is a myth at best.   According 
to The World Bank, the current European economic crisis and the slowdown of China’s or 
Japan’s economy are not likely to slow down U.S economic recovery, when the United States’ 
GDP continues to represent 25.3% of the world economy (The World Bank, 2013).  Since the 
above findings have confirmed that the State of Georgia and metropolitan Atlanta are mirroring 
the national trends in improved economic conditions, expectations, consumer confidence, low 
foreclosure filings, and housing industry recovery; and the fact that the national foreclosure and 
financial crises mitigation policies and programs [Menendez-Boxer Bill---HARP (Home 
Affordable and Refinance Program) and Dodd-Frank Act (Wall Street Financial Reform 
Program)] are still in place for sustainable economy and housing recovery; then the choice at this 
time is to boldly and confidently err on the side that, housing industry recovery in metro 
Atlanta is pointing toward a permanent trend, and not a temporary perturbation.  
Policy Recommendations and Conclusions 
     The recent financial crisis of the mid-2000 decade was the root cause of the prevailing mass 
unemployment, foreclosure crisis, and housing problems.  It is recommended that all levels of 
government (national, state, and local) should, as a matter of policy, invest in infrastructure 
development and projects that should create the much needed jobs and incomes, in order to 
shelter individuals from future economic crisis.  As a matter of fact, the aforementioned 
governments must act and the need is urgent.   Infrastructure spending has been confirmed to be 
the fastest way to create jobs, especially in the private sector.  Therefore, the policy plan should 
be to incentive public-private relationships to create jobs and incomes.   
     According to Economic Planners, employment crisis and education crisis are two sides of the 
same coin (Forbes.com).  Jobs should be created and the workforce also needs to be trained or 
retooled in the needed skills.  As a matter of fact, employment crisis is currently a major national 
concern, because job growth has not kept pace with the increase in college graduates and new 
entrants into the labor force.  A functional education necessary to create the crucial skills (critical 
and creative) needed in today’s job world is very crucial.  Therefore, this paper calls for a 
functional education that should create the much needed workforce that is competent in technical, 
computer, critical thinking, and creative skills.  This will undoubtedly strengthen the nation’s 
workforce; as well as enable employers have a pool of skilled workers for employment.   
Business attraction and employment creation should be dealt with at the same time to enable 
workers earn living wages necessary to access basic needs that include shelter.   
     It is also concluded that national economic policy should call for enormous federal funding for 
research and development (R & D) needed for innovation in the overall economy.  More 
importantly, for millions of jobless Americans that had been out of jobs since 2008 (at the 
inception of recession), the economic development policies of the governments should seriously 
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strive to create the type of  jobs needed, by attracting and retaining high-wage industries and 
businesses that are crucial for a complete recovery.  Finally, the mitigation and regulatory factors 
(e.g. HARP and Wall Street Financial Reform Act) of the federal government should remain in 
place for a little longer, to sustain the ongoing financial and housing recovery. 
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Table 1:  
National, State of Georgia, and Metro Atlanta Current Dollar Gross Domestic Products, 2008-
2012 
Year U.S GDP1 

(Billion $) 
U.S GDP 
Per Capita1 

State of 
Georgia 

GDP2 (Million 
$) 

Metro Atlanta 

GDP3 (Million 
$) 

% of GA 

2008 13961.8 43635.6 404335 274878 68.0 
2009 14219.3 43069.6 393964 264762 67.2 
2010 13898.3 41366.3 402006 271390 67.5 
2011 14419.4 42009.5 417438 282505 67.7 
2012 14991.0 42446.8 433569 294589 67.9 
2013 15884.8 43063.4 - - - 
 

Atlanta Metropolitan Area (MSA) encompasses Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Marietta 

1. http://www.tradingeconomics.com/united-states/gdp-per-capita 

2. U.S Department of Commerce: Bureau of Economic Analysis. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) by State, “Total Gross Domestic Product by State for Georgia,” Last Updated: 
2013-06-27, 9:16AM CDT. 

3. U.S Department of Commerce: Bureau of Economic Analysis.  GDP by Metropolitan 
Area.  Released 8:30AM, Tuesday, September 17, 2013 (BEA 13-42).  
http://www.bea.gov/newsreleases/regional/gdp/metro/newsrelease.htm 
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Table 2: U.S Monthly and Annual Unemployment Rates, 2000-2013 

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
2000 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.8 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0 
2001 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.5 4.6 4.9 5.0 5.3 5.5 5.7 4.7 
2002 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.9 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.9 6.0 5.8 
2003 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.0 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.0 5.8 5.7 6.0 
2004 5.7 5.6 5.8 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.5 5.4 5.4 5.5 
2005 5.3 5.4 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.1 
2006 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.6 
2007 4.6 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.6 4.7 4.6 4.7 4.7 4.7 5.0 4.6 
2008 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.0 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.1 6.1 6.5 6.8 7.3 5.8 
2009 7.8 8.3 8.7 9.0 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.6 9.8 10.0 9.9 9.9 9.3 
2010 9.8 9.8 9.9 9.9 9.6 9.4 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.8 9.8 9.6 
2011 9.1 9.0 8.9 9.0 9.0 9.1 9.0 9.0 9.0 8.9 8.6 8.5 8.9 
2012 8.3 8.3 8.2 8.1 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.1 7.8 7.9 7.8 7.8 8.1 
2013 7.9 7.7 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.6 7.4 7.3 7.2 7.3 7.0 6.7 7.4 
Source: U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 11, 2014. 
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Table 3: Total Population in 20-County Atlanta Region, 2012-2013 
 
County 2010 2011 2012 2013 2010-2013 

Net 
Change 

2010-
2013 
% Change 

Barrow 69686 69815 70165 71453 1767 2.54 
Bartow 100126 100223 100480 101273 1147 1.15 
Carroll 110743 110772 111499 112355 1612 1.46 
Cherokee* 215225 217850 220973 225106 9881 4.59 
Clayton* 259810 262367 265810 264220 4410 1.70 
Cobb* 689655 697277 707277 717190 27535 3.99 
Coweta 127932 129453 130918 133180 5248 4.10 
DeKalb* 692603 697538 707401 713340 20737 2.99 
Douglas* 132624 133180 133957 136379 3755 2.83 
Fayette* 106994 107232 107442 108365 1371 1.28 
Forsyth 176815 182439 187927 195405 18590 10.51 
Fulton* 926060 949777 977129 984293 58233 6.29 
Gwinnett* 808304 825094 840575 859304 51000 6.31 
Hall 180015 182888 185055 187745 7730 4.29 
Henry* 205225 207148 208622 211128 5903 2.88 
Newton 100056 100746 101299 102446 2390 2.39 
Paulding 142779 143816 144920 146950 4171 2.92 
Rockdale* 85417 85620 85670 86919 1502 1.76 
Spalding 64080 64141 63871 63829 -251 -0.39 
Walton 84081 84201 84598 85754 1673 1.99 
20-County 
Total 

 
5278230 

 
5351577 

 
5435588 

 
5506634 

 
228404 

 
4.33 

* 10 “Core” Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Counties 

Source: Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC) (2013). 
http://www.atlantaregional.com/regionalsnapshots.  U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Table 4: Total Employment and Net Change in 20-County Metro Atlanta, 2006-2012 

County 2006 2008 2009 2010 2012 Net 
Change 
2006-
2008 

Net 
Change 
2008-
2009 

Net 
Change 
2009-
2010 

Net 
Change 
2010- 
2012 

Barrow 16117 15508 14867 14937 15738  -609 -641 70 801 
Bartow 36294 33516 30572 28692 31330 -2778 -2944 -1880 26380 
Carroll 36075 38704 36665 35803 36439 2629 -2039 -862 636 
Cherokee* 49861 47561 44246 42310 46078 -2300 -3315 -1936 3768 
Clayton* 127304 120613 114760 113036 113520 -6691 -5853 -1724 484 
Cobb* 321111 326951 311092 293198 313362 5840 -15859 -17894 20164 
Coweta 32463 33220 31374 29672 31403 757 -1846 -1702 1731 
DeKalb* 303829 307116 293714 280111 286444 3287 -13402 -13603 6333 
Douglas* 40153 40698 38039 36311 36845 545 -2659 -1728 534 
Fayette* 40645 39677 36365 34967 38548 -968 -3312 -1398 3581 
Forsyth 59523 61542 59204 56381 63375 -2019 -2338 -2823 6994 
Fulton* 716137 727740 687123 679041 702611 11603 -40617 -8082 23570 
Gwinnett* 322628 322771 295327 287309 302159 143 -27444 -8018 14850 
Hall 73272 74536 68263 69034 71778 1264 -6273 771 2744 
Henry* 47398 49986 45612 46771 48811 2588 -4374 1159 2040 
Newton 22262 21386 20004 19777 20462 -876 -1382 -227 685 
Paulding 20539 21236 20868 20137 20347 697 -368 -731 210 
Rockdale* 34437 31980 29151 29170 30419 -2457 -2829 19 1249 
Spalding 23209 22482 20982 20129 21305 -727 -1500 -853 1176 
Walton 20346 18604 17617 17411 18837 -1742 -987 -206 1426 
20-County 
Total 

 
2343603 

 
2355827 

 
2215845 

 
2154197 

 
2249811 

 
12224 

 
-139982 

 
-61648 

 
95614 

10-County 
Total 

 
2003503 

 
2015093 

 
1895429 

 
1842224 

 
1918797 

 
11590 

 
119664 

 
-53205 

 
76573 

10-County 
% 

 
85.5 

 
85.5 

 
85.5 

 
86.0 

 
85.3 

 
94.8 

 
85.5 

 
86.3 

 
80.1 

*   10 “Core” Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Counties 

Source: GA Dept. of Labor 1 Q ES-202 (2013); Atlanta Regional Commission (processing and 
analysis) (2013). 
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Table 5: Actual Annual Building Permits in 20-County Metro Atlanta: 2010-2012 

County 2010 
All Units 

2010 
Single 
Family 

2011 
All Units 

2011 
Single 
Family 

2012 
All Units 

2012 
Single 
Family 

Barrow 62 62 119 47 169 105 
Bartow 114 82 77 77 73 73 
Carroll 149 39 194 92 36 36 
Cherokee* 542 442 439 439 1213 741 
Clayton* 143 143 106 106 93 93 
Cobb* 1013 713 1756 884 2245 1193 
Coweta 416 416 330 330 403 403 
DeKalb* 432 354 580 295 673 208 
Douglas* 72 72 54 54 139 139 
Fayette* 82 82 70 70 184 184 
Forsyth 1125 1125 1174 1174 2273 1862 
Fulton* 1100 782 1954 961 3432 1668 
Gwinnett* 1239 1080 873 873 2469 1564 
Hall 153 153 186 186 261 261 
Henry* 260 260 250 184 208 208 
Newton 58 58 54 54 66 66 
Paulding 265 265 187 187 213 213 
Rockdale* 40 40 30 30 36 36 
Spalding 118 118 110 110 92 92 
Walton 45 45 38 38 88 88 

       * 10 “Core” Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Counties 

       Source:  SOCDS Building Permits Database.  Query Results on 12/05/2013. 

          http://socds.huduser.org/permits/output_monthly/odb 
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Table 6:  Annual Foreclosure Filings in 20-County Metropolitan Atlanta, 2010-2013 

*10 “Core” Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Counties.   

 Source: www.atlantaregionalhousing.org 

 

 

 

 

 

County 2010 2011 2012 2012 July 
YTD 

2013 July 
YTD 

Barrow 2429 2008 1727 1037 658 
Bartow 2298 1849 1689 1065 698 
Carroll 2765 2247 1946 1161 731 
Cherokee* 5270 4410 4023 2565 1310 
Clayton* 10454 9198 7986 5124 3186 
Cobb* 15005 12926 10221 6642 3883 
Coweta 2646 2236 2039 1310 768 
DeKalb* 19310 17084 14471 9145 5707 
Douglas* 4343 3877 3438 2226 1173 
Fayette* 2044 1858 1451 895 676 
Forsyth 3745 3196 2536 1604 913 
Fulton* 24449 20028 15705 10241 5886 
Gwinnett* 26507 22788 18755 12230 6226 
Hall 3788 3290 3172 2050 1148 
Henry* 6984 6489 5562 3534 2169 
Newton 4100 3460 3016 1915 1088 
Paulding 5195 4264 3870 2381 1467 
Rockdale* 3000 2560 2286 1432 841 
Spalding 1342 1144 972 596 450 
Walton 2310 1813 1639 1053 565 
20-County 
Total 
% of Georgia 

147984 
73.8 

126725 
72.9 

106504 
71.2 

68206 
67.0 

39543 
66.2 

State of 
Georgia 

200430 173749 149504 95391 59767 
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Table 7:  

Annual Foreclosure Filings Net Negative Change and Net Negative Percent Change in 20-
County Metro Atlanta, 2010-2013 

County 2010-
2011 
Net 
Change 

2010-
2011 
% 
Change 

2011-
2012 
Net 
Change 

2011-
2012 
% 
Change 

2012-
2013 
Net 
Change 

2012-
2013 
% 
Change 

2010-
2012 
Net 
Change 

2010- 
2012 
% 
Change 

Barrow 421 17.3 281 14.0 379 36.5 702 28.9 
Bartow 449 19.5 160 8.7 367 34.5 609 26.5 
Carroll 518 18.9 301 13.4 430 37.0 819 29.6 
Cherokee* 860 16.3 387 8.8 1255 48.9 1247 23.7 
Clayton* 1256 12.0 1212 13.2 1938 37.8 2468 23.6 
Cobb* 2079 13.9 2705 20.9 2759 41.5 4784 31.9 
Coweta 410 15.5 197 8.8 542 26.6 607 22.9 
DeKalb* 2226 11.5 2613 15.3 3438 37.6 4839 25.1 
Douglas* 466 10.7 439 11.3 1053 47.3 905 20.8 
Fayette* 186 9.1 407 21.9 219 24.5 593 29.0 
Forsyth 549 14.7 660 20.7 691 43.1 1209 32.3 
Fulton* 4421 18.1 4323 21.6 4355 42.5 8744 35.8 
Gwinnett* 3719 14.0 4033 17.7 6004 49.1 7752 29.3 
Hall 498 13.2 118 3.6 902 44.0 616 16.3 
Henry* 495 7.1 927 14.3 1365 38.6 1422 20.4 
Newton 640 15.6 444 12.8 827 43.2 1084 26.4 
Paulding 931 17.9 394 9.2 914 38.4 1325 25.5 
Rockdale* 440 14.7 274 10.7 591 41.3 714 23.8 
Spalding 198 14.8 172 15.0 146 24.5 370 27.6 
Walton 497 21.5 174 9.6 488 46.3 671 29.1 
20-County 
Total 

 
21258 

 
14.4 

 
20221 

 
16.0 

 
28664 

 
42.0 

 
41480 

 
28.0 

State  
of  
Georgia 

 
26681 

 
13.3 

 
24245 

 
14.0 

 
35624 

 
37.3 

 
50926 

 
25.4 

* 10 “Core” Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Counties 
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Map of 20-County Atlanta Urban Metropolitan Areas 
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Abstract 
    This paper provides a critical review and analysis as to whether the effect of incorrect information and 
miscommunication had an impact on the defeat of Custer at the Battle of the Little Big Horn.  This study 
concludes that both incorrect information and the lack of proper communication did have the effect of in 
the defeat of Custer at the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
Introduction 
     Historians, scholars, and those who have an interest in General George Armstrong Custer (hereafter 
referred to as Custer),view him and the battle of the Little Big Horn quite differently.  Some would 
portray this battle as a few standing against many.  This would be much likeTravis, Bowie, and Crocket at 
the battle at the Alamo (Finnegan, 1980) orKing Leonidas and the 300 at Thermopylae (Padrusch, 2007).  
Others may view this battle as something like the British Light Calvary’s 600 charging into the valley of 
death. Many American films have portrayed Custeras dashing and daring in such movies as They Died 
with Their Boots on (Wallis, 1941) and Custer of the West (Lerner, 1968).  Other films have portrayed 
Custer as uncertain and confused, such as the Little Big Man (Millar, 2011).   
     More than 130 years have passed since the Battle of the Little Big Horn.  Many books and articles 
have been written about this topic.  Eye witness accounts have been printed and discussed in such books 
as I Fought with Custer (Hunt, 1987), the Benteen-Goldin Letters on Custer and his Last Battle (Carroll, 
1974), Custer’s Chief of Scouts (Varnum, 1982),  Thompson’s Narrative of the Little Bighorn Campaign 
1876 (Magnessen, 1974),and Custer in 76 (Camp, 1976).  Fox discusses in his book, Archeology, History, 
and Custer’s Last Battle, the evidence from artifacts at the battle site as to how companies may have 
moved throughout the battle (Fox, 1993). 
Problem Statement 
     It is unlikely that any new evidence will be discovered that will reveal significant information about 
this battle.  The evidence that does exist is not conclusive, leaving many to have varying interpretations as 
to what really happened at the Battle of the Little Big Horn.   This is in part due to the fact that most of 
the orders and guidance given by Custer were oral.  The motives and reasoning behind these orders and 
guidance is subject to interpretation.  Critics and advocates alike can find ample documents and sources to 
support their respective positions. 
     The purpose of this paper is to examine the rationale Custer used when he sought the Indian positions 
and ultimately to attack the Indian encampment on June 25th, 1876.  This attack resulted in the death of 
General Custer and the 225 soldiers who rode with him.  This paper will show thatnot having correct 
information and the lack of proper communications were probably a major reasons for Custer’s defeat at 
the Battle of the Little Big Horn.  If this is correct then having correct information and proper 
communication could have mitigated the results of the Battle of the Little Big Horn. 
Research Question and Research Methodology 
     The research question to be answered is did the lack of correct information and communication have 
an impact on the disastrous results for Custer at the Battle of the Little Big Horn.  The basis for the 
analysis and conclusions are the records which detail the accounts of this Battle.     
Biography of General George Armstrong Custer 
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     It is best to provide a brief biographical sketch of General Custer.   General Custer was born in Ohio in 
1839.   He spent most of his boyhood in Michigan.  As a young man he attended West Point and 
graduated last in his class in 1861.  HisWest Point record indicated that he was not very good at 
academics, but excelled at horsemanship and weaponry.  He rose rapidly through the military ranks 
during the United States Civil War.  He was promoted to Brevet Major General by the age of 24. 
     Custer remained on activity duty after the Civil War. Like many soldiers of the time his permanent 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel was restored and he was sent out west to promote and maintain the United 
States Federal Government interests.However, for the rest of his life he was often referred to as General 
Custer.  In 1867, Custer was court martialed.  He was found guilty of five charges, e.g., absent without 
permission, had shot and wounded a soldier and denied him medical treatment, and had shot supposed 
deserters without a trial, and removed from the ranks of active duty for one year(Frost, 1968, 100-102, 
245 & 246).   
In 1876, Custer was summoned by Congress and testified before the Clymer Committee.  This committee 
examined alleged kickbacks to General Belknap, the Secretary of War and President Grant’s brother, 
Orville.  His testimony supported these allegations.  He was subsequently accused of perjury and 
disloyalty to fellow officers and arrested.  President Grant then prohibited Custer from taking part in the 
Sioux Campaign in 1876.  From the insistence of General Sherman, Grant eventually allowed Custer to 
rejoin his unit.    
     Now we will review the factors that may have contributed to the defeat of General Custer at the Battle 
of the Little Big Horn.  Those factors are the number of Indians, the orders, the march, the element of 
surprise, the attack, and Custer attacks.   
The Number of Indians 
     When Custer and others started their pursuit of the Indians, they were under the impression that there 
were approximately 800 Indian braves, who would be poorly equipped and probably would disperse if 
attacked.  This was obtained from Indian Agents prior to when the Indian build up was 
completed.According to Larson during a six day period, the number of Indian warriors at the Little Big 
Horn encampment rose from 800 to 1,800 (Larson, 1997, 203).  According to General Terry, he offered 
Custer gatling guns, but Custer indicated that he would be embarrassed if he used them and could handle 
the Indians without them (Kuhlman, 2012, 2).   According to Lieutenant Edgerly“it was the feeling with 
many of the officers it would have a hard ride and did not wish to be encumbered with artillery” (Camp, 
1976, 54).  
     During the evening of June 25th, 1876 LTC Custer called a conference with his officers.  There is 
nothing recorded that day indicating that LTC Custer estimated the number of warriors.  However, Lt. 
Gibbon’s letter of July 4, 1876 suggests that the conference estimate was at least 1,000 warriors.  Lt. 
Edgerly in the 1890’s wrote that the general belief by Terry, Gibbons, and Custer was that there was no 
more than 800 warriors and probably less.  Lt. Godfrey wrote in 1892 that LTC Custer estimated the 
number of warriors between 1,000 and 1,500 although this was not mentioned in his diary (Gray, 152-
154).According to Linderman, on a separate occasion, several of the Indian scouts informed LTC Custer 
that there were more enemies than bullets in the belts of the soldiers, too many to fight (Linderman, 134-
135).    
     The actual number of Indians in the village at the time of the Battle of the Little Big Horn is not known 
and cannot be accurately determined.  All estimates after the Battle of the Little Big Horn exceed 800 and 
are oftena lot higher.  After the Battle at the Little Big Horn, Captain Benteen estimated the Indian 
strength as between 1,500 and 1,800.  Three years later his estimate was between 8,000 and 9,000. 
(Schneider, 2011, 11).  Sergeant Windolph, a Little Big Horn survivor, estimated the Indian warrior 
strength at 3,000.  (Hunt, 1987, 158).  The actual number of Indians played a decisive role in Custer’s 
defeat. 
The Orders 
     By 1876 the Sioux Indians began leaving the reservation in large numbers.  There are several reasons 
for this.  One was the discovery of gold in the Black Hills.  White gold miners began entering the 
reservation boundaries in search of gold.  The United States government did little to halt or hamper this 
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migration.  In addition, United States Army Calvary and white settlers crossed the reservation lines with 
again little or no resistance on the part of the United States Government.   
Since the United States Government was not enforcing the treaty with the Indians many Indians were 
dissatisfied.  Many left the reservation and no longer felt bound by the Treaty with the United States.  The 
United States Government ordered the Indians back to the reservation no later than January 31, 1876.  
When many of the Indians did not comply, the United States Army was ordered to round up these Indians 
and escort them back onto the reservation.  This would be accomplished by three columns, under the 
commands of General Crook, Colonel Gibbons, and General Terry, converging and surrounding the 
Indians.  General Terry reached the area of the Little Big Horn first.  He then sent Custer ahead to catch 
up with Colonel Gibbons and take the Indians from two sides (Ross, 2001, 40).   The strategy was that 
after the Indians were forced to surrender they would be escorted back to the reservation.The historian 
Darling views General Terry’s orders that divide a command without knowing the actual enemy strength, 
as a blunder (Darling, 1992, ix)  
     General Terry provided written instructions to Custer on how he was to search and find the Indians.  
The instructions called upon Custer to find and to move along the trail discovered by Major Reno a few 
days earlier.  Custer was to march at such a pace that he and Colonel Gibbons would reach the same point 
on June 26th 1876.  Custer was to be cognizant of his surroundings and attempt to prevent any Indian from 
escaping along his flanks.  Near the Little Big Horn he would meet up with Colonel Gibbons and they 
should have the Indians in that vicinity surrounded (Graham, 1952, 114-117).  These orders also in part 
stated, “It is, of course, impossible to give you any definite instructions in regard to this movement, and 
were it not impossible to do so, the Department commander places too much confidence in your zeal, 
energy and ability to wish to impose upon you precise orders which might hamper your action when 
nearly in contact with the enemy.  He will, however, indicate to you his own views of what your action 
should be, and he desires that you should conform to them unless you shall see sufficient reason for 
departing from them” (Graham, 1952, 115). 
     The question to be examined here is, did Custer in fact disobey orders when he launched his attack 
against the Indians or was he justified because of the circumstances and operating within the guidelines 
outlined in those orders. 
The March 
     One action taken by Custer, which is if often cited as an example of disobeying orders, was his speed 
in arriving at the rendezvous point prior to Colonel Gibbon’sarrival on June 24th, 1876.  Discrepancies 
between Captain Benteen’s records and Lieutenant Wallace’s records, of the miles traveled by Custer, 
account for this.  According to Benteen’s records, the 7th Calvary traveled 102 miles and Wallace’s 
records show 76 miles.  Wallace was the officer officially responsible for keeping track of the miles 
traveled, and based upon current mileage tables the actual miles traveled is closer to the Wallace estimate.   
This difference of 26 miles would have been about a day’s travel time for Custer.  Inaccurate estimates of 
miles traveled gives the appearance of an accelerated pace by Custer.  (Kuhlman, 2012, 1-5).  
     On June 24th, 1876, Custer found that the Indians had actually moved some 22-23 miles further south.  
This information came from scouts who reported that the Indians had moved south and in the vicinity of 
the Little Big Horn.  Custer ordered a night march during the evening of June 24thand arrived at what is 
known as the Crow’s Nest on June 25th.Custer chose a night march so as to help hide his presence and 
movements from the Indians.  Some would argue that Custer did not follow General Terry’s orders in that 
he did not wait for the arrival of Colonel Gibbons.  Others would argue that these actions all seem 
consistent with the orders given to Custer by General Terry, “as to preclude the possibility of escape by 
the Indians” (Graham, 1952, 116).   That is, Custer followed the Indian movements with the intent of 
preventing them from escaping.  What does seem clear is that General Terry gave Custer the authority to 
unilaterally make decisions with regard to the mission.  Some may question Custer’s wisdom in the 
course of action(s) he took, but he was in Command and given the authority to make decisions based 
upon his best judgment. 
     The plains Indians did not fight in the same manner as the United States Military.  Typically the 
Indians would retreat and try to evade the advancing military.  Small units of soldiers would be vulnerable 
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to Indian attack, but not large units of soldiers.   So if the military units were detected, it was believed that 
the Indians would flee.  The element of surprise was viewed as critical to contain the Indians. 
The Element of Surprise 
Captain Moylan testified, during the Reno Court Martial that during the night march toward the Crow’s 
Nest where some supplies were lost along the trail.  A sergeant rode back to retrieve these items and 
spotted several Indians with the supplies (Graham, 1954, 68).  While traveling toward the Crow’s Nest 
two Indians were observed watching the movement of the 7th Calvary.  These Indians eventually left 
toward the direction of the Indian encampment.  These two events, in part, lead Custer to believe that the 
element of surprise no longer existed (Graham, 1952, 21-22)   
At approximately 12:15pm on June 25th, 1876, Custer began his movement toward the Indian 
encampment.  The plan called for dividing the 7th Calvary into three commands.  Captain Benteen would 
command three companies and move to the left among the bluffs searching for Indians and blocking any 
retreat.  If the Indians did retreat, they probably would have to retreat either to the North or South.  
Captain Benteen could cover a southern retreat and Colonel Gibbons could cover a northern retreat 
(Stewart, 1955, 320).  Major Reno would command three companies and Custer would command five 
companies.  At approximately 2:15 pm the combined forces of Custer and Reno reached a lone tepee.  
Fred Girard, a civilian interpreter, from on top of a knoll, saw 40-50 Indians riding off in the distance. 
Custer assumed it was the Indians fleeing the 7th Calvary advancements.  It was actually a band of Indians 
who were seeking to join up with Sitting Bull and not galloping back to provide information to Sitting 
Bull about the 7th Calvary(Sarf, 1993, 176-200) (Graham, 1952, 25-34). 
     At this point in time Custer felt he had to make decisions with regard to the fleeing Indians.  This was 
another instance where it appeared as though the element of surprise did not exist.  While there may be 
some ambiguity of Custer’s exact oral orders at this time, what is clear is that Custer would follow behind 
Major Reno in his attack on the Indian encampment. 
The Attack 
     Major Reno and his three companies started their forward movement toward the Indian encampment.  
However, before their advancement brought them directly in contact with the Indian encampmentthey 
faced many Indians.  Major Reno was heavily outnumbered and he realized to continue with the forward 
movement would be disastrous.  Indian accounts generally indicate that Major Reno’s attack took the 
Indians by surprise (Sarf, 1993, 200).  Major Reno and his men retreated toward the tree line, then crossed 
the river, and eventually climbed up to the top of a mountain ridge, overlooking the battle scene, where he 
eventually met up with Captain Benteen.    
Custer never provided reinforcements to Major Reno during this battle.It is not known what prompted 
Custer to deviate from what Reno and Benteen thought was his intent.  Some historians feel he may have 
decided to perform a double envelopment.  This is a military maneuver where two elements attack a foe 
from different sides at the same time.  If this was in fact the case Custer would not have known that Major 
Reno retreated from the engagement about 45 minutes after his contact with the Indians.  This would have 
allowed the majority of Indians to join forces to fight off Custer (Schneider, 2011, 9). 
     Prior to meeting Major Reno, Captain Benteenwas performing the duties assigned to him by Custer.  
Scouting the hills and valleys resulted in no Indian sightings.   Approximately one hour before arriving at 
the hilltop where Major Reno retreated to, John Martin approached Captain Benteen’s command.  John 
Martin had been detailed as the trumpeter orderly position for the day under Custer’s command.  Martin 
brought a dispatch from Custer that was signed by Custer’s adjutant, that stated:“Benteen-Come on-Big 
Village-Be quick-Bring Packs.  P.S. Bring pacs” (Graham, 1952, 54).  John Martin was an Italian 
immigrant who did not speak English well (Panzeri, 2004, 56).  He was not able to effectively 
communicate what was going on with Custer.  John Martin did make comments like the Indians were 
“Skedaddling” and that Custer “was charging through the village”(Graham, 1952, 55). 
     John Martin left the Custer Command just prior to Custer’s attack on the village and the subsequent 
assault of the Indian warriors on Custer’s Command.  From Captain Benteen’s perspective, the urgency of 
joining Custer was not clear.  Comments like “skedaddling” and “charging through the village” do not 
generate thoughts that Custer was in or might be in trouble.  Shortly thereafter, Captain Benteen met 
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Major Reno’s command on the hilltop.  Major Reno urged Captain Benteen to stay with him, due to the 
many soldiers dead and wounded.Captain Benteen showed the note from Custer to Major Reno.  Major 
Reno thought Custer’s note was aimed at bringing the packs within easier reach in a defensive position 
rather than having them join any fight (Nichols, 1999, 190).  At this time, Captain Benteenset up a 
defensive position at the hilltop with his command and what remained of Major Reno’s command. 
     From their position on the hilltop both Major Reno and Captain Benteen could hear gunfire down the 
river.  Major Reno did not know where Custer was, but he and Captain Benteen thought he would be near 
the position of the gunfire.  This is the vicinity from which John Martin road.   The combined commands 
started toward the gunfire, but found it necessary to retreat due to the strength of the Indians.   
     Major Reno and Captain Benteen held this defensive position for two days.  At that time they 
witnessed the Indians leaving.  It was then that they obtained a better appreciation of the number of 
warriors in this village.  They wondered what happened to Custer and why he would allow the Indians to 
retreat.   
Custer Attacks 
     No one knows why Custer did not reinforce Major Reno according to the plan.  Custer travelled some 
five miles along the river after separating from Major Reno.  During this ride the village was obscured by 
hills and eventually Custer reached a hill where he decided to attack.  It was at this point that John Marten 
was sent back with the message.  It was during this attack Custer and all 225 soldiers lost their life.  Two 
companies were wiped out as they approached the village and the remaining soldiers died while retreating 
up and on top of the hill.  Richard Fox has performed some excellent work in terms of using archeological 
artifacts to retrace some of the movements of the soldiers (Fox, 1993) and (Fireside Production 
“Producer”, 1993). 
Conclusion 
     The technology in 1876 was quite different than today.  Cell phones, land lines, and radios did not 
exist that would have provided more effective communications.  Remote Sensing did not exist which 
could have tracked the movement and help determine the number of Indians.  Both incorrect information 
and faulty communications played a role in Custer’s defeat which occurred on June 25th, 1876.  
Nonetheless we can draw some conclusions based upon the objective evidence that exists. 
     Probably, the major cause of the Custer’s defeat at the Little Big Horn was that he did not have an 
accurate estimate of the number of Indian warriors Sitting Bull had at his command.  We will never know 
what would have happened if the U.S. Army had accurate information on the number of warriors.  
General Terry may have had a different strategy.  Custer may not have divided up his command, he may 
not have assumed that the Indians would scatter if attacked, he may have waited for Colonel Gibbons to 
arrive, and he may not have attacked the Indians. Lieutenant General Sheridan’s report of November 25th, 
1876 in part states “Had the Seventh Calvary been kept together, it is my belief it would have been able to 
handle the Indians on the Little Big Horn, and under any circumstances it could have at least defended 
itself” (Carroll, 76).   If Custer knew the correct number of Indians, as some suggest, he still may have 
thought they would scatter when attacked and the strategy pursued would have worked.   It does seem 
clear that with accurate information the U.S. Army may have pursued their mission differently. 
     The orders by General Terry to Custer seem clear.  When Custer decided not to wait for Colonel 
Gibbons, but to march and pursue the Indians, it seems to be within the intent of the orders.  That is, 
before Custer and Colonel Gibbons could encircle the Indians they first had to locate them and keep them 
from scattering.   
     If the element of surprise was lost, it was reasonable to assume that the Indians would retreat and 
scatter.  This was the observed pattern at the time.  Three different events led Custer to believe he had lost 
the element of surprise.  At least two of the instances were in error.  Realistically, Custer had no way of 
knowing that the Indians in these cases were not part of the Indian encampment and as such would not be 
notifying the Indian leadership about the nearby Calvary.  
     It is not clear why Custer failed to reinforce Major Reno as planned, and then subsequently to attack 
the Indian village alone.  What is clear is that there was no intent to abort the mission of attacking the 
Indians, but rather the method of attack changed.   
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     Therefore, incorrect information and communication played a role in the defeat of Custer at the Battle 
of the Little Big Horn.  Perfect and correct information would not have guaranteed success.  However, it 
probably would have mitigated the results. 
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Introduction 
     What is one of the best possible investments in time and resources communities can make?  Early 
screening to identify children who would benefit greatly from intervention in the first few years of life.  
When children are identified through developmental screening programs, early intervention can be highly 
effective in modifying brain architecture and improving children’s developmental and academic 
trajectories. (Shonkoff & Garner 2012). Early intervention for children with autism, in particular, is 
critical as research demonstrates that children receiving intervention prior to their second birthday or 
earlier have an excellent prognosis, versus later when intervention may be less effective and more costly 
(Johnson & Myers, 2007).  
Purposes 
     The purpose of this article is to describe the California State University, Northridge Family Focus 
Resource Center Mobile Screening Van, an innovative outreach program designed to increase community 
capacity for reaching the traditionally hardest to reach families and children from low-income, culturally 
diverse communities. It is especially pertinent that a concerted effort is made to reach these children, as 
they are potentially at high-risk for developmental disabilities, but are the least likely to be screened and 
referred for timely early intervention services (Mandell, Wiggins, Carpenter, Daniels, DiGuiseppi, Durkin 
… & Kirby, 2009). For the purposes of this article the term developmental disabilities refers to a 
spectrum of mild to severe developmental and behavioral delays or diagnosed disabilities. Developmental 
screening is used to mean “a short test to tell if a child is learning basic skills when he or she should, or if 
there are delays” that indicate a need for further assessment and/or diagnostic evaluation (CDC, 2014).  
     This article provides an overview of the importance of community based developmental screening that 
promotes early identification of children who may have developmental disabilities. In spite of 
recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2014) and the American 
Academy of Pediatrics (AAP, 2010) for periodic surveillance and screening in the first three years of life, 
there are numerous challenges and barriers that prevent access for large numbers of families and children, 
especially in culturally/linguistically diverse communities where children are exposed to a greater number 
of risk factors associated with developmental disabilities (Iland, Weiner, & Murawski, 2012; Mandell et 
al., 2009).  
     There are several factors that inspired the use of a mobile screening van to bring developmental 
screening directly to communities. First, prevalence rates indicate that the number of children with 
developmental delays or disabilities is steadily rising (CDC, 2014).  Second, studies from neuroscience 
and developmental psychology demonstrate that early brain development is highly malleable and that 
early identification of developmental disabilities and intervention make a difference (Shonkoff, Richter, 
van de Gaag, & Bhutta, 2012). Third, in spite of recommendations from the medical, developmental and 
scientific communities for universal surveillance and screening of all children, most children are never 
screened prior to entering kindergarten (King, 2010; Rosenberg, Robinson, Shaw, & Ellison, 2013). 
Several challenges and barriers to family and child access have been documented in the literature and will 
be discussed in this article (Mandell, et al., 2009; Shattuck, Durkin, Maenner, Newschaffer, Mandell, 
Wiggins…& Cunniff, 2009). Finally, there is an urgent need to develop innovative and effective 
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approaches for increasing the number of children reached, in particular, children who are typically the 
hardest to reach, namely low-income, culturally / linguistically diverse families and children (Bricker, 
Macy, Squires & Marks, 2013; Roux, Herrera, Wold, Dunkle, Glascoe, & Shattuck, 2012).  
Background 
Prevalence of Children with Developmental Disabilities 
     According to the CDC (2014), 17% of children from birth through 18 years of age have a mild to 
serious developmental disability. Alarmingly, 13% of infants and toddlers have a significant 
developmental delay that qualifies for early intervention services, yet only 3% of children less than three 
years old are ever screened, referred for diagnostic evaluation, or receive early intervention services 
(Rosenberg et al., 2013).  
     Boyle, Sheree, and Boulet et al. (2011) investigated trends in the prevalence of developmental 
disabilities from 1997 – 2008 and found that the number of children with developmental disabilities rose 
from 12% to 15% during this period; an increase largely fueled by the rapid rise in children with ASD and 
ADHD. Additionally, the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring (ADDM) Network, which 
monitors autism rates in 8-year-old children living in 11 states across America, reported in its most recent 
findings published March 28, 2014 that the overall prevalence of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) was 
one in 68 children or approximately 1% of children from birth to 21 years of age (CDC, 2014). Similar to 
studies published elsewhere (Mandell, et al., 2009; Shattuck, et al., 2009) the ADDM Network study 
shows significant disparities in identification and diagnostic rates for non-Hispanic white children who 
were 30% more likely to be identified than non-Hispanic black children and 50% more than Hispanic 
children (CDC, 2014).  
     Even though experienced professionals can reliably identify autism by 2 to 3 years of age, Shattuck et 
al. (2009) found that the median age of initial diagnosis was 5.7 years, a lag of 3 – 4 years; thus 
illustrating the failure of current screening efforts to identify and refer children for services in a timely 
manner. However, it is precisely during the first few years of life when children’s developing brains 
generally have greater plasticity that early intervention can be most effective (Shonkoff & Garner, 2012). 
Benefits of Early Screening, Referral and Intervention 
     Research on early brain development demonstrates that the early childhood years are the foundation 
for success throughout life and that the earlier developmental disabilities are identified and treated the 
more likely a child will achieve his or her developmental potential (Shonkoff et al., 2012). In order to 
build a cohesive framework for understanding early development the National Scientific Council on the 
Developing Child conducted an extensive review of the literature from the fields of neuroscience, 
developmental psychology, pediatrics, and economics (2007). In doing so, they identified several 
principles to guide policy and practice based on the information they derived from the neuroscience and 
early childhood development literature. One of the more salient concepts relates to the importance of 
monitoring children’s development, identifying developmental challenges early, and providing timely 
intervention when it can be most effective versus trying to remediate any delays later when results may 
not be as effective.  
     In addition to identifying potential developmental delays, screening can be advantageous for other 
reasons. For example, even if a child shows no developmental concerns, the screening process itself 
provides an opportunity to discuss developmental milestones with parents, thus increasing their 
knowledge of development and their awareness of the importance of developmental screening (Bellman 
& Vijeratnam, 2012). Additionally, over 60% of children spend all or part of their day in some form of 
care outside their home while their parents work. The majority of children, birth to three years of age, are 
cared for in a family childcare setting. Early childhood care and education providers have a unique 
opportunity to observe children’s development over time and typically have a positive and trusting 
relationship with families making them excellent candidates for reaching large numbers of children. 
Providers caring for young children in their homes are especially well-positioned to reach the most 
vulnerable children, as this is the setting most frequently used by low-income, culturally diverse families 
of young children (Johnson-Staub, 2012).  
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Recommendation for Universal Surveillance and Screening 
     Studies investigating the effectiveness of developmental screening found that when pediatricians used 
standardized screening tools to conduct routine screening at well-child visits, they were able to accurately 
identify children and provide referral for early intervention in a more timely manner (Guevara, Gerdes, 
Localio, Yuanshun, Huang, Pinto-Martin, … & Pati, 2013).  
     Given the rise in the number of children with developmental concerns, and the importance of early 
experiences on the developing brain, the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) (2010) recommends 
periodic surveillance and developmental screening of ALL children during the first three years of life. 
Although, the number of pediatricians who use standardized screening tools in their practice doubled 
between 2002 and 2009 (Radecki, Sand-Loud, O’Connor, Sharp, & Olson, 2011), fewer than 30% of 
children ever receive developmental screening, and only 61% of those screened are referred for further 
assessment and services when indicated (King, 2010). Of great concern is that this gap disproportionately 
impacts children from low-income and culturally / ethnically diverse communities who rarely receive 
screening for developmental delays, mental health disorders, or autism spectrum disorders prior to 
entering kindergarten (Roux, Herrera, Wold, Dunkle, Glascoe, & Shattuck, 2012).  
     Similar to other studies conducted on utilization of early intervention services among low-income or 
Hispanic families (Lakes, Kettler, Schmidt, Haynes, Feeney-Kettler, … & Tamm, 2009), we have also 
observed socioeconomic and cultural barriers such as lack of transportation, lack of access to quality 
pediatric care and developmental screenings, low socioeconomic status, immigration status, linguistic and 
cultural differences, and general mistrust of professionals, such as social workers.  
     While some studies have previously argued against the necessity and feasibility of large-scale 
coordinated comprehensive community-based screening efforts for specific disabilities such as autism 
(Al-Qabandi, Gorter, Rosenbaum, 2011), there is solid support for universal routine monitoring and 
screening for developmental delays / disabilities (Schonwald, Huntington, Chan, Risko, & Bridgemohan, 
2009). For example, it is readily accepted that routine hearing and screening vision are essential for 
identifying potential concerns that can impact a wide array of developmental areas, including language 
and communication. Similarly, screening for developmental delays and disabilities can identify children 
who are at risk for long-term cognitive, language, and learning challenges and facilitate referral to critical 
early intervention (Tout, Halle, Daily, Albertson-Junkans & Moodie, 2013).  
     Considering the rapidly increasing number of children exhibiting developmental and/or behavioral 
challenges and the dearth of children who actually receive developmental screening during the first three 
years, it is imperative to identify barriers and challenges that impede access to screening and appropriate 
intervention services. Knowing what these barriers are, and how they function is essential for developing 
successful community wide screening approaches. Of central concern, is addressing the unique barriers 
experienced by families and children who are the hardest to reach, most at risk for developmental 
disabilities, and least likely to have access to screening, diagnosis, and early intervention. 
Barriers and Challenges to Universal Developmental Screening  
     There are several challenges that prevent children’s access to developmental screening such as a lack 
of coordination among medical, educational and social agencies serving families and children, lack of 
awareness of the importance of developmental screening, and lack of follow-up to support families 
through referral and the start of timely early intervention services (Bricker, Macy, Squires & Marks, 
2013). An ongoing challenge is the lack of adequate funding to serve all children who are eligible. Since 
2006, already scarce resources have been drastically reduced in addition to other strategies to reduce 
enrollment such as a narrowing eligibility criteria, lowering provider fees, or requiring families to pay a 
co-payment or first access private insurance (Rosenberg, 2013).  
     Further complicating the issue is the lack of consistency across states about eligibility criteria. For 
example, in states with stricter eligibility criteria, 2% of children less than three years of age might 
qualify for early intervention services versus 78% of children in states with a wider definition of delay. 
Even with this wide range, an average of only 2.8% of children eligible in the United States were enrolled 
in early intervention services for which they qualified, providing evidence that children are likely not 
being identified and referred for intervention services (Rosenberg, 2013). 
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     In spite of recommendations that pediatricians provide universal, routine surveillance and screening 
for children in their practice, the evidence suggests that while this is a necessary recommendation, by 
itself it is not a sufficient method for reaching all children – and especially for those who are the hardest 
to reach. Many communities are responding to this gap by developing an array of community-wide 
methods for reaching greater numbers of children. Three approaches are currently being used across a 
wide, culturally diverse geographical area located within Los Angeles County: a countywide approach 
known as 2-1-1 LA; a local neighborhood approach, and a mobile screening approach that brings 
screening directly to communities. 
Outreach Approaches 
Countywide Approach 
     Los Angeles County has implemented a county wide developmental screening initiative via the 211 
LA help line.  Founded in 1981, 211 LA serves close to 500,000 families and individuals a year. Over 
7,000 calls a month are from parents or caregivers with children under 5 years old. 211 LA callers are 
disproportionately low- income, ethnic-minority, underserved, and without health insurance (Shattuck, 
2012). Four out of five (80%) have monthly household incomes below $2,000 and over three-quarters are 
ethnic-minority: 47% Latino, 30% African-American.  Most callers with young children did not have 
developmental concerns, yet 54% screened with high to moderate risk.  In 3,485 children screened, 27% 
(942) were identified at high risk for a potential delay/disability– an estimated two and half times higher 
rates based on studies in the general U.S. population (Roux et al., 2012).  
     The 211 LA helpline reaches large numbers of families through the use of phone operators who are 
trained to probe for information about family and child health and well-being. By asking the caller a 
series of screening questions, they are able to offer developmental screening to families of young 
children, who might otherwise not be aware of the availability of and/or importance of screening. One of 
the most valuable features of the 211 LA helpline is its linkage to a comprehensive network of resources 
and supports to which families can be referred for further diagnostic evaluation and appropriate 
intervention when disabilities are identified.  
Local Neighborhood Approach 
     The Child Development Institute’s Early Learning Center (CDI/ELC), located in a low-income, 
predominately Hispanic community in Los Angeles County, uses a more localized, neighborhood-based 
approach that embeds developmental screening into its program activities. In addition to offering free 
developmental screening to the more than 1,000 families and their children who participate each month in 
the free daily activities the program offers, the CDI/ELC also holds free developmental screening days on 
one Saturday each month in conjunction with the community’s local farmer’s market (Maltese, Aguayo, 
& Chavez, 2011).  The success of this program is largely due to the level of trust the program has earned 
from families who bring their children to participate in a variety of free, child and family friendly, 
culturally sensitive activities that includes free play, story time, cooking, and gardening Similar to the 211 
LA approach, the CDE/ELC provides families linkages to a comprehensive network of resources and 
supports.  
     Even though these two approaches have been successful in reaching children who might otherwise not 
receive early developmental screening, there are limitations. For example, families must have access to 
phones, computers, or Internet to utilize the services offered by 211 LA; however, many low-income 
families may have limited access to or experience using such technology, and thus would not benefit from 
this this approach.  
     As a neighborhood based program, CDI/ELC can reach families and children who live in close 
geographical proximity to the center; however, many families may lack transportation, may feel 
uncomfortable due to language, education, or economic barriers, or may not utilize the program’s 
offerings for very young children, thinking that they are not old enough to participate in the program’s 
activities. Additionally, both of these approaches typically reach families who primarily seek services 
unrelated to developmental screening, and only present screening as a secondary service. Furthermore, 
while each program has knowledge of a comprehensive network of resources and can link families to 
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supports and services, neither program has the capacity to follow-up with families to ensure that they 
were able to access further diagnostic evaluation and/or early intervention services for their child.  
     The limitations of these two approaches suggest a need to consider alternative, complimentary 
approaches for increasing the number of children who receive early developmental screening. In response 
to this need, the Family Focus Resource Center (FFRC) and California State University, Northridge 
instituted a model using a specially outfitted van that brings developmental screening directly to families 
in their communities. This approach has the potential benefit of reducing barriers for families who might 
otherwise not have awareness of the importance of developmental screening and/or not be able to utilize 
services offered via technology or through participation in a center-based program. 
Mobile Screening Approach 
     As a parent-focused organization, FFRC sought to break down these barriers by bringing the screening 
and education programs directly to the parents.   In January 2013, FFRC was awarded a $50,000 grant 
from the CVS Caremark Foundation to obtain a van to conduct mobile outreach in underserved 
communities in Los Angeles County.  The logic model in Figure 1 outlines the process that the FFRC 
used to plan, develop and implement the mobile screening outreach project. 
     The FFRC mobile outreach vehicle, wrapped in bright and cheerful colors, was completed in early 
2014. Inside the van, there is a seating area where the staff can have private consultation with the 
parent(s) after the screening. Screening days are offered in conjunction with community partners such as 
Head Start programs, WIC sites, and community centers in low-income neighborhoods where community 
members face numerous barriers such as limited transportation and inability to take time off work to take 
their children for wellness checks. The van travels to locations (grocery and drug stores, churches and 
community agencies) that are centrally located within their communities and are easily accessible on 
weekends.  Van graphics and all the screening materials are in English and Spanish, reflecting the culture 
of the communities in which we operate.  A play area is set up next to the van where the staff can talk to 
the parents, observe and conduct developmental screenings for the child.   
     The screening instrument that is used, the Parent’s Evaluation of Developmental Status (PEDS), was 
chosen because it is parent friendly, accurate and relatively fast to administer (Brothers, Glascoe, & 
Robertshaw, 2007).  Screenings take about 15 minutes; if the child’s screening indicates a need for a 
formal evaluation, they are referred to the North Los Angeles Country Regional Center for a complete 
developmental assessment, and follow up by our staff.  
Cultural sensitivity 
     Conducting developmental screenings requires trusted community partners and settings in order to 
reach at-risk children and their parents. Some of the barriers to reaching these families include 
socioeconomic factors, language and culture, transportation and educational status. We have identified a 
multi-tiered outreach approach in order to break down these barriers, that includes bringing supports to 
families where they are already seeking other services, or participating in community-wide events 
promoting child and family well-being. Lakes et al. (2009) described one community wide approach that 
successfully increased participation rates of Hispanic and low-income families by providing parent 
support services in places such as their own neighborhoods and in settings where they are more 
comfortable, such as schools and churches and from trusted persons in their community (e.g., teachers, 
religious leaders). 
     In its other programs, FFRC has observed that families often do not seek educational assistance for 
their children when they have more pressing needs such as housing, food and medical care.  By partnering 
with other social services and safety net medical providers who are already serving these families, we can 
reach the most vulnerable families by providing timely developmental screenings at locations where they 
are already receiving services such as food pantries, WIC sites, health clinics and community based 
programs, avoiding common barriers such as lack of transportation and limited resources. Community 
outreach events have proven to be another successful strategy.  Screening events have been held at health 
fairs, children’s Play Days at community parks and Back to School resource fairs.  A high concentration 
of parents and young children attends these free events and resource fairs, particularly because they are in 
their communities and sponsored by trusted agencies that they already know.  
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Implications 
     While the AAP and CDC recommend universal developmental surveillance and screening during well-
child visits, the majority of children are not screened by medical providers prior to entry into 
kindergarten, and this is even more so for culturally and linguistically diverse children from low 
socioeconomic communities (Mandell, et al., 2009; Roux et al., 2012; Shattuck et al., 2009). Reasons for 
the disparity in the number of children from culturally diverse and low-income families include barriers to 
access such as lack of transportation, lack of insurance, or lack of trust for medical and social welfare 
providers (Lakes et al., 2009). Medical care providers may not be reimbursed for administering 
developmental screening and thus often do not include in it their practices (King, 2010). Early childhood 
educators, who are perhaps the most well-positioned individuals to conduct universal, routine 
developmental screening due to their extensive contact with young children and their families, lack the 
knowledge, skills and time to administer developmental screening (Johnson-Staub, 2014). Thus, the use 
of multi-pronged approaches, such as bringing developmental screening to communities and settings 
where families already feel comfortable and trusting, has the potential to reach a greater number of 
children, especially those that are hardest to reach (Bricker et al., 2013).  
     One of the most intractable challenges impeding children’s access to developmental screening is the 
lack of coordination among the multitude of parties that provide family and child services (e.g., 
physicians, early childhood educators, school districts, Head Start programs, social services providers). 
This lack of coordination results in redundancies and overlap of resources that may consistently and 
frequently reach some children while leaving others out entirely. Given the limited resources available to 
reach all children, it is imperative that communities develop cross-agency collaborations that leverage 
each entities resources more effectively and efficiently. A multi-pronged approach that includes 
promising approaches such as the Mobile Screening Van and other community-wide efforts described in 
this article, can potentially reach a far greater number of children than either approach could alone. 
Future Steps 
     In 2001, when the AAP first published their recommendations for Developmental Surveillance and 
Screening of Infants and Young Children (Pediatrics, 2001), it was presumed that the “primary care 
practitioner’s office is the only place where most children younger than five years are seen and is ideal for 
developmental behavioral screening” (p. 192). However, as described in this article, 14 years later many 
children are falling through the cracks, suggesting that an integrated, comprehensive, community-wide 
approach may be more efficient and effective (Bricker et al., 2013). For example, over 60% of children 
today are in some form of childcare outside the home, which is potentially an ideal setting where the 
mobile screening van can reach a large number of children (Johnson-Staub, 2014).  
     Leveraging resources among multiple agencies connected with families and children through cross-
agency collaboration is another potential strategy. A promising developmental-behavioral screening 
model currently being piloted, Developmental and Autism Screening of Young Children: Reaching the 
Hard to Reach, brings together the resources of three organizations that includes university graduate 
students from the California State University, Northridge (CSUN) Childhood Education Master’s 
Program, the Child Care Resource and Referral (CCRC) agency, and the Family Focus Resource Center 
(FFRC), to target the hardest to reach potentially at-risk children and families from low-income 
communities. Figure 2 illustrates the components included in the community screening outreach project. 
     The project trains graduate students from the CSUN Early Childhood Education master’s degree 
program to administer the PEDS developmental screening tool to young children and to share results with 
families using family-centered, culturally responsive techniques (Hanson, 2011). The CCRC facilitates 
access for the hardest to reach low-income children and families from culturally/ethnically diverse 
communities by disseminating materials that inform child care providers and families of the importance 
of developmental-behavioral screening, notifying them when mobile screening events will be in their 
communities, and providing space for the mobile screening van to screen children at locations where 
families are likely to attend (e.g., Head Start sites, family friendly community events). The FFRC Mobile 
Screening Van brings free developmental screening resources directly to communities with high 
concentrations of low-income, culturally/ethnically diverse families and children. Through collaboration 
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and leveraging existing resources, the three partnering agencies can reach the “hard to reach” families and 
children who otherwise might never receive developmental screening and early intervention services 
when needed, thus reducing the disparities in achievement gaps for children in low-income communities. 
     Each partner provides a distinct, but critical role needed for reaching low-income, culturally / 
ethnically diverse children and families by reducing one of the single biggest barriers to reaching these 
“hard to reach” children, which is the lack of coordination among multiple agencies that typically work in 
isolation of one another resulting in redundancies and ineffective and inefficient use of resources (Bricker 
et al., 2013). This micro level localized project has the potential of providing a model that can be scaled 
up to macro level large-scale community-wide screening programs, and thus reduce disparities in access 
to developmental screening, referral and early intervention.  
     Furthermore, by engaging and training university graduate students in early childhood education 
(ECE) to administer reliable, efficient developmental screening tools and to share results with families 
using culturally responsive, family-centered communication strategies, this project has the potential to 
increase the capacity of the ECE workforce to incorporate and promote developmental screening as part 
of their professional practice. Forming collaborative partnerships between the university and agencies 
who already have a trusting relationship with communities and families can leverage existing resources 
more efficiently, thus increasing the sustainability of the university-community-based collaborative 
model.  
     The university-community collaborative project is currently underway and is collecting data on 
outcomes such as the number of children screened, referred, and determined to be eligible for early 
intervention services. Additionally, the project will measure the program’s effectiveness and feasibility of 
linking graduate level coursework with community-based screening initiatives as means to strengthen the 
early childhood education workforce’s capacity to administer developmental screening in early childhood 
care/education settings. The results of the Community Developmental Screening Collaboration: Reaching 
the Hardest to Reach will be disseminated in the future. 
Conclusion 
     This article has proposed the need for a multipronged approach that supports comprehensive 
community wide universal developmental surveillance and screening to reach all children, including those 
children who traditionally have fallen through the cracks due to barriers that create challenges for access. 
Current understanding of early brain development during the first few years of life illuminates the 
importance of developmental screening, referral, and timely early intervention while the developing brain 
is most adaptable. 
     However, screening, identification, and referral are only as good as the availability of and access to 
early intervention services for families of young children. It is precisely those children who are at the 
greatest risk for developmental delays that are the least likely to receive developmental screening, referral 
and timely early intervention. Low-income, culturally, racially, and linguistically diverse families 
typically experience substantial barriers in accessing developmental screening that requires families to 
take time off of work or to travel outside of their immediate neighborhood due to lack of transportation. 
The FFRC Mobile Screening Van seeks to minimize these challenges to families by bringing screening 
directly to their communities and neighborhoods. Furthermore, because of their close partnership with the 
state agency responsible for determining eligibility for early intervention, referrals for further evaluation 
and early intervention services can be more seamlessly facilitated.  
     However, a persistent challenge that threatens to undermine any benefit that may be associated with 
universal developmental screening is the lack of availability and access to timely early intervention 
services. Of what advantage is it that children are identified as needing early intervention services, if these 
services are not available or accessible to low-income, culturally diverse families and their children? 
Children who are at greatest risk for developmental delays are frequently those with the least access, 
which contributes to the achievement gap for these diverse populations.  
     Policy and practice must ensure that children who have or are at risk for developmental delays or 
disabilities have access to screening, but even more importantly it needs to support state agencies 
responsible for linking children to early intervention services.  Coordination and collaboration among 
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agencies working with families and children that includes medical, educational, and social welfare 
systems is paramount. The advantage of such a multi-pronged approach can result in more efficient use of 
existing resources and a reduction in redundancy.  
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Family Focus Resource Logic Model 

Figure 1. Logic model illustrating the Family Focus Resource Center process for the mobile 
screening outreach project. 
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Introduction 
There is a sacredness in tears. They are not the mark of weakness, but of power.  

They speak more eloquently than ten thousand tongues. 
They are the messengers of overwhelming grief, of deep contrition, 

and unspeakable love. 
Washington Irving 

     Each presenter at the Social Science Perspectives on Grief Symposium submitted an essay that views 
this amorphous and difficult topic from a different standpoint. The first paper presents a heartfelt 
discussion of how people cope with grief. The second essay is a clear and comprehensive examination of 
the stages of grief. The third section conveys the beauty and emotion of the Lantern Floating Ceremony 
in Hawaii, a syncretic event that features Native Hawaiian, Buddhist, and Japanese bereavement rituals. 
The last two essays describe a variety of interesting funeral rites representative of different cultures.  
Good Grief! 
     What is “Good Grief”? The immediate response of many will undoubtedly include visions of Charles 
Schulz’s “funny round-headed kid” staring straight up while flat on his back after falling for Lucy’s 
football ruse...AGAIN! 
     Like Charlie Brown, human beings have many experiences with grief. These do not always involve an 
actual death. Countless losses produce grief. A lost job, the destruction after a fire or a deadly storm, 
even moving to a new city can trigger anguish and sorrow. But what is good grief especially in regard to 
the loss of a loved one? Or perhaps, how should we process it? The answer certainly isn’t, “Get over it!” 
or “Just deal!” One answer is simple. Life is unpredictable and the cultivation of an open heart and open 
mind to the present, positive elements in our lives empowers us to deal with our grief and the grief of 
others.  
     Buddhist psychologist Sameet M. Kumar, in grieving mindfully (2005) discusses several general types 
of grief. No matter how large or small, these occurrences can threaten our sense of security. Most people 
seek stability in their lives. Change is difficult, even if it may be rewarding. A simple detour or a 
neighbor’s unavailability for emergency childcare may cause frustration and anxiety. On a deeper level, 
the death of a loved one brings sadness and often disturbs an individual’s well being. It jars constancy 
not only physically, but also mentally and emotionally. “Grief is a part of life, and, like life, it is 
unpredictable” (Kumar p. 43). 
     There are basically two types of loss of life. The first is sudden and totally unexpected. This may be 
an accident, the result of a violent crime, or suicide. Such an event brings more questions than answers. 
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All communication with that individual is gone and that loss leaves those who remain with uncertainty. 
Could an intervention have prevented the outcome? Could a phone call have helped? What if? What if? 
There are no answers for those who remain.  
     The second type of loss is gradual as a result of aging or a lingering physical or mental illness. This 
gives those who remain, time to communicate and clarify. This may seem to many to be preferable to a 
sudden loss, but both types are difficult and disconcerting. It is agonizing for friends and especially 
caregivers to experience this pending loss as it slowly progresses to its inevitable conclusion. They might 
even long for a cessation of the daily pain. This is normal and fairly common, although the aftermath 
often is a nearly overwhelming guilt that may require personal expiation. 
     A gradual loss may also bring familial conflict in making end of life decisions. These choices require 
thoughtful communication and sensitivity as well as a focus on the emotional needs of all family 
members in making cooperative and inclusive decisions. This concern should incorporate the needs of 
the loved one as well as the wishes of those who will ultimately function as a supportive unit. 
     Regardless of the type of loss, one primary human need is closure, a requirement for stability. Unless 
there is a recorded or written communication, it is impossible to know what was in the minds of the 
victims of sudden death and no direct means of communication exists. However, in gradual or ongoing 
loss, there is a possibility of closure through caring communication. Family members and friends have an 
opportunity to heal and harvest: healing any misconceptions and imagined or real affronts and harvesting 
the joy of shared memories.  
     In palliative care physician Dr. Ira Byock’s book, Dying Well: Peace and Possibilities at the End of 
Life (1997), an essay by Stephen Morris lists five statements hospice recommends for patients to 
facilitate closure and strengthen personal relationships: (1) “I am sorry.” (2) “I forgive you.” (3) “I love 
you.” (4) “Thank you.” and (5) “Good-bye.” (p. 140). Discussing these five affirmations with a loved 
one is the ideal situation; yet, even in the case of an unexpected death, taking time to mindfully ponder 
these five declarations can provide comfort, relief, and closure for the aggrieved. 
     Psychologist Robert Niemeyer (1997) states, “Even if we may feel as if grief is something that has 
been forced upon us, or to which we are being subjected, it is actually something in which we actively 
participate” (as cited in Kumar p. 83). The world changes for those who grieve. Recognition of this 
allows acceptance of a new reality.  
     Those who grieve experience both mental and even physical pain. Some may seek to avoid that 
discomfort by using alcohol, medication, or succumb to another addiction. Unfortunately, these prove to 
be little more than distractions. The answers are within. The pain of grief is not a weakness. It is the 
result of caring, of opening up to another, of being vulnerable, of being willing to love.  
     Many find solace in the spirituality of religious teachings. Renowned Oxford scholar and Christian 
author of The Chronicles of Narnia, the Screwtape Letters, and Mere Christianity, C. S. Lewis, wrote an 
impassioned diary of his grief after the loss of his wife, Joy Davidman. Hers was a lingering death from 
cancer and he was her only caregiver at the end. In A Grief Observed (1961), Lewis initially rails at the 
Almighty, angry that when he experienced joy, God seemed to welcome him with open arms. Yet, when 
he was completely desperate, there was no answer. It appeared that God totally ignored him, slammed 
the door in his face, and threw the bolt (p. 6).  
     Lewis passes through every stage of grief and eloquently expresses his frustration, depression, and 
anger. In a foreword to Lewis’s book, noted children’s author Madeline L’Engle writes that she is 
grateful to Lewis for his courage “to yell, to doubt, to kick at God with angry violence” (p. xvi). The 
aggravation expressed by this great Christian apologist “gives us permission to admit our own doubts, 
our own angers and anguishes, and to know that they are part of the soul’s growth” (p. xvi). 
     Lewis realized that “bereavement is an integral part of love” (p.50). He even asks God if, in order to 
meet his wife again, he should learn to love Him so much that he will not care if he meets her in the 
afterlife (p. 68). He concluded that his journey led him to believe that God did not slam the door in his 
face, but rather shook His head in loving frustration that Lewis simply could not understand the entire 
concept of death (p. 69). 
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     In June 1983, a long-distance phone call changed Christian philosopher, Dr. Nicholas Wolterstorff’s 
life. His twenty-five year old son died in a mountain-climbing accident in Austria. This totally 
unexpected end to his robust son’s life was a shattering experience. He recorded his thoughts in a diary, 
published as Lament for a Son (1987). Most expressions of sorrow are heart-rending but the author wrote 
this small volume “in the hope that some of those who sit beside us on the mourning bench for children 
would find my words giving voice to their own honoring and grieving” (p. 5).  
     As a professor of Philosophical Theology at Yale University, Dr. Wolterstorff was fully aware of the 
spiritual aspects of the impermanence of life. His son’s death engendered a deep and lasting pain, 
causing him to examine his own relationship to his God. “There’s a hole in the world now. In the place 
where he was, there’s now just nothing” (p. 33). He embraced Gerard Manley Hopkins’ inscape, the 
essence of life. “And one child’s death differs from another not in the intensity of the pain it causes but 
in the quality” (p. 24).  
     Wolterstorff shares what comforted him in his grief. He cautions those who would say that they knew 
how he felt. They didn’t. He asked that people not tell him that it was not so bad. It was. Some said that 
they really had nothing to say but wanted to express their caring for him in his sorrow. He, and all who 
mourn, needed that. What he, and most who bear the pain of a death required was an honest expression 
of caring. “What words can do is testify that there is more than pain in our journey on earth to a new day. 
Of those things that are more, the greatest is love” (p. 34).  
     Wolterstorff mentions C. S. Lewis being angry with God and comments that he is not as angry as he 
is hurt. “My wounds are an unanswered question. The wounds of all humanity are an unanswered 
question” (p. 68). In the end, Wolterstorff makes peace with God and concludes that his suffering has 
refined him. “In the valley of suffering, despair and bitterness are brewed. But there also character is 
made. The valley of suffering is the vale of soul-making” (p. 97). 
     The message of these texts seems new, regardless of the dates of the deaths they chronicle. With grief, 
like violent injuries, the scarring is always fragile and the angry wound remains just below the surface. 
Spirituality is obviously helpful but, in itself, is no protection against the ravages of grief. For many, as 
Wolterstorff stated, “Faith is a footbridge that you don’t know will hold you up over the chasm until you 
are forced to walk out onto it” (p. 76).  
     Is “Good Grief” truly the ultimate oxymoron? The literature on grief suggests one solution, one 
means of coping that appears to lessen the pain and strengthen the mourner. That solution is simple but 
challenging. Kumar states, “grief ultimately teaches everyone the same lesson: to value the relationships, 
experiences, and time that you have in the present moment” (p. 22). Wolterstorff says, “We do not 
treasure each other enough” (p. 13). C. S. Lewis concludes, “bereavement is a universal and integral part 
of our experience of love” (p. 59).  
     Both Lewis and Wolterstorff used writing as an outlet for their grief. Any active participation to honor 
deceased friends and family can be cathartic. Friends of cancer patients may participate in community 
walks or races dedicated to their loved ones. Both physical activities and creative endeavors offer solace 
and consolation. 
     Each mourner’s experience is unique because each mourner is unique. Mindfulness, meditation, or 
even carving out a few moments of quiet time will provide the opportunity for acceptance. One powerful 
solution to the pain is to value each moment, each hour, each day; each year we share with loved ones. 
Acknowledge their faults and failings as well as their treasure. In this there is comfort. There will still be 
pain at their passing, but let the richness of memories be balm to the suffering. Over time, that will be a 
gift, both to those who are physically gone as well as those who remain. Indeed, that will be good grief. 
The Stages of Grief 
     Except for infants who die in the womb, infants who die at childbirth, and infants who die shortly 
thereafter, all humans apparently suffer grief. In other words, to be human is to suffer grief, probably 
many times within a single lifetime. The very ancient prehistoric humans suffered grief; the hunting and 
gathering and wandering humans suffered grief; the early humans living in stable groups in particular 
sites suffered grief; and the latter fully developed Homo sapiens suffered grief. Grief is a part of human 
living. Because it was recognized as such so many eons ago, the Greeks institutionalized the notion in 
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their goat/”tragos”/tragedy mask for their outdoor dramas.  
     A wag noted that man is the only creature that laughs while everything else above and below remains 
serious: hence, the comedy mask of the Greeks. The other mask/side of the coin is that humans suffer 
grief at one time or another or at several times within each single life. The interplay between comedy for 
the happy times and grief for the unhappy times provided directional focus for the Greek audiences. In 
today’s world, both happy and unhappy times chart each human life.  
     Grief occurs in every culture around the world. It occurs to humans regardless of their social status, 
economic level, racial background, height, weight, nationality, gender, sexual preference, 
ability/disability, educational attainment or lack thereof, membership in any political party, or color of 
hair. Grief comes to all. It arrives whenever one discovers that one is about to die from complications 
from old age and/or an incurable illness. Grief comes when a loved one dies, as when a father dies, for 
example. Grief comes when a highly valued individual dies—a beloved president like JFK. Grief comes 
when a much-loved pet dies—a pet mutt who has lived for fifteen years in one’s household. Grief can 
come also at a breakup of lovers, at the disappointment of losing one’s long-held job, at hearing of an 
epidemic that killed so many babies. At one time or another, whenever a sadly dramatic change in our 
lives occurs, grief descends upon each one of us.  
     Because the descent of grief is so universal, a close examination of the ailment and its processes may 
prove helpful to the reader. This examination begins with the famous “first of its kind” model put forth 
by the Swiss-American psychiatrist Elisabeth Kubler-Ross in 1969 with her book On Death and Dying. 
This essay examines several other collections of observations, analyses, and conclusions. 
     Kubler-Ross’s extensive interviews and personal work with terminally ill patients over decades 
provided her with insights that she formally organized into five stages of grieving. She stressed that (1) 
not every grieving individual goes through all of the five stages, (2) that some grieving individuals may 
undergo only two or three stages; (3) that even though a grieving individual may “complete” a stage to 
go on to another, the individual may “return” to the earlier stage; (4) differing reactions by grieving 
individuals are determined by the personality and coping structures of each individual.  
     Denial and Isolation - Refusing to believe that one’s own death is imminent, that a loved one has died, 
or that a strong positive in one’s life will never be again is “hard to take,” as they say, for just about 
everybody. Refusing to accept the onslaught of a new reality offers momentary comfort. After all, if one 
cannot face “full front” the total reality, then facing a small bit at a time allows the grieving person some 
time in which to accept gradually only what the grieving person can actually handle at a given moment. 
This denying may take a long time. One must handle it, piece by piece, in isolation. Intended solace from 
others often constitutes wasted time and may, in fact, interfere with the positive conclusion of this state. 
     Anger - Once the personal denying in solitude begins to fade, denial may turn into anger. The 
grieving individual may direct their anger toward the doctor who delivered the final diagnosis, namely, 
that the death of the grieving individual is eminent. They may direct their anger at the loved one who 
died, at other family members, at friends, and at objects. And even though the grieving individual 
realizes that it was not the doctor’s fault for scientifically guessing what his tests have shown, that it was 
not the fault of the loved one who died to have left so early and so suddenly, that it was not the fault of 
any of those who are attempting to comfort, and/or that it was not the fault of the vanity mirror or the 
new micro-oven or the window pane, the grieving individual still seethes with anger. The grieving 
individual’s contradiction between her/his logical understanding that the fault is misdirected and his/her 
emotional anger at the over-whelming situation eats away. One stays angry, one is angry over being 
angry, and one grows even angrier with one’s anger. To move through this stage may require much time. 
The time taken to quiet the anger varies with each individual. 
     Bargaining - To overcome one’s sense of vulnerability and emotional pain and to regain a sense of 
one’s control over life, the grieving individual may entertain a series of “if’s”: if I had gone to the clinic 
earlier; if I had talked more to my mother before she died; if I had just paid more attention to the signs; if 
I had been a better person; and so on. In attempting to bargain for a more palatable understanding, the 
grieving individual is attempting to heal. 
     Depression - The grieving individual may “come to grips” with the current situation—cost of a 
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funeral, selection of flowers, how to distribute keepsakes, how to thank all those who have attempted to 
help. Also, the grieving individual may “come to grips” with the reality that one’s death is eminent, that 
the loved one really is gone forever, that the celebrity or pet or lover or job is truly gone. 
     Acceptance - Finally, the grieving individual may reach a period of dignified calm withdrawal. As 
one accepts one’s eminent demise, the lost of a loved one, a beloved celebrity, a lover, or job, the 
grieving individual finally “comes to rest” with the realization that the loss is real.  
     Kubler-Ross offered her insights to help medical professionals, psychiatric professionals, and workers 
with the terminally ill. As a result, the general public deals with the terminally ill in a more 
understanding, empathetic, and helpful way. Her work, especially her book, “…revolutionized how the 
American medical field takes care of the terminally ill” (Elizabeth Kubler-Ross Foundation, 2014). Dr, 
Allan Kellehear claimed that her book “…is one of the most important humanitarian works on the care of 
the dying written in the Western world” (Elizabeth Kubler-Ross Foundation, 2014).  
     Critics pointed to Kubler-Ross’s “lack” of “regular” modern research protocols in her work. Readers 
should remember that Kubler-Ross never presented her book as a modern scientific research study with 
all possible safeguards; instead, she simply offered her many years of observations, descriptions, and 
reflections drawn from actual interviews with actual individuals over decades. Indeed, she was just trying 
to help. 
Wishes on the Waves – Lantern Floating Hawaii 
     “We’ve all lost loved ones. We share common feelings,” noted one person at last year’s Lantern 
Floating Ceremony Hawaii ceremony (Tsai 2013). This annual event helps people access and process 
grief in an equally healthy way. Thousands gathered on Memorial Day at Ala Moana beach in Honolulu 
to honor their departed loved ones. Shinnyo-en Buddhism, through its secular arm the Na Lei Aloha 
Foundation, sponsored the ceremony. Lanterns were free and the ceremony was open to all, a gift to the 
community. The motto of the ceremony was Many Rivers, One Ocean – Friendship.  
     A review of the literature on ritual provided insights into the Lantern Floating Ceremony. Emile 
Durkheim (1965), an early Sociologist, argued that rituals were “schools of collective behavior” that 
unite the community and affirm the collective moral conscience (p. 170). Victor Turner, an English 
anthropologist, stated in Drama, Fields, and Metaphors (1975), that rituals, “achieve genuinely cathartic 
effects” (p. 56). In his later work, Ritual and Theater (1982), Turner thought of ritual as performance (p. 
79). Bernard Giesen, (2006), a Sociologist at the University of Konstanz agreed. He described 
ceremonies as “embodied performances, as events produced and, experienced bodily by actors in a 
shared situation and in a local site” (p. 342). 
     This paper uses the term “ceremony” to identify a formal act prescribed by ritual, protocol, or 
convention. “Rituals” are a part of a larger celebration. They provoke a sense of awe of the sacred and 
follow established customs and traditions (Henslin p. Gl-10). This paper uses the word “signal” in the 
limited sense of a sound or action that announces the beginning of a ceremony.  
     Hawaiian and Japanese cultures provide a plethora of ceremonies replete with signals and symbols. 
The blowing of the conch shell (Pu) announced the beginning of the Lantern Floating Hawaii Ceremony. 
Thousands of candle-lit lanterns, each a vessel of its own, symbolize “a soul set free, a grief let go, or a 
loved one that will never fade” (Zoelick, 2012, p. A6 c. 2). This essay examines how this process of 
healthy grieving heals people through a personal and collective moment of remembrance. 
     Originally Memorial Day honored the men and women who died serving in the Armed Forces of the 
United States. In the last decade, people have expanded the scope of this holiday to include all who have 
passed. Shinnyo-en volunteers dispersed 6000 lantern kits on 26 May 2014, at 10:00 AM. The line for 
the bags containing individual lanterns was long, but the line for the collective remembrance was short. 
Participants wrote the names of their loved ones for inclusion on both types of lanterns that they would 
launch at sundown. The process of dealing with grief had begun.  
     Many participants spent the entire day at the park with family and friends sharing stories and meals, 
celebrating and remembering together. Justin Goshi, a Shinnyo-en volunteer, observed that the ceremony 
attracted participants because it crossed boundaries, religions, beliefs, and backgrounds (Davis 2014). 
Some people traveled long distances to take part. More than fifty thousand people gathered on the beach, 
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according to news accounts. Roy Ho, Executive Director of Na Lei Aloha Foundation, observed that 
even though there were a large number of people present, “there’s somehow a moment to yourself” 
(Davis 2014). 
     The Floating Lantern Ceremony Hawaii followed certain literary conventions. Aristotle in his Poetics 
described dramatic story as “a whole with a beginning, middle, and end” (p. 1450b27). In the evening, 
two events signaled the official start of Lantern Floating Hawaii 2014. Hau’oli Akaka sang a traditional 
oli or chant, filled with the power of words and alive with complex allusions. The Shinnyo Taiko 
Ensemble unleashed the pulsating throb of Taiko drumming.  
     A series of Interviews, testimonials, and a short video interview with Shinso Ito, the leader of 
Shinnyo-en, gave people the background and history of the ceremony. Her Holiness reminded her 
listeners that, the act of floating lanterns was an individual and collective action that symbolized “our 
intention to put our thoughts into action” (Vimeo Video, 2014). She urged, “Do not let such moments be 
short lived, find a way to make it lasting” (Vimeo Video, 2014). 
     Del Beazley, lead singer for the Makaha Sons, a popular Hawaiian group, performed a heartfelt 
version of “I’ll remember you,” a tribute to one of the band members who recently died. The Shinnyo 
Taiko Ensemble, accompanied by an electronic violin and other instruments, followed with another 
poignant number. At this dramatic moment, volunteers carried six large parent lanterns containing 
prayers for all humans to the center of the stage. 
     A Buddhist priest set a large lighted brass lantern on the altar, a sign of truth and a signal that Her 
Holiness Shinso Ito was about to deliver her remarks. Resplendent in an embroidered red silk robe and 
carrying a folded fan, she stepped to the podium. She reminded the audience, “Our acts of lighting 
lanterns today is one of remembrance and of giving concrete expression to our gratitude. It is also an 
opportunity, a source of inspiration, for awakening ourselves to our inner light” (Vimeo Video, 2014). 
     The program paid homage to community leaders, who lit the light of harmony with torches. Video 
clips played their pre-recoded comments on the large screen above the stage. Kirk Caldwell, Mayor of 
the City and County of Honolulu, stated that the celebration fostered a connectedness that transcends all 
differences (Vimeo Video, 2014). The program recognized the hula, the iconic dance of Hawaii. Hau’oli 
Akaka chanted an introduction to the Halau Hula Kamamolikolehu, a dance group. In response, young 
women clad in white blouses and bright blue floor-length skirts danced a graceful hula.  
     Her Holiness Shinso Ito rang a small bell at 7:00 p.m. alerting the audience that the climax for the 
ceremony was about to begin. Families moved to the front of the crowd, put their lanterns in the sea, and 
let go of their sorrow. A member of the Taiko Ensemble struck a large bowl-shaped gong. Its deep 
reverberating sound echoed down the beach. The Shinnyo-en Shonyo ensemble under the direction of 
Martin Hosch played a haunting melody that fused the powerful rhythm of a traditional Buddhist chant 
with a Western choral arrangement.  
     Her Holiness Shinso Ito blessed the lanterns and those in attendance. A subordinate priest mixed rice 
and water, a ritual called Onjiki, a symbol of sending nourishment to the departed. Eight young women 
strew flower petals over the stage and along the path to the sea, the Sanje ritual. Torchbearers led the 
way for volunteers who carried the six parent lanterns to a landing, where assistants took them aboard 
boats for placement in the sea. Her Holiness Shinso Ito looked on, calm and serene. 
     The ceremony closed with an instrumental number and final song by the participants. Her Holiness 
joined hands with two children and sang Hawai’i Aloha, considered an anthem by the Hawaiian people. 
The chorus of the song, “Oli e! Oli e!” urged the youth of Hawaii to rejoice. Later in the evening, out of 
respect for the environment, Shinnyo-en volunteers retrieved all the lanterns. They will clean and repair 
them for next year’s ceremony.  
     The Lantern Floating Ceremony presented the audience with individual and collective stories which, 
taken together, had a synergistic effect. Signaling events like the blowing of the conch shell, Taiko 
drumming, Native Hawaiian chants, and the ringing of the bell, alerted the audience that something 
sacred was about to happen. The narrators moved the program seamlessly from one ritual to the next 
until the climax of the story, the floating of parent and individual lanterns. Her Holiness clearly described 
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Shinnyo-en Buddhism’s belief in enlightenment through public service. Her healing words framed the 
ceremony with the promise of the victory of life over death.  
     Some cultures allow people to grieve freely and openly; others are more reserved. The Lantern 
Floating Ceremony provided an environment in which those in attendance felt free to express emotion. 
Each element of the ceremony united everyone through sight and sound. A combination of effects 
dissolved people’s patina of reserve and allowed them to grieve in a healthy way. The ceremony allowed 
many to express their grief, an act that will continue into the future, and a gift warmly received and 
graciously acknowledged.  

Funeral and Mourning Practices of Native Americans 
     The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) legally recognized 566 Native American tribes on May 2013 (U.S. 
Department of the Interior Indian Affairs, 2014). Given the large number of Native American nations, it is 
understandable that there is a wide range of funeral and mourning traditions. However, all have a strong 
emphasis on the importance of the natural world. 
     The Antiquities Act of 1906 infuriated many Native Americans. It allowed archeologists to disinter 
Native American gravesites. Museums and educational institutions removed skeletons and grave artifacts 
from original sites for study. However, in 1990, President George Bush signed the Native American 
Graves Protection and Repatriation Act establishing procedures and laws to return remains, funerary and 
sacred objects stored by agencies and museums, to the descendants` tribes. Following are some of the 
funeral and mourning practices of these 556 tribal groups. 
     The California tribes considered death as defilement that demanded purification ceremonies 
(Zimmerman, 2011, August 1). Many tribes practice cremation. Mourning consisted of singing and 
wailing that began as soon as the loved one died and continued for a day or often longer. Women and men 
cut their hair. The widow cut off all of her hair and burned it. Relatives burned the personal possessions 
and less elaborate homes of the deceased and did not speak the name of the deceased to avoid triggering 
grief. Tribe members joined together in an annual ritual of communal mourning. 
     Hopi tribes venerate their ancestors and treat their physical remains with respect. Ancestors maintain a 
spiritual guardianship over burial sites (Ojibwa, 2013, March 18). The Hopi bury their dead as soon as 
possible because of their belief that any delay in burial of the deceased interferes with the soul’s journey 
into the afterlife. A paternal aunt uses yucca shampoo to wash the deceased’s hair and decorates the hair 
with prayer feathers. A mask representing clouds covers the face of the deceased. A woman is wrapped in 
her wedding robe; a man in a deerskin robe. The oldest son buries the deceased in seated position with 
offerings of food, water, and prayer sticks. He places a stick in the soil over the body to allow the soul to 
depart (Chavez III, 1999-2014, p. 5). 
     The Inuit tribal group in the Arctic region struggles to survive in one of the most forbidding territories 
on earth. According to an oral history gathered by Bennett and Rowley (2004), tribe members honor their 
dead in a five-day mourning ritual called naasiivik, or the period of mourning. Death rituals include 
warning others of a death in the home, carrying weapons to defend themselves in case of an encounter 
with evil spirits, and disposing of all of the deceased’s belongings. Arctic tribe members hold fast to the 
idea that there is no real death, only a change in worlds.  
     Native Americans settled the Cahokia Mounds, a World Heritage Site around 600 CE. This settlement, 
across the Mississippi River from what is now St. Louis, Missouri faced serious health problems, 
including food supply and waste disposal. Archeologists studying the remains found in the mounds have 
identified one man, apparently an important ruler, interred in Mound 72, who they labeled the “falcon 
warrior” or “birdman” (Cahokia, 2014, August 15) The deceased, rested on a bed of more than 20,000 
marine-shell disc beads arranged in the shape of a falcon. The burial mound also included a cache of 
arrowheads from four different geographical regions, demonstrating extensive trade links in North 
America. A steady supply of new immigrants brought there by social and political attractions balanced its 
high death rate. Apparently the city declined due to over-hunting and deforestation. 
     Members of the Navajo tribes believed the dead released their ghosts when they died. They buried the 
bodies quickly upon death and often burned the homes and possessions of those who died. They 
perceived the death of a close relative as a dangerous time due to the great fear of ghosts who might 
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return to the burial place or a former dwelling if not buried properly. Navajo believed ghosts might be 
especially malevolent toward their own relatives (Nagel, 1988, p. 35). Members of some tribes avoided 
contact with the dying (Wilkie, 2003). 
     Navaho limit mourning to four days. During this period, relatives and friends of the deceased could 
talk about the deceased and express feelings of grief and sorrow, but the tribe disdained excessive show of 
emotion. At the end of the four-day period, mourners resumed their usual routines with no further 
expression of emotion concerning the loss of the loved one. Involved in this restriction is the fear of the 
power of the dead person (Nagel, 1988, p. 35). Clements, Vigil, Manno, and Wilks (2003) noted that on 
the fourth day postmortem, relatives cleansed themselves thoroughly, as if washing away the need for 
further mourning. Navaho inter the deceased member’s personal property with the corpse or destroy it. 
After the fourth day, mourners do not speak the name of the deceased, fearing that doing so would 
summon back the soul. Traditionally, they do not mention the deceased for one year following death. 
After this year, they rarely mention the name of the departed (Ojibwa, 2013, March 18, p.1).  
     Plains Tribes practiced Aerial sepulture proper (tree and scaffold burial) prior to European exploration 
and settlement in the Great Plains of the United States. Men only cut their hair when mourning the death 
of a close relative; however, the American government, public schools, and prisons have all forced Indian 
men to cut their hair in spite of the teachings of their tribal religions (Ojibwa, 2010, July 26, p.1). 
     Pueblo Tribe members placed food with the body of the deceased: a little food for those who had lived 
a good life and were going straight to the afterworld, more food for those who were destined for a more 
difficult journey (Ojibwa, 2013, March 18, p.1). 
     Native American funeral and mourning rituals vary widely. These tribes knew that death was always 
close at hand, whether from hunger, disease, wild animals, accidents, or enemies (Advameg, Inc., 2014). 
While burial and mourning rituals passed from one nation to another through trade and intermarriage, 
each tribe maintained their own rituals and beliefs and adapted them to the ecology in which they lived. 
Funeral and Mourning Practices of Various Cultures 
     People reportedly experience grief in similar ways across cultural boundaries (Cowles, 1966), though 
cultural traditions, beliefs, and values determine how they express grief and try to cope with it. As 
diversity increases in the American population, educators and health care professionals need to become 
culturally competent in all phases of interactions with minorities, especially when communicating with 
those who are grieving (Bougere, 2014). 
     Researchers agree that there is no “correct” way to mourn the loss of a loved one. Strategies to help 
people cope with death and mourning create the tapestry of every culture. “Beliefs, rituals, and traditions 
specific to a person’s culture can provide some predictability and normalcy during a time that is difficult 
and confusing” (American Society of Clinical Oncology, 2014, p. 1). 
     Cultures impact how people express grief and mourning, and no two cultures exhibit exactly the same 
funeral and mourning rituals. Social norms determine individual tribal reaction to death including how 
people express grief. Response to the event depends on this cultural context and may help “define healthy 
pathways to new lives after trauma” (Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March, p. 3). 
     According to Gypsy or Romani tradition no one touches the dead person. Beeswax or pearls in the 
nose prevents evil spirits from entering the body. Fearing contamination, the gypsies destroy or sell 
everything the dead person owned to avoid contamination. Romani burn clothing and linen, shatter 
belongings, and kill the deceased’s animals other than horses (Patrin Web Journal, 2000). Like the 
Navajo, the Romani avoid saying the dead person’s name (Wilkie, 2003) and are fearful that the dead 
may return to haunt the living. 
     Asian funerals may follow Buddhist, Confucian, or Taoist practices combined with some elements of 
Christian traditions (gathering at the funeral home to make arrangements, etc.). These rituals traditionally 
are long, intricate, beautiful, and respectful. Deference may include dressing the body in warm clothes, 
laying the deceased to rest in a watertight casket, and/or presenting the body in an open casket during the 
funeral. Poems written in calligraphy, chicken cooked as a last meal, traditional music, and burning 
incense at the grave are all funeral rituals designed to honor the deceased. Family members often create a 
shrine in the home to honor the loved one and display items related to the deceased (Griefspeaks.com, 
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2003, March). 
     Buddhists believe there is no need to fear death since death is merely a part of the circle of life 
(Hilgendorf, 2009, p.1). Buddhists mourn through meditation and prayers. Within a week after death Sri 
Lankan, Cambodian, and Thai Buddhists may hold up to three prayer meetings. Mourners view the body 
in its open casket and bow in respect (How people of different cultures grieve, 2010-2014, p. 1). Burning 
paper offerings of play money or pictures of mansions, Ferrari, or even computers is one popular 
Buddhist ritual that supports the tradition that the deceased will be able to use these in the afterlife. 
Buddhist cemeteries are home to two annual Chinese remembrance festivals of the dead: the Ching Ming 
Festival (Spring Remembrance) and the Chung Yeung Festival (Autumn Remembrance). 
     African-Americans draw from many cultures, ethnic groups, and religious traditions. The music and 
dancing of the jazz funeral in New Orleans help the deceased find a way to heaven and celebrate the final 
release of the deceased from the traumas of life on earth. Prior to the end of the Civil War, such joys 
included the release from slavery. Traditional instruments (tambourines and drums), coupled with the 
call-and-response style of singing and chanting, date back to funeral ceremonies that traveled across the 
Atlantic Ocean with African slaves. The music and dancing offer a cathartic release for mourners and a 
celebration of a life (Funeralwise LLC, 2014). 
     In Haiti family members make the arrangements for the funeral and church services. Often there is a 
wake where family members and close friends meet at the home of the deceased to pray and offer support 
to each other. During the wake, people reminisce about the deceased, sharing favorite memories and 
music. On the day of the funeral, a viewing precedes the funeral service and graveside ceremonies. Close 
family members usually wear black or dark colors such as navy blue, purple, and brown since wearing 
bright colors like red, green, and yellow is inappropriate. Mourners often express their grief with great 
emotion. Family and friends usually hold a reception at the home of the deceased after the graveyard 
ceremony (Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March). 
     Because there is essentially no single “Hispanic culture,” cultural practices related to grief and 
bereavement differ (Bougere, 2014). Some Hispanic survivors commemorate the loss of their loved ones 
with promises or commitments. These are very serious promises and failure to honor them is sinful. 
Friends and relatives often offer gifts of money to help cover the funeral expenses (Griefspeaks.com, 
2003, March). Having a shrine where family can come together to remember and celebrate the life of the 
loved one is a key aspect in many Hispanic cultures. The detail and embellishment of the graves varies 
from cemetery to cemetery. Though cremation is increasing, most families still want a shrine where they 
can come to visit the deceased. Mexican funeral homes are now creating grand facilities to house 
cremation urns and family memorabilia (Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March). 
     Some Jewish people cover their mirrors, a symbol against vanity. The family of the deceased also 
refrains from wearing shoes, and the men do not shave, both acts symbolizing a lack of interest in the 
outside world during the mourning period. On the one-year anniversary of the death, the family gathers at 
the synagogue to light a candle that burns for 24 hours (How People of Different Cultures Grieve, 2010-
2014. p. 4). Jewish funeral and mourning customs show respect for the body; therefore, Jewish custom 
prohibits autopsies and embalming. Jews proscribe open casket funerals because they consider viewing 
the body as disrespectful. They do not allow funerals on Saturday (the Sabbath) or on major religious 
holidays. Jewish funerals include eulogies. Family members and others accompany the casket to the grave 
and place a shovel of earth on the casket as a sign of the finality of death. Mourning lasts for one year.  
     Mourners recite a declaration of faith (Kaddish) at the gravesite, and a seven-day mourning period 
immediately follows the burial; called "sitting shiva.” Some Jewish families do not cook any food, and 
keep a light burning to remember the loved one. There is a recitation of Kaddish every day during the 
mourning period. Some families observe a period of three days following the burial devoted to intense 
mourning. 
     After the first seven days, mourners are encouraged to rejoin society but still lament their dead by 
reciting the Kaddish twice daily for 30 days. Many Jews wear a black pin with a torn ribbon or a torn 
garment during the funeral and for the next week as a symbol of grief. Relatives mark the first 
anniversary of a death by unveiling a tombstone at a special ceremony (Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March). 
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     Christians trust they will go to heaven to be with God once they have died, and so, in some respects, a 
funeral is a time of both joy and sadness, as the person who will be missed by friends and loved ones is 
believed to have gone to a heavenly home. There are distinct phases to the Roman Catholic “Mass of 
Christian Burial": prayers are recited at the funeral home, the body is welcomed into the church, the 
casket is covered with a white cloth and sprinkled with holy water, the Eucharist is celebrated, prayers are 
recited, and the casket is escorted to the cemetery where the priest blesses the grave and says a few words 
of comfort to the mourners. Families may mark the death by requesting a memorial Mass 
(Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March). 
     Protestants often gather at the family home or funeral home. Caskets, open or closed, are an important 
part of the funeral ceremony. Cremation is an accepted option for some. For many, black dress is a part of 
mourning. Funeral services may include music and testimonials. Funeral attendees sing favorite 
inspirational hymns of praise. Gravesite rituals may be included in the funeral. Memorial services are 
becoming more common, sometimes replacing funerals. Flowers and donations remain preferred ways to 
express condolences. Church members and friends will usually assist in providing the food needs of the 
family, traditionally bringing food to the home of the immediate family. Many family members visit their 
loved one’s graves to place flowers as a memorial (Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March).  
     Followers of Islam bury their loved ones in a Muslim cemetery. Only followers of Islam can lead the 
prayers. Prior to the funeral, the bathing of the body of the deceased following special traditions must 
occur, either at the mosque or the morgue. Ceremonies and prayers are included in the funeral. No coffin 
is required, since the body, wrapped simply in white clothes, must touch the earth. The face of deceased 
should look to the right toward Mecca. Islamic custom forbids women to visit the graveyard 
(Griefspeaks.com, 2003, March). 
     Filipino Catholics have a wake, a Requiem Mass, and a procession to the cemetery. Protestant funerals 
offer hymns and prayers for the deceased. Douglas Ferrer, an anthropologist from Tariac State University, 
noted that some Filipinos place the body in a fetal position before rigor mortis and bury them in a small 
coffin (Ferrer presentation). He noted that more than 28 tribal groups make up the Philippines’ indigenous 
population and that their funeral practices vary. The Apayaos bury their dead under their kitchens. 
Benguet blindfold their dead and place them next to the main entrance of the house The Tinguian dress 
the body in fine clothes, place it on a chair, and put a lit cigarette in the lips of the deceased. 
     This review of funeral and mourning practices shows that there is no correct way to mourn a loved 
one. Although some may seem strange when viewed through the lens of ethnocentrism, they all reflect 
deep-seated cultural norms and values. They support people in time of sorrow. They provide rituals and 
traditions that offer people predictability and normalcy following a tragic event. 
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Introduction 
     As I read Benjamin Ginsberg’s The Fall of the Faculty:  The Rise of the All-Administrative University 
and Why it Matters (2011), I was struck by how accurately he described my university’s operations over 
the past decade.  However, it is clear that Ginsberg’s description was not specific to only one or two 
universities.  Whether or not one accepts all his characterizations and assignments of motivations, what 
Ginsberg observed and described was, doubtlessly, a prevalent trend in higher education.  Ginsberg’s 
overriding lament is that where American universities historically were led mainly by their faculties, 
today administrators and staffers (“innumerable deans, deanlets and deanlings, many if not most sorely 
lacking in academic background or experience”) set the educational agenda.  The result, in Ginsberg’s 
view, is that intellectual production and pedagogy that once comprised the core mission of the university, 
are today put on the back burner.  
     What Ginsberg describes is the creation and expansion of an administrative/bureaucratic empire 
intruding on almost every aspect of academia.  Ginsberg argues that the decline in influence of the faculty 
has been the result of this process.  And while he masterfully describes and documents the rise of that new 
power elite, as well as why it matters, Ginsberg does not address nearly as thoroughly the questions of 
how and why it happened.  That is the focus of this paper. 
     The first section of this paper reviews, without judgment, the findings and assertions of Ginsberg and 
other academic critics regarding changes in the universities’ core mission, decision making, defining 
activities and control.   The second section presents briefly the theory of bureaucracy as an organizational 
structure.  While universities have long been recognized as being bureaucratically organized, the nature of 
that organizational structure has received much less attention in such discussions.  And finally, public 
choice theory is applied in analysis of the trends that Ginsberg and others see as reshaping the academy. 
Administrative Expansion-Faculty Decline:  Laying out the Case 
Ginsberg’s Bill of Particulars 
     Ginsberg asserts a disproportionate growth of the administrative bureaucracy that constitutes a 
stratagem designed to wrest control away from tenured professors. The result is a dumbed-down 
curriculum taught by dumbed-down teachers.  He describes the exponential growth of a managerial class 
that views students as customers and education as a commodity.  He notes that over the past decade or so 
universities have added layers of administrators and staffers to their payrolls while laying off full-time 
faculty, often under the guise of budgetary necessity.  The bulk of this growth has been in nonteaching, 
nonresearching “academic staff.”  These are the myriad associate provosts, directors, assistant and 
associate deans, and sundry other titled bureaucrats Ginsberg refers to as “deanlets and deanlings.”  He 
notes that in recent years the growth in non-teaching staff has far outstripped expansions in student 
enrollment and traditional academic administrators. One of the many statistics Ginsberg cites in making 
his case is that from 1965 to 2005 the number of professors increased approximately 50% while the ranks 
of administrators and staff increased by some 200%. He also notes that over that same period as the 
student to faculty ratio remained virtually constant (going from 16:1 to 15:1, on an FTE basis), the ratio 
for administrators to students dropped from 84:1 to 68:1, and the ratio of administrative staffers to 
students dropped from 50:1 to 21:1.  (p. 26) 
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     Ginsberg  notes that earlier in his academic career (which spanned some four decades) administrators 
often were accomplished academicians who accepted administrative responsibilities later in their careers 
and/or who were senior faculty holding administrative posts on a part-time basis, but that the “new style” 
administrator tends to go into administration at a younger age, and without the record of academic 
achievement and also without the level of understanding of the character of the university or its purposes.  
In his view, today’s full-time professional administrators tend to view management as an end in and of 
itself.  He argues that the lure of higher salaries and increased authority is strong.  Even those who have 
spent time in a classroom or laboratory often hope to make administration their life’s work and have no 
plan to return to teaching, he asserts. He contends that for many of these career managers, teaching, 
learning and research take a back seat to expanding their own administrative domains.  
     Ginsberg further notes that the move toward increased use of part-time faculty has been accompanied 
by a decrease in the percent of administrators who are part-timers.  Another trend he finds troubling (and 
a threat to academic freedom) is that today nearly 70 percent of those teaching in American universities 
are neither tenured nor tenure-track.  And while some of these are full-time faculty on year-to-year 
contracts, the majority consists of adjunct faculty who are hired and paid on a course-by-course basis.  
Whether this trend toward the increasing reliance on contingent faculty vis-à-vis tenured and tenure-track 
faculty has come about as a result of budgetary considerations (as administrators generally contend) or as 
part of a well-orchestrated assault on the tenure system (as Ginsberg argues), this group is doubtlessly 
more likely to be compliant with administrative wishes and less apt to “rock the boat.”  
     Ginsberg is not the only one to note the explosive growth of administrators and staffers and to connect 
that phenomenon with the escalating cost of higher education. Even casual observation bears out the 
greatly increased presence of nonfaculty personnel on college campuses.  Nor is there any secret that the 
costs of higher education have skyrocketed in recent years.  In a 2012 Wall Street Journal piece, Belkin 
and Thurm note the soaring tuition (and bureaucracy) at the University of Minnesota, and point out that 
between 2001 and Spring 2012, the system added more than 1000 administrators, with their ranks 
growing more than twice as fast as “the teaching corps” and the student body.  They also note that 
administrative employees make up an increasing share of the university’s higher paid personnel, noting 
that over the period administrators making over $300,000 in inflation-adjusted terms rose from 7 to 17.  
And in a 2010 report, Jay Greene noted the absence of growth in productivity in higher education (in light 
of impressive growth in enrollment), declaring that universities are suffering from ‘administrative bloat.’”  
As evidence, Greene points to the statistic that between 1993 and 2007, the number of full-time 
administrators per 100 students at America’s leading universities grew by 39 percent while the number of 
employees engaged in teaching, research and service only grew by 18 percent.  He further notes that 
nearly half of all full-time employees at Arizona State University at the time were administrators. 
     Ginsberg has not been alone in noting the trends he decries.  As early as the mid-1960s Baumol and 
Bowen had already sparked the beginnings of a conversation into whether many of the trends noted by 
Ginsberg were internally or externally driven.1 That debate has yet to be concluded. More recently 
economists Carter Hill and Robert Martin (2012) concluded that rising administrative spending accounted 
for two-thirds of the increase in higher education costs over the previous 20 years.  Analyzing federal data 
from 1987 – 2008, they attempted to quantify the factors that drive costs at 137 public research 
universities.  Their conclusion was that instead of a more cost effective balance of one administrator for 
every three faculty members, the actual ratio was tilted more toward administration with one full-time 
administrators for every two tenured or tenure-track faculty member. 
     Without regard to cause, it is indisputable that higher education costs have soared over the last three 
decades.  According to the U.S. Consumer Price Index, over the last three decades (1982-1984 to 2013), 
the overall index rose by 133% while the college tuition and fees component went up by 632%.  And for 
comparison purposes, the rates of increase over that period for selected other goods and services include:  
food, +137%; beer (undergraduates need to know) +111%; new cars, +45%; unleaded regular gasoline, 
+202%; medical care services, +354%.   
     Associated with the higher costs of higher education are larger student loans and increased debt.  
According to the New York Federal Reserve, the number of borrowers and the average balance per 
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borrower increased by some 70 per cent between 2004 and 2012, with total student debt standing at $966 
billion as of fourth quarter 2012.  According to the Project on Student Debt, 71 percent of college seniors 
who graduated in 2012 had student loan debt, with an average of $29,400 per borrower.  They also cite 
federal figures indicating that more than 600,000 federal student loan borrowers who entered repayment 
in 2010 defaulted on their loans by 2012.    
     For years many academicians bristled even at the mention of applying principles and tools of business 
decision-making to higher education, arguing that the benefits and value of education transcend mere 
market measures.  The idea of applying the concept of “value added” to what happens on a university 
campus (except for perhaps big-time athletics) was considered banal, if not totally irreverent, irrelevant 
and offensive.  “It’s not about a job” was the mantra of general education proponents.  How do you place 
a value on life-long learning skills?  How do you value learning to appreciate fine art, literature and 
music?  Beyond that, how does one place a value on the societal benefits of diversity?  How does one 
place a value of developing the skills of critical thinking?  Without regard to the merit (or lack thereof) of 
these positions, such arguments are rapidly becoming moot.  As Jamelle Bouie (2013) of The American 
Prospect put it, “People in universities think they are doing good things, but we don’t really have 
wonderful measures of that.”  And without measurement, or other compelling evidence, how does one 
prove instead of merely asserting one’s value?  This issue of measurability and its implications play a 
pivotal role in the behavior not only of higher educations in specific but also of bureaucracies in 
general—and will be scrutinized later in this paper. 
Other Concerns Frequently Voiced  
     The following section addresses briefly various other related concerns and criticisms plaguing the 
modern university.  Among them are:      

 the development of a nonacademic “shadow curriculum consisting of a mix of ‘life skills’ 
or ‘student life’ courses and a set of classes and seminars that comes perilously close to 
political indoctrination.”  (Ginsberg, p. 125)  Much of this indoctrination, in Ginsberg’s 
view, occurs outside the normal classroom, often as part of freshman orientation or in 
semester long classes run (by nonfaculty) under the auspices of college housing.      

 the tendency of administrators to package proposals designed mainly to enhance their own 
power as “altruistic and public-spirited efforts to promote social and political goals, such as 
equality and diversity, that the faculty cannot oppose.”  Ginsberg is especially troubled by 
the imposition of “diversity” considerations (required training of search committee 
members, implicit quotas, etc.) into the faculty recruitment and hiring process. He sees this 
as part of the effort to afford administration a greater measure of control over the faculty.  
How, he asks, can “training” (or the required membership of “inclusion advocates” on 
search committees) serve any useful purpose in the face of the fact that “in one recent year 
only ten African-Americans earned Ph.D. degrees in mathematics and only thirteen in 
physics?” (p.111)  

 that every new administrator feels that immediately upon arrival she must embark on a new 
strategic planning initiative with the goal of creating a document that will equip her unit 
with a “blueprint for the future” that will provide direction and comfort—until the next new 
administrator comes along.  This is seen as (a) a way of signaling to the faculty, trustees and 
the general public that she is in charge, (b) an excuse for inaction—how can a leader be 
expected to make substantive changes while this critical planning process is ongoing? (c) a 
method of co-optation, whereby many who take part in the process derive “enormous 
psychic gratification” and are thus more likely to “buy in” to the process.       

 that many of these new managing class (who spend much or most of their time “meeting 
and retreating”) seem to suffer from “status anxiety,” noting that administrators responsible 
for student affairs, registration, facilities management, finance, scheduling and the like may 
be well paid and might exercise considerable influence, but often derive little status from 
their positions on campus and are notoriously sensitive to slights or perceived slights from 
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the faculty.  As Nobel laureate economist Milton Friedman famously put it, “Hell hath no 
fury like a bureaucrat scorned.” 

 that the management savvy of this cadre of new-style administrators consists mainly of their 
having the capacity “to spout last year’s management buzz words during meetings, retreats, 
and planning exercises.”  Best practices and benchmarking, along with acronyms such as 
SWOT, ECM, TQM and MBO are seen as high on the list of favored utterances of these 
“visionary academic leaders”—as they hope to be perceived.  In another manifestation of 
this new “shallowness,” technology (including email and social media) affords today’s 
administrator the wherewithal to be generally conscious of virtually everything going on 
campus, regardless of the informational value of that data.  Thus the bureaucrat is able to 
“weigh in” with a comment and/or platitude (“join me in congratulating…”) regarding 
virtually everything, so as to ensure that others know he/she is busy working, concerned, 
caring, and  “on top of” all these topics.  

 that a major culprit accounting for the rising cost of higher education is that faculty spend 
too much time doing research and too little time teaching.  This argument comes primarily 
from outside academia. Texas Governor Rick Perry has been a strong proponent of such a 
position.  In a study done for the University of Texas at Austin, the Center for College 
Affordability and Productivity, Vetter et al (2011) concluded that “if the 80 percent of the 
faculty with the lowest teaching loads were to teach just half as much as the 20 percent with 
the highest loads…tuition could be cut more than half….” (p. 3)  Interestingly, critics of 
university research tend to trivialize the impact of any cutback in research vis-à-vis teaching 
by reference to the loss of another article on Shakespeare.  Riley (2011), noting the 
suggestion that there appears to be an inverse relationship between the amount of time spent 
in the classroom and a professor’s salary, suggests that the time spent  researching and 
writing about Shakespeare represents “thousands of hours lost to undergraduates who really 
could use a good classroom course on Hamlet.”    

 the ever-expanding role and increasing intrusiveness of “outside forces and influences” on 
the direction, decision-making and role of the academy.  These outside forces and 
influences may take any of a number of forms and guises.  Among these are:   
 Legislative oversight entities and apparatus, in myriad forms.  The Texas 

Legislature, for example, has a body formally named the Joint Committee on 
Oversight of Higher Education, Excellence and Transparency.    Other entities 
falling within the broad purview of legislative oversight may include state 
legislative budget boards, state higher education coordinating boards or 
committees, accountability commissions, and the like. 

 “The System” (as in The Texas A&M University System, The University 
System of Maryland, etc.) promulgator of policies and issuer of edicts dealing  
with issues as wide ranging as avoidance of costly academic program 
duplications, diversity assurance, standards of ethical behavior, mandatory 
training requirements, etc.  Also normally the hierarchical home base of the 
Office of the Chancellor, source of rulings of the Office of General Council 
(OGC, the System’s lawyers, as well as base for such other entities as the 
Office of Federal and State Relations, Internal Audit, and other budgetary and 
compliance offices. 

 Accrediting agencies function primarily as regulatory bureaus of the higher 
education industry.  Perhaps the most important function of the six regional 
accreditors is that they are the determiners of eligibility for federal subsidies.  
As a result of the Higher Education Act of 1965, today accreditors are the gate-
keepers to federal subsidies that cover more than half of the industry’s annual 
expenditures.  Secondarily, because education is only imperfectly observable 
and difficult to measure, there is a need for some means of signaling quality.  
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That is one of the roles that discipline based accrediting bodies such as 
AACSB (business), ABET (applied science, engineering), NCATE (teacher 
education) attempt to fill.  However, it is important to recognize that all are 
promulgators of rules (“standards and guidelines”), regulators, and dispensers 
of sanctions for those deemed not in compliance. 

 Any radical or liberal activist group, almost any conflict with which might 
cause an ambitious administrator to be labeled “controversial” by search firms, 
thus disqualifying the person for advancement in the field of higher education 
administration.  Here Ginsberg points out the irony that corporate headhunters, 
who often perform the searches for top-level academic managers, will never 
touch a “controversial” figure, but seemingly have no problem with “such 
traits as indolence, ineptitude, and out-and-out stupidity….” (p. 100) 

     None of these outside forces or influences is insignificant, but when taken together their impact helps 
to create a culture of compliance and conformity.  No academic dean is going to thumb his nose at an 
AACSB, NCATE, or ABET, knowing that if that seal of approval is lost, so, most likely, is his job.  
Likewise, any serious candidate for a university Provost position knows to go into the interview process 
armed with all the current favored buzz words and phrases, as well as the proper reverential tone, toward 
whichever “regional” wields the power to bestow the seal of approval over the institution in question.  
They will be sure to demonstrate that they can “play ball” with state oversight committees and will have 
already spent a lifetime avoiding any controversy that could upset activists. All these forces taken 
together combine to push university administrators toward the compliance clerk end of the continuum of 
bureaucratic structure. 
     Given the rapidly rising cost of higher education along with the rapidly rising level of student debt, 
university education promises to become an increasingly important economic issue.  In his State of the 
Union address, President Obama gave a brief mention to higher-education reform, asking “Congress to 
change the Higher Education Act, so that affordability and value are included in determining which 
colleges receive certain types of federal aid.”  Even the Center for American Progress recently released a 
paper on performance-based funding for higher education. Last year the Gates Foundation, in 
collaboration with HCM Strategists, began a project aimed at giving policymakers and educators better 
tools to judge the effectiveness of higher education. 
     Much of what the academy—both faculty and administration—claims to value is difficult even to 
articulate unambiguously.  Much if not most of it is impossible to measure.  So, if we cannot measure the 
benefit or value of the things we do, we find ourselves compelled to measure at it.  We come up with 
proxy variables to try to accomplish the task.  If we cannot measure learning directly, then we construct 
ways to measure at it—learning outcomes, etc.  But can we really measure critical thinking or effective 
oral communications skills?  And especially, can we evaluate the “priceless” things we do on a wide scale 
basis, and in a timely manner? Can we do it on an economically viable basis?  Unfortunately, all too often 
our attempts to measure at the value or benefit of what we do, and the metrics that we develop in order to 
comply with the dictates of the metric-moguls, impart significant costs but insignificant illumination. 
Bureaucracy and Bureaucrats: Definitions and Characteristics 
Bureaucracy in General 
     As the general public knows and views bureaucracy and bureaucrats, the concepts apply to any group 
of non-elective government officials and/or some administrative policy-making group.  Even more 
generally, a bureaucracy refers to the administrative system governing any large institution.  From the 
viewpoints of management and organizational structure, the consideration of bureaucracy most frequently 
traces back to the work of German sociologist-philosopher-political economist Max Weber.  In the spirit 
of Weber and managerial behavior, and in perhaps the most positive light, bureaucracy is described as an 
organizational model rationally designed to perform complex tasks efficiently.  Economists, on the other 
hand, generally tend to view bureaucracies and bureaucrats in a less favorable light.  That’s another aspect 
of an interesting dichotomy.  Bureaucracies, especially public sector bureaucracies, frequently if not 
always are created with the best of intentions, but the results are frequently disappointing and often suffer 
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from unintended consequences.  As Milton Friedman (1993) pointed out, it is not a problem that 
bureaucrats are bad people or that their intentions are not noble, but rather a problem with the system.  
“The self-interest of people in the government leads them to behave in a way that is against the self-
interest of the rest of us.” (p. 11) 
     Weber argued that there are several key characteristics that define bureaucracies.  The Weber 
bureaucracy refers to the management of large organizations characterized by hierarchy, impersonal 
relationships, rigid adherence to procedures, and a highly specialized division of labor.  Anthony Downs 
(1967) adds to Weber’s definition (a) that the initial hiring of personnel, promotions and retention “are at 
least theoretically based upon some type of assessment of the way in which they have performed or can 
be expected to perform their organizational roles…” and (b) the major portion of the bureaucracy’s 
“output is not directly or indirectly evaluated in any markets external to the organization by means of 
voluntary quid pro quo transactions.”  Under the Downs definition, a person can be a bureaucrat even if 
he/she works for a non-bureaucratic organization as long as his/her own output cannot be evaluated on a 
market.  For example, an accountant working within a firm may be directed by bureaucratic rules because 
the connection between her performance and the firm’s bottom line is not clear.  One important 
implication of the bureaucratic structure is that personnel policies based upon role-performance mean 
bureau members are dependent upon their superiors for promotion, rather than upon some outside 
constituency. 
     Few would deny that the university is very much a bureaucracy, and that most of the characteristics 
and challenges that plague most other large government bureaus apply to the modern university as well.  
However, it is also clear that the term “bureaucracy” covers a wide range of territory.  In that vein, some 
have attempted to describe and delineate different types of bureaucracy.  Henry Mintzberg (1980), in 
laying out five of what he deems the most successful organizational structures, distinguishes between “the 
machine organization,” a bureaucratic organization defined by its high degrees of standardization, 
formality and rigidity, and “the professional organization,” which is less so.  Mintzberg’s machine 
bureaucracy is the type that is most closely akin to that described in management texts, and the one in 
which the individual bureaucrat is, in fact, less the individual.  For example, Kermit Burley (n.d.), defines 
a bureaucratic organization in terms of one in which “Individuals are valued by the tasks they perform, 
and these tasks are specific and detailed.  Formal structures exist that limit individual and personal 
decisions, and policies allow for little deviation from the norm.”  On the other hand, while Mintzberg 
describes the professional organization as also being very bureaucratic, he cites a key difference between 
it and the machine bureaucracy.  He characterizes professional organizations as relying on highly trained 
professionals “who demand control of their own work.”  He maintains that this structure is typical when 
the organization contains “a large number of knowledge workers, and it’s why it’s common in places like 
schools and universities, and in accounting and law firms.” It can be constructive if one thinks of a 
bureaucratic continuum—in terms of definability and measurability of tasks and desired social 
outcomes—stretching from an agency such as a state driver license bureau at one end of the spectrum to 
space exploration at the other.  In one case the output/product is straightforward, observable and 
measurable, but in the other case the benefits are difficult even to articulate, much less measure.  Where a 
bureau falls along that continuum plays a critical role in terms of behavior and strategies open to it.    
Universities as Bureaucracies 
     Certain characteristics stand out regarding the behavior of (and within), the university.  Despite their 
strong insistence that the institution is “mission driven” and that all components precisely align their goals 
and activities with the overall mission of the university, that is not necessarily the case.  The various units 
within the university do not always function as spokes in the forward progress of the overall educational 
vehicle.  While the university in the aggregate may appear to function as one large bureaucracy, it also 
operates in some ways more like a federation of smaller member bureaucracies.  The various divisions 
and offices within the university do not necessarily operate with the fixed rules, impersonal relationships, 
rigid adherence to procedures, and strict performance based hiring and promotion standards described by 
Weber and management textbooks.     
Public Choice Theory 
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Basics of the Theory 
     Public choice theorists apply the same economic principles used to analyze behavior in the private 
marketplace to individuals’ actions in collective decision making—that is, they analyze politicians, 
voters, and bureaucrats with the assumption that these individuals act in their self-interest.   In the words 
of James Buchanan (1984) who was awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in 1986 for his contribution to the 
development of the theory,  

     “Public choice theory has been the avenue through which a romantic and illusory set 
of notions about the workings of governments and the behavior of persons who govern 
has been replaced by a set of notions that are surely more consistent with the political 
reality that we may all observe about us.  I have often said that public choice offers a 
‘theory of governmental failure’ that is fully comparable to the ‘theory of market failure’ 
that emerged from the theoretical welfare economics of the 1930’s and 1940’s.” (p. 11) 

     Within the framework of public choice theory, three landmark works, Gordon Tullock’s The Politics 
of Bureaucracy (1965), Anthony Downs’s Inside Bureaucracy (1967), and William Niskanen’s “The 
Peculiar Economics of Bureaucracy” (1968) provided the foundations on which much of the subsequent 
economic analysis of bureaucracy rests.  Tullock employs a model of a maximizing bureaucrat to examine 
the personal relations and advancement procedures within bureaucratic organizations.  He examines the 
ways in which the bureaucrat gets ahead in the bureaucratic world, as well as the ways in which 
bureaucrats get their subordinates to do what they want them to do.  Tullock describes the “typical” 
politician/bureaucrat who rises in the bureaucratic environment as an “intelligent, ambitious, and 
somewhat unscrupulous man in an organizational hierarchy.”  In this regard the contrast between 
Tullock’s and Friedman’s views of the individual bureaucrat is stark:  whereas Friedman argues that 
bureaucrats are not “bad people” intent on doing bad things, Tullock clearly sees an adverse selection 
model as playing an important role in administrative advancement. Seeing a high potential for a principal-
agent problem, Tullock warns, “If the general atmosphere of his organization requires actions contrary to 
the attainment of the objectives of the organization in order to secure promotion, the [bureaucrat] can 
hardly be expected to choose a course of action detrimental to his own advancement.”   
     Downs also focuses on behavior within bureaus.  Like Tullock, he developed a comprehensive theory 
of management processes within bureaus, but also stopped short of developing the consequences of 
maximizing behavior on the budget and output performance of bureaucracies.  Niskanen, on the other 
hand, focuses on budgetary considerations and output performance.   He models a bureaucratic supply of 
public output in which the bureaucratic decision maker is characterized as a budget-maximizing 
monopolistic supplier of a public good (regulation) who is able to impose his/her own preferences on the 
budgetary sponsor (variously referred to as the “collective organization” or governing political party).  
Noting that the bureaucrat’s utility function may include variables such as salary, perquisites of office, 
public reputation, power, patronage, ease of managing the bureau, and ease of making changes, Niskanen 
nonetheless contends: “All of these variables…are a positive monotonic function of the total budget of the 
bureau.  Budget maximization should be an adequate proxy even for those bureaucrats with a relatively 
low pecuniary motivation and a relatively high motivation for making changes in the public interest.” (p. 
294)2   
Applying the Theory  
     Bureaucrats are first and foremost human beings, and like other human beings, are well in tune with 
and motivated by, their own rational self-interest.  Accordingly, the bureaucrat will act in such a way as to 
preserve and to improve her position in the bureau. Given a regime under which the bureaucrat is 
promoted and prospers based on seniority and/or political connections rather than on pure performance 
merit, one could expect that the self-interested bureaucrat will desire growth in the size of his bureau. 
Given the desire to have more people working for the bureau (and bureaucrat)—a condition that translates 
into more power, prestige and income—the size of the bureaucracy tends to grow over time.  Given the 
contributing factors of principal-agent issues, rational ignorance among voters/funds suppliers, plus the 
difficulties and costs involved in monitoring and controlling the quality and quantity of the output of the 
bureau, it is not surprising that that bureaucratic growth is often accompanied by inefficiency and non-
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optimal behavior. The bureaucrat can follow a strategy that on the surface sounds positive and beneficial, 
but in a less visible way benefits the individual bureaucrat at the expense of the public. As expressed by 
Steven Richardson (2011), “Bureaucratic behavior is an environmental phenomenon that is not limited to 
certain types of individuals.  Rational people inherit and propagate different attitudes and strategies in 
what we describe as a bureaucracy because their institutional environments create different incentives.  
Without a clear bottom line, officials are free to emphasize activities and information that advances their 
own interests.  These behaviors are not unique to government organizations, but they are more 
pronounced and destructive because they are not eliminated via natural selection of market forces.” (p. 
25)  
     Application prerequisites.  In order for public choice theory to shed light on the observed behavior of 
the modern higher education bureaucracy the bureaucrat must have the freedom and the opportunity 
within the bureau to pursue her own self-interest and must choose to do so.3 Are those two requirements 
met in the typical, modern higher education bureaucratic structure?  The answer to that question is clearly 
“yes” on both counts. 
     Motive.  Whether the bureaucrat’s utility function is stacked heavily in terms of income/wealth 
considerations or power/decision-making authority considerations is inconsequential.  In either case, the 
bureaucrat has an incentive to comply and conform as needed in order to move up the administrative 
ladder.  The financial incentive to move into administration and to advance up the administrative ladder is 
not a difficult case to make. While there obviously are instances, and especially at research intensive 
universities, of faculty who make very high salaries, these tend to be statistical outliers.  For the most part 
the higher salaries in universities are found among the administrative ranks.  A quick perusal of almost 
any university’s budget, Chronicle job ads, or websites reporting higher education salary averages bears 
out this observation.  Additionally, there is little disputing that the decision-making role of faculty has 
diminished as administration has expanded.      
     Opportunity. The organization must exhibit sufficient flexibility to allow for self-interested behavior 
by individuals.  James Heckman (1997) offers the following observation:  “When agency goals are vague 
and do not define clear objectives, the tasks performed by a bureaucracy are often defined by the agency 
employees and not the agency directors.  The behavior of the employees of bureaucracies is influenced 
not only by incentives controlled by the agency, but also by external reference groups, such as the 
professional mores of social workers.  The more vaguely a job is defined, the more likely it is that these 
other factors influence employee job performance.” (p. 292)  Page and Jenkins (2005) point out that 
although the emphasis on policy roles played by public servants is usually at the upper levels of the 
system, the lower echelons also play these roles.  Mid-level bureaucrats have a significant role in shaping 
policy, and are largely independent of their nominal superiors.  Further, as noted by Peters (2002), the 
lowest level of the public bureaucracy can also have a very direct impact on policy: they must make 
numerous decisions about individual clients and the summation of these decisions help to define the real 
nature of public policies.  “The logic of the bureaucratic role, and of Weberian bureaucracy, is largely to 
deny the exercise of discretion, although it is abundantly clear that street-level bureaucrats do have 
substantial discretion and do exercise it.”  (Peters, p. 12)  Ginsberg argues that “educrats” are not different 
from other bureaucrats.  “The difficulty, though, is that like their counterparts throughout the world’s 
bureaucracies, college administrators work in offices where amorphous aims or diffuse responsibilities 
make individual performances difficult to gauge.  Hence, like other bureaucrats in similar situations, 
academic administrators often see little or no direct benefit to themselves from carrying out their 
assignments.” (p. 68) 
     Measurability revisited.  The critical variable that contributes to growth of bureaucracies overall as 
well as a climate conducive to bureaucratic pursuit of personal agendas is the lack of measurability. 
Absent the ability to measure, performance assessment is highly subjective.  Consequently, there is a 
tendency for bureaucracies (and their sponsors) to assess on the basis of that which is easiest to measure.  
As pointed out by Bohte and Meier (2000), agency outputs are often easier to measure than their actual 
contributions to desired social outcomes, leading to a form of “goal displacement” in which bureaucrats 
have an incentive to maximize outputs, regardless of whether maximizing outputs is the preferred strategy 
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for achieving desired social outcomes. This phenomenon manifests itself in innumerable facets of 
academic endeavor.  For many years state supported universities were funded on the basis of credit hour 
production.  Why?  As noted by Rick Weber (2014), “Education in its broadest sense is only imperfectly 
observable and only parts of our educations can even begin to be measured.”  On the other hand, 
schooling is observable and so defining and measuring it is an easier proposition. As for measuring 
faculty performance, as Harry G. Johnson (1975) notes, “Superior teaching is difficult for colleagues to 
evaluate while published papers are generally evaluated according to the status of the journal or the 
number of pages rather than content.” (p. 159) In short, the modern university has no shortage of 
instances in which the focus is placed on that variable that is easiest to measure—whether or not it has 
much, if anything, to do with the public good.  
Public choice theory and university behavior.   
     In the words of Harry G. Johnson (1975), “…things are the way they are for some powerful reason or 
reasons….”  (p. 18) Public choice theory suggests that the phenomena observed by Ginsberg and others 
are not random occurrences, but rather are explainable, even predictable, results of some powerful 
reasons—those outlined above.  To illustrate the efficacy of public choice theory vis-à-vis university 
bureaucratic behavior, several applications are considered below, some at the university-wide level, and 
some at the unit level.     
     Budget maximizing behavior.  At the aggregate or university-wide level, the typical university is really 
quite unremarkable in its pursuit of a budget maximizing strategy a la Niskanen.  Given the difficulty of 
measuring much if not most of the “social good” contributed by the academy, the myriad bureaucratic 
strategies and behaviors suggested by public choice theory are employed fully and fruitfully by higher 
education administration.  In fact, hearing the case advanced by university administrators calling for 
increased funding for their institutions (and their ubiquitous sub-bureaus) brings to mind the recent 
“priceless” series of television commercials aired by MasterCard.  [Scene 1: Child receiving toy drum set 
with caption “Toy drum set, $22;” Scene 2:  Middle school aged boy at keyboard with music teacher 
looking on, with caption “Weekly music lessons, $50 per hour;” and finally, Scene 3:  Teen playing lead 
guitar at high school prom, with caption, ‘PRICELESS.”]  While such sentiment may make for effective 
“feel-good” commercials, it has serious shortcomings as a public funding guide.  “Priceless” should not 
be confused with “costless.” Simply because the benefit or “value” of something cannot be measured 
(easily, or at all) and/or expressed in dollar terms, one cannot assume that costs are irrelevant and can thus 
safely be ignored.  And while administrators may pay lip service to the maxim that “we can’t be all things 
to all people,” there is no dearth of evidence of “mission creep” that suggests they may not actually 
believe their own words.5    
     Whether it’s recruiting  to maximize tuition revenues, donor-courtship to maximize endowments, 
pumping up enrollment (or whatever funds-generating metric the funding source may dictate) to 
maximize appropriations, lobbying for “special items” or grants, or engaging in whatever rent-seeking 
behavior is open to it, the modern university has become very adept at budget maximization.  There can 
be little doubt that at the aggregate level the modern university’s behavior is fully compatible with the 
tenets of Niskanen’s theory. 
     Principal-agent problem.  It is at the unit level within the university that many of the prime 
opportunities for bureaucratic gamesmanship and self-interested behavior come into play.  As one 
example of the principal-agent problem afflicting higher education, for years universities engaged in a 
budget shell game of allocating unrealistically large shares of the salaries of part-time, or even full-time, 
administrators and coaches to academic faculty budget lines.  For example, a college “deanlet” might 
teach only one or two courses per year, but have 75% of his salary charged to an academic department.  
Or a varsity athletic coach might “teach” one or two physical activity courses per year but have the 
majority of her salary charged to a kinesiology or physical education department. While this type of 
practice might be viewed as a relatively harmless accounting gimmick, the intent is to circumvent 
accurate evaluation.6 The effect is to allocate resources in a manner not intended or countenanced by the 
funding source.  It constitutes an intra-agency subsidization of favored units or activities at the expense of 
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other units.  And, in line with the economic maxim:  subsidize something and you get more of it.  
Conversely, tax something and you get less of it.    
     Self-interest/personal advancement.  Public choice theorists have long studied the interactions between 
individuals within the bureaucracy, including the nature of the relationship between those seeking 
advancement and others in a position to influence the promotion process.  Considering the tendency of 
bureaucratic managers to value conformity and compliance, Tullock (1965) argues that the promotion 
process has a bias against morality.  In his view, one who adheres strictly to a moral code has fewer 
options available in competing for the attention of superiors, noting that “the man who is a success in 
most political systems has had to cut corners, to lie, or at least to distort the truth, and to engage in some 
back stabbing.”  (p. 31) In the academic sphere of the university, the quest to advance from teaching 
faculty to department head, department head to dean, etc., takes on some of these same undercurrents.  
The aspirant to higher administrative rank quickly realizes that it is not in his best interest to “rock the 
boat” or cause headaches for her superiors.  To avoid bothering (and annoying) the next rung 
administrator the astute aspirant will work to see that a problem does not progress up the administrative 
chain.  Consequently, rather than support a faculty member in a grade dispute with a troublesome student, 
a preemptive cave in strategy may be deployed:  “You know the dean/provost/whomever won’t support 
us, so why fight it?  Just do what the student wants and end it here.”         
     Goal Displacement Behavior.  One bureau often singled out by faculty for especially harsh criticism is 
the HR/Diversity/Equal Opportunity corps.  Consistent with the criticisms levelled by Ginsberg and 
others, many faculty, especially those who have recently served on search committees, question the value 
added of this intrusion into the faculty hiring process.  While no faculty member wants to “come out” 
against inclusiveness, the elevation of diversity to “fundamental value” status within the university clearly 
represents an example of the “priceless” activity-justification strategy.   Since we are unable to measure 
many of the educational aspects of diversity, we focus on the dimensions that we can quantify easily.  We 
can count with relative ease the percent of African Americans on the faculty, the number of Hispanics, 
women in upper management positions, etc.  But not all dimensions of diversity can easily be pigeon-
holed into neat compartments and counted.  Nor can diversity officers create qualified women and 
minority candidates in fields where few to virtually none currently exist.  Thus the retreat is to develop 
metrics to serve as proxies for the ends we seek, or more often, to measure inputs and activities.  Thus, 
rather than assuring that students are actually exposed to a broad, rich range of academic backgrounds, 
theories and ideas, this “shop” justifies its existence based on the number of faculty “training” sessions it 
conducts, the number of searches it declares “failed,” and other input indicators having little to do with 
true diversity.  Considering that its contribution is deemed “priceless” and that much of its cost may be 
shifted onto others (in the forms of additional faculty and staff search time, additional required interviews, 
costly superfluous campus visits, etc.), there tends to be little to no accountability of this group regarding 
the use of the sponsor/taxpayer funds.      
Conclusions 
     Over the past decade several trends have emerged in academia that divert focus, effort and resources 
away from the traditional core functions of universities—primarily full-time professional faculty engaged 
in teaching, service and research. Among these new trends are the explosive growth of the administrative 
bureaucracy, the rise of new-style administrators lacking in academic preparation and experience, the 
increased use of adjunct/contingency professors, the expansion of a nonacademic shadow curriculum 
taught by nonfaculty administrative staff, never-ending recruitment and “donor-development” campaigns, 
and the spread of a comply and conform mentality.  Public choice provides a body of theory explaining 
how and why such   conduct may be expected to occur in bureaucratic structures.  In general, public 
choice suggests that when organizational objectives are not clearly articulated and measurable, when they 
are multifaceted and/or complex in nature, and when mid-level and lower bureaucrats have the flexibility 
to exercise discretion in defining and performing their duties, certain behaviors are inevitable.  At the 
university-wide level, budget-maximizing behavior along lines suggested by Niskanen clearly is at work.  
Additionally, individual bureaucrats seek to pursue their own self-interests—which may or may not 
coincide with the interests of the public they are employed to serve.  Perhaps the most important 
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contribution of public choice theory is that, as observed by Harry G. Johnson, if effective social solutions 
are to be devised, we first must come to understand the “powerful reason or reasons” that things are the 
way they are.  Public choice helps us to understand those reasons.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes 
1Baumol’s position (“Baumol’s cost disease theory”) is that external factors are the problem.  He argues 
that education, as a labor-intensive good, will always see its costs rise at a faster-than-average rate in an 
economy where constant productivity gains are the norm.  On the other hand, Bowen (“Bowen revenue 
theory”) suggests that the cause is internal, arguing that virtually anything can be defended on the grounds 
that it increases “quality.”  He contends that the main impulse of universities is to raise as much money as 
possible, and then spend it on a virtually infinite list of priorities.  
2Niskanen subsequently amended his model, indicating that “discretionary budget” rather than total 
agency budget is the variable that the maximizing bureaucrat will seek to maximize. 
3As David Friedman argues in Hidden Order: The Economics of Everyday Life, in order for economics to 
be useful for predicting and explaining behavior, it is not necessary that people always reason correctly 
and act rationally; what matters is that they do so enough for the assumption to lead to better predictions 
than if you do not assume rationality.   
4It is beyond the scope of this paper to undertake an analysis of faculty versus administrative salaries and 
decision making authority.  However, Ginsberg provides a significant level of documentation regarding 
the relative size of administrative salaries vis-à-vis faculty salaries in general, as well as the decline of 
faculty influence on university decision making.  Additionally, higheredjobs.com salary data and other 
online salary data sources bear out the validity of Ginsberg’s position.   
5The interested reader may wish to consult David Longanecker, “Mission Differentiation vs. Mission 
Creep,” William Damon, “Mission Creep and Bad Work in Higher Places,” and others relative to the 
issue of mission creep among both public and private universities. 
6With tightened federal compliance regulations governing the use of grant funds, as well as improved 
monitoring by state auditors, such budget gamesmanship doubtlessly has been significantly curtailed over 
the past several years. 
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Abstract 
     Despite the fact that the Equal Pay Act prohibiting wage discrimination based on gender has been in 
place for fifty years, women continue to experience a substantial gender wage gap across occupational 
fields, including within academia, where women earn an average of 81% of their male colleagues’ 
earnings.  A number of theories exist to explain the wage gap, with human capital theory, career 
interruptions, and workplace discrimination emerging as widely accepted explanations; therefore, this 
paper will examine the strengths and weaknesses of these explanations of the wage gap and offer 
proposals for further action to acknowledge and seek to eliminate gender bias in academia. 
Introduction 
     The 1963 Equal Pay Act and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 are the two primary federal laws 
prohibiting wage discrimination based on gender. The Equal Pay Act of 1963 prevents employers from 
compensating male and female employees differently when they are performing the same work; however, 
in the January 14, 2015 White House weekly address, the Obama Administration reported that the gender 
gap in pay endures even today. Women who work full time earn only about 77% of their male 
counterparts’ earnings, and for decades, research has revealed that a pay gap exists, even after considering 
the sort of work people do, as well as levels of education and experience; further, research provides 
compelling evidence that gender discrimination contributes to the pay gap between men and women.   
     Lopez and Gonzalez-Barrera (2014) stated that as of 2012, 71% of young women enrolled in college 
immediately after high school as compared to 61% of young men, and Curtis (2010) reported that women 
have made tremendous educational progress in attaining bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and 
doctoral degrees; in fact,  the National Center for Educational Statistics (2014), reported that after 6 years, 
61% of females graduated from college as opposed to 56% of males, and the graduation rate was higher 
for females at both public and private institutions.  Women’s educational attainment, however, is not 
translating into pay equity.  According to Covert (2014), who cited data from the executive compensation 
firm Equilar, women constitute only 48% of all chief executives at America’s 1,000 biggest companies, 
and less than 15% of executive officers at Fortune 500 companies.  Further, Covert (2014) reported that 
women’s average pay is $1.6 million less than the average pay for male executives.   
     In the context of higher education, the wage gap between men and women has not narrowed for forty 
years.  Curtis (2010) examined two separate American Association of University Professors (AAUP) 
salary reports.  In 1975-76 the AAUP collected salary data by gender for full time faculty and reported 
that female faculty members earned 81% of their male colleagues’ earnings.  In the AAUP 2009-10 
report, the proportion remained 81%.  The AAUP 2013 report of average salaries reveals the persistence 
of this problem, as the proportion is now 80%.  After women have spent decades increasing their 
participation as college and university faculty members, the pay shortfall for women has not lessoned 
significantly.    
     Not only do academia’s intangible barriers create the problem of pay disparity between men and 
women, but highly talented women are choosing to leave the profession altogether.  Rice (2012) found 
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that young female scientists leave academia in much larger numbers than men because “women PhD 
candidates had one experience that men never have. They were told that they would encounter problems 
along the way simply because they are women.”  Unfortunately, Rice’s conclusions were supported by 
the Moss-Racusin, Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, and Handelsman  (2012) double-blind study in which 127 
science faculty from research-focused universities evaluated a student application for a lab manager 
position, with the application randomly assigned a male or female name.  The faculty members on the 
hiring committees concluded that the male applicant was considerably more capable and worthy of the 
position than the exact same female candidate.  Not only that, but these faculty participants recommended 
that the male applicant receive a higher starting salary and more career mentoring.   The gender of the 
faculty members did not affect the responses, revealing that both males and females were equally as likely 
to be biased against the female student.  Therefore, rather than disappearing, gender discrimination has 
become subtle, thus extremely difficult to address, as men and women alike subconsciously allow 
prejudiced assumptions to cloud their judgment, thereby keeping the barriers to women’s advancement in 
place. 
     Clearly then, women in general as well as women in academia continue to face inequity in the 
workplace.  The question becomes why.  Scholars have been interested in this problem and offered 
explanations, many of which claim that women receive less pay than men as a result of the choices they 
make; thus, this paper will examine the following three widely cited explanations for the gender wage gap 
in order to determine if the conclusions offered are adequate and therefore acceptable:   

• Human Capital Theory 
• Career Interruptions 
• Workplace Discrimination 

     These explanations must be carefully considered so that academic institutions can lead the way toward 
eliminating bias against women.  
Salary and Promotion Disparities in Academia 
     Fox-Cardomone (2010), found that as of 2004-05, the average male faculty in the United States earned 
$69,337 as compared to the average female faculty who earned only $56,926, a difference of 22%.  The 
AAUP 2012-13 salary report showed that even though overall faculty salaries have increased, disparities 
between male and female faculty salaries have remained, with men earning on average $91,994 as 
compared to women who are earning an average of $73,932, a persistent 20 percent pay gap (p.1).  Many 
critics argue that, because women have moved from making 56 percent of what men earned in the 1950’s 
to making 80 percent of what men make, the society is making progress, and the gender wage gap is 
narrowing.  However, it is important to recognize that this gap has not moved significantly since the 
1980’s and 1990’s and has serious implications for the quality of female employees’ lives.  Fox-
Cardomone (2010) pointed out that a female faculty member who teaches for 35 years experiences “a 
reduction in the net present value of lifetime earnings of $87,885 to $142,800” (p.2).   Furthermore, 
considering that retirement income is based on earnings, a woman who teaches for 35 years and lives to 
be 80 years old faces a $120,000 to $200,000 loss of income.  
     Unfortunately, not only do we see women earning smaller salaries than men, but women in academia 
are much less likely to be promoted than their male colleagues; in fact, the promotion disparity goes a 
long way to explain salary disparities.  In Trimble’s (2013) summary of Stanford University Professor 
Gore-Felton’s presentation to the Clayman Institute for Gender Research, Gore-Felton reported that only 
22% of professors are women and claimed that gender disparity in promotion to full professor partially 
explains this difference.  She illustrated the subtle but well-known barrier to promotion, the old boys’ 
club culture. She described her male department colleagues’ weekly poker night as an example.  Though 
she was not interested in poker night, she asked to join them and reported that during the game, her male 
colleagues discussed current and future research projects, offering each other informal help—help their 
female colleagues had no access to. Even more troubling, Gore-Felton relayed the story of one woman 
who believed her male mentor provided her and her male peers with the same advice, but he held her to a 
different standard, expecting her to take on helping roles like mentoring, arranging for speakers, and 
teaching. These stereotypically female helping roles create problems for women because promotion 
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decisions are made based on research, not helping others.  Therefore, even when women assert 
themselves and join male-dominated groups, they do not have the same experience as men, which can 
lead to slower advancement. Finally, women still find that colleagues and supervisors do not take them 
seriously.  In Gore-Felton’s study, female faculty reported that they were ignored when they expressed 
their ideas and opinions, with one woman recounting that her ideas were regularly unnoticed at faculty 
meetings, but when a male colleague offered the same idea, the faculty offered high praise.  Gore-Felton 
concluded that when administrators and fellow faculty fail to hear women’s ideas, women do not receive 
proper credit for their input, which is damaging to their career.  
     Full-time as opposed to part-time status in academia substantially affects women’s wages as well.  
Monks (2009) reported that higher education institutions increasingly depend on adjunct faculty; for 
example, in 1975, only 30.2% of faculty were adjunct, but by 2005, 48% of all faculty members in the 
United States were employed part-time.  Of that 48%, 56% were female.  Similarly, Fox-Cardomone 
(2010) revealed that female faculty members were less likely to be employed full-time, and a 
disproportionately small number of female faculty enjoyed tenure-track positions despite the increases in 
women completing their doctoral degrees.  In community colleges, for example, women make up 47% of 
the full-time, tenured faculty, but at the four-year university, which awards baccalaureate and master’s 
degrees, only 33% of the full-time tenured faculty are women. Worse still, Fox-Caromone (2010) 
reported that only 25% of the full time, tenured faculty are women at doctoral institutions.  Altogether, 
only 24% of female faculty held the rank of professor as of 2005-06, and that number decreased to 19% at 
doctoral universities (p. 3). 
     Why, then, does the gender wage gap persist?   Many critics argue that these disparities are not a 
reflection of societal gender discrimination, but a reflection of other factors largely having to do with the 
choices women make.  Three of the primary theories will be examined to determine if the conclusions 
offered are satisfactory or if the gender wage gap occurs as a result of interacting social forces, including 
historical and institutionalized bias against women. 
Human Capital Theory 
     As Fox-Cardomone (2010) explained, human capital theorists contend that individuals are 
compensated based on particular attributes that they bring to the workplace, such as education and 
experience, and pay is based on the existence or non-existence of these attributes. Human capital theorists 
also agree that pay differences between groups exist, but these differences are a reflection of the 
differences between the workers.   In other words, human capital theorists reject the notion that 
discrimination explains between-group pay differences, arguing that the forces determining the 
differences are neutral, that pay is based on education and job experience, not gender.  It is, therefore, 
important to examine the foundation of human capital acquisition, education. 
     Much information, on its surface, supports human capital theory; for example, according to St. Rose 
(2012), women are inadequately represented in most Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM) fields, which are associated with higher paying jobs.  In 2014, the National Girls Collaborative 
Project (NGCP) reported that large numbers of female scientists and engineers are focused in different 
careers than their male counterparts, with 58% of women working in the social sciences and 48% working 
in the biological and medical sciences.  According to NGCP (2014), only 25% of women were employed 
in computer and mathematical science positions, and only 13% were employed as engineers. As Beard 
(2014) pointed out, women still represent only 24% of the STEM workforce.  
     For years, analysts have attributed the gender gap in STEM to the fact that men tend to outperform 
women in mathematical and spatial ability; however, Hyde (2005) in her  work on the Gender Similarities 
Hypothesis, stated that over time, the gender gap in math performance has become non-existent among 
the general population of students.  In fact, high school girls are taking more math and science classes and 
even achieving higher grades than boys.  Girls not only report having confidence in their math and 
science abilities, but female graduates have higher GPAs in every major, even math and science, so 
ability does not explain why women are underrepresented.  Nonetheless, St. Rose (2012) reported that 
adolescent girls indicate less interest in math and science careers than boys, and even mathematically 
gifted girls were not as likely as boys to pursue STEM careers as adults.  Most significantly, though, St. 
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Rose (2012) found that girls frequently evaluate their own abilities lower than boys evaluate theirs, 
perceiving STEM fields as inappropriate for females because they associate these fields with males.    
Research also suggests that the atmosphere within STEM departments in higher education can become 
one of the intangible barriers to women entering and remaining in these fields.  St. Rose (2012) argued 
that a department’s atmosphere affects all students, but significantly impacts women’s choice to remain in 
a male-dominated STEM major where women frequently feel out of place. On the surface, then, women 
appear to choose careers other than those associated with higher pay, but it is important to consider the 
remaining subtle social forces which function to discourage even the highly capable and motivated 
women from entering into and persisting in STEM fields.  
     Levine (2004) explained the school of thought shared by many labor economists who argue that the 
gender pay gap exists because of the division of labor within families, which creates productivity gaps 
between males and females.  According to these economists, women expect to take responsibility for 
family, and this expectation influences the choices they make about years of schooling, major courses of 
study, and training.  Anticipating an emphasis on family responsibility also influences the amount of time 
women spend gaining work experience as well as decisions about working part-time or full-time.  
Because women often expect to spend less time in the work force than men, they are less likely to invest 
in years of education and training, thus not likely to build their own human capital in the way that men 
do. This choice, then, lowers their earnings rather than employer discrimination.  In other words, the 
market determines the worth of particular fields, and men more than women choose fields associated with 
higher pay; additionally, women gain less experience due to taking time off to care for children.  
However, it is worthwhile to stop and reflect on the human capital theory implication that women have 
alternative options when the issue of caring for children arises.   As Lips (2013) pointed out, when the 
society concludes pay inequity results from the poor choices women make, we ignore the restrictions that 
our society places on women.  From childhood through adulthood, women “view media that consistently 
portray men more often than women in professional occupations and in masculine-stereotyped jobs” (p. 
338), and researchers report that the more children watch television, the more they accept work-related 
gender stereotypes, which function to lower women’s confidence in their abilities even when they 
perform as well as males.  This lack of confidence discourages women from following career paths that 
society defines as masculine and which society values with high pay.  Lips (2013) also noted that not only 
are women’s employment choices methodically directed and restrained, but when women do enter 
previously male-dominated jobs, “the system apparently adapts to keep those jobs low-paid” (p. 338). 
     Carnevale, et al. (2013) examined Georgetown University’s report on the market value of college 
majors, which revealed that even within the higher wage jobs such as computers and mathematics, within- 
job gender discrimination exists.  Predictably, only 31 percent of computer science and mathematics 
majors are women, while 69 percent of computer science and mathematics majors are men, but the rate of 
pay for males ($73,000) exceeds that for females ($60,000) by $13,000, giving men a full 18 percent pay 
advantage over women within the same job that is associated with a relatively high salary.  Interestingly, 
a female-dominated major associated with much lower pay, such as arts, offers a substantial advantage for 
males as well.  Women earn a full 16 percent less than men, making $40,000 to the men’s $48,000 (pp. 4-
5).  These numbers belie the notion that women in academia and elsewhere are paid less due to the market 
value of the subject areas in which they have majored, because men will still earn more than women, 
whether they are teaching a subject associated with high pay or low pay. 
Career Interruptions 
     Perhaps in response to these confounding numbers, economists frequently argue that women 
contribute to the gender wage gap not only by choosing careers associated with lower pay, but by 
interrupting their careers during child-rearing years.  Presently, however, in addition to children, 
contemporary women find themselves caring for their parents as well. Barnett (2005) found that 75% of 
people caring for the elderly are women, and this informal arrangement is, of course, uncompensated; 
additionally, caring for the elderly has profound financial effects on caregivers, with 49% of women 
needing to change their work schedules and 11% having to take a leave of absence.  Seven percent of the 
women even sought a less challenging position, while some were forced to stop working completely. 
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Stevens (2014) reported that daughters provide an average of 12.3 hours of elderly parent care per month, 
while sons provide an average of 5.6 hours. Further, sons decrease the amount of time they spend taking 
care of elderly relatives when they have a sister, while daughters increase their caregiving when they have 
a brother.  The National Center on Caregiving (2003) acknowledged that this expectation places 
tremendous pressure on women’s retirement income.  
     Several studies reveal the high price women pay for these career interruptions. According to Barnett 
(2005) when women return to work, their wages drop 30% below where they were before the interruption. 
After they return to work and remain employed continuously for twenty years, these women still earn 
approximately 5% less than women in comparable positions who have not interrupted their careers.   
Even short interruptions are costly. Studies show that male and female managers who take time off when 
children are born, when dependents need care, or due to their own illness, enjoy less career success and 
fewer promotions and salary increases than those managers who do not interrupt their careers.  Most 
disturbing, Barnett (2005) pointed out that neither the length of the leave nor the reason for it has any 
effect on the negative career outcome. Predictably, women experience these penalties more than men 
simply because women are much more likely than men to take leaves in the first place. In fact, Barnett 
(2005) reported that of the 12,000 managers studied, 89% of those who took leave were women. 
     In academia, the situation is no better.  Curtis (2011) remarked that, as expected, women in the 
academic workplace face the expectation to take care of elderly relatives, and like women employed in 
other sectors, the language of choice is applied to the time female academicians give to caregiving by 
taking adjunct and/or non-tenure track jobs; however, a closer examination of the trend to assign the pay 
gap to women’s preferences and choices indicates that “women are not so much ‘opting out’ of 
demanding professional careers as they are ‘pushed out’ by a combination of unrealistic workplace 
expectations, public policies that provide little or no support for caregiving, and male partners who [do 
not] provide significant amounts of help” (p.1). Hess (2013) described the vicious circle in which women 
find themselves when facing caregiving responsibilities.  Paradoxically, older women will leave work to 
take on more time-consuming caregiving at home because many of them are making less money than 
their male partners; thus, the wage gap itself, which many economists attribute to women’s choice to 
become caregivers, causes many women to leave the workforce to assume caregiver responsibilities, 
thereby further reducing their lifetime earnings.  
     Jackson (2008) reported that as a result of society’s expectation that women assume primary 
responsibility for caregiving, academia is experiencing a leak in the metaphorical pipeline of students 
progressing toward professorship. Women drop out of the academy at different stages because they 
encounter barriers connected to their attempts to combine career and family. Jackson (2008) indicated that 
women leave the academic work force due to poor quality of life, problems with institutional climate, and 
limited opportunities to advance, leaving women underrepresented in America’s colleges and universities.  
The source of the problem, then, would seem to be one of perspective. Theorists claim that women 
experience difficulty in the workplace due to their choices with regard to education and family, while, 
according to Jackson (2008), women themselves claim that they experience difficulty due to barriers they 
face as they attempt to advance in their careers and take on the responsibility of family.   
     Mason and Goulden (2004) discovered an important connection between gender and children under six 
years old in the household and between gender and marital status when predicting the likelihood that a 
person with a Ph.D. will acquire a tenure-track position.  Even when women maximize the education 
portion of their human capital by earning doctoral degrees, they find themselves vulnerable in academia. 
Female Ph.D.’s with young children were the least likely to enter tenure-track positions. On the other 
hand, male Ph.D.’s in exactly the same situation, married with young children, were the most likely to 
obtain a tenure-track position. Simply put, parenthood is associated with an increase in male earning 
potential and a decrease in female earning potential. Even further, married women without young children 
were slightly less likely than men without young children to secure a tenure-track job; thus, even marital 
status is associated with negative outcomes for female academicians.   In contrast, when women are not 
married, their chances for moving up the ranks in academia improve as “single women without children 
younger than six were a little more likely than single men without children younger than six to enter the 
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ladder ranks” (p. 91).  Therefore, unlike married male Ph.D.’s with young children, married women and 
women with young children are likely to leak out of academia even after earning a Ph.D.  
     Blau (2012) offered yet another model, the model of statistical discrimination, which was developed to 
attempt to understand why discrimination continues despite competitive forces that would make 
discrimination illogical.  In other words, what economic benefit does an employer enjoy as a result of 
paying a male more than a female?  In a rational and neutral employment atmosphere, the employer 
would reduce costs by hiring women who will work for less money or by simply paying a set amount for 
a particular job.  Statistical model theorists argue that employers do not have enough information about 
potential employees, so they may rely on stereotypes, anticipating that women, unlike men with similar 
education and experience, will quit their jobs or prioritize family responsibilities over job responsibilities.  
“As a consequence, they may pay women less, exclude them from jobs requiring substantial firm-specific 
training, or deny them promotions” (p. 194).  In fact, employers may ultimately discriminate against all 
women because they cannot tell the difference between more career-oriented and less career-oriented 
women; in fact, as long as employers imagine women as mothers and wives, not employees, women will 
be negatively affected in the labor market.   
Workplace Discrimination 
     When women receive lower pay than men or experience job segregation that cannot be justified by 
productivity differences, then labor market discrimination is taking place; unfortunately, though, because 
residual discrimination today is less obvious, more insidious than it was in the past, discrimination is 
difficult to prove; indeed, according to Blau (2012)  “there is growing evidence from social psychologists 
that suggests discriminatory attitudes and stereotyping may even be unconscious on the part of those who 
perpetrate it” ( p.191).   
     Blau (2012) also examined the Becker model, which claims that discrimination occurs when 
employers have a “taste for discrimination” (p. 193) or behave in a prejudiced way toward particular 
groups, in this case, women. In the Becker model gender discrimination has its foundation in men’s wish 
to remain socially detached from certain groups; for example, a male manager might be happy with a 
female secretary but resent working with a female software engineer; likewise, a construction crew might 
expect a woman to bring them lunch, but would not respond positively if they had to work alongside a 
female electrician or plumber. The Becker Model argues that hiring and wage discrimination by men 
could occur because of the inconvenience of hiring women, but also because male co-workers dislike 
working with women in roles that they do not see as gender appropriate, in roles that make the women 
peers with them or superior to them. 
     According to the Monroe, Ozyurt, Wrigley and Alexander (2008) interviews with 80 female faculty 
from the Research One University of California at Irvine (UCI), women fare no better in academia than 
they do in the rest of society.  At the lower ranks, women and men receive equal pay; however, positions 
associated with status, power, and higher pay are primarily assigned to men despite the fact that females 
make up more than 50 percent of the enrollment in degree-granting colleges and universities. Monroe 
(2008) claimed that discrimination in academia is both blatant and elusive. Specifically, the faculty 
described a subtle practice of gender devaluation such that positions once associated with power and 
status become diminished when women assume these same responsibilities, even at the dean level.  
According to Monroe, et al., (2008), 

     Increases in female deans had facilitated a power grab by central administration.  The 
suggestion was that (1) women were weaker and (2) that the Provost/Executive Vice 
Chancellor had “put his people in the office” so they would owe their loyalty to 
him…While some female deans were viewed as independent, others were seen as “yes 
(wo)men” who owed their position to the Provost. (p. 220) 

     Female faculty indicated that this perception of female weakness exemplified the degree to which 
simply appointing females as deans does not result in an increase of power for women, and emphasized  
the “subtlety of political power in the university and the difficulties of effecting meaningful change” (p. 
220). In addition to barriers to positions associated with power and status, women also face the 
expectation to perform more service work than their male colleagues; however, service, like teaching 
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within the university, is held in low esteem. Instead, UCI rewards research.  This qualitative study of 
women in academia creates a dreary image of an inflexible “system of rewards that makes scant 
allowance for deviation from the traditional male model, high levels of isolation, stress and fatigue among 
female faculty, continuing unconscious and deep-seated discrimination and stereotyping by male 
colleagues, and a remarkably unbreakable glass ceiling” (p. 217). 
Legal Action 
     Fox-Cardomone (2010) conducted a case study of a large Midwestern university which had been the 
subject of a lawsuit in 1993.  A female faculty member filed a complaint with the United States 
Department of Labor’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP), claiming that the 
institution discriminated against women with regard to “hiring, firing, salary and promotion” (p. 7).  The 
OFCCP conducted meetings with an established university committee which examined salary and 
promotion discrimination exclusively. The committee used information provided by the university 
administration, and in March of 1995, the OFCCP reported the results of its investigation which indicated 
that the university was discriminating against women with regard to promotion; as a result of promotion 
disparities, salary disparities existed as well. It took five years for the OFCCP to develop and offer a 
settlement to the university president, which stated the university was systematically discriminating 
against female faculty. In response to these findings, however, the university rejected the conclusion that 
its policies violated any “nondiscrimination or affirmative action provisions of its Federal contracts of any 
other federal nondiscrimination provision. This Agreement is entered into by [the university] for the sole 
purpose of avoiding the time and expense of further administrative proceedings” (p. 8).  Still, the 
university awarded $219,000 in compensation, which would seem to be encouraging, and one would 
predict that the university would have made serious efforts to correct the problem immediately following 
these findings; however, ten years later, a follow-up investigation into salary and promotion equity 
revealed that very little  had changed.  “Overall, the difference between female and male faculty average 
salaries in 2000-01 was $11,154, where female faculty were earning 83 cents to every dollar earned by 
male faculty during that time period” (p.8).   
     Fox-Cardomone (2010) conducted further analysis of inequity, and the study did take into account the 
factors usually used to explain salary differentials, seniority, years since receiving the highest degree 
earned, beginning salary, and the year faculty were hired.  With all these components factored in, the 
report revealed that pay was significantly unequal. Fox-Cardomone (2010) then conducted a detailed 
analysis of salary and promotion information, comparing the 2001-02 year to the 2009-10 academic year, 
specifically to discover the reasons for salary differences.  Researchers expected to see a decrease in the 
pay gap simply as a result of increased experience on the part of female faculty, but the data did not 
support this prediction. This is all the more interesting because quite a few male full professors had 
retired, reducing the overall number of full professors from 42.9%  to 37.1%, and because female 
professors increased their years of experience with “15.7 years [experience] since degree [completion] in 
2010 compared to 13.5 in 2002” (p.11). 
     Fox-Cardomone (2010) further explained that even with the female faculty’s increase in experience, 
the wage gap actually increased from 2002 to 2010.  When human capital factors were considered, the 
wage gap did not go down, but became even larger over this time period, increasing from $3,025 to 
$4,080, a 35% increase in the unexplained wage gap.  While researchers found no significant difference 
in overall promotion rates between men and women, men were twice as likely to be promoted to full 
professor as women. Human capital can only explain about half of these results, so when human capital is 
factored in, males are still more than 40% more likely to be promoted to full professor.  These numbers 
provide further evidence that substantial and persistent discrimination remains in place. 
Conclusion 
     Clearly, then, the wage gap in academia persists, and the explanations for it are complex, involving an 
interaction between ongoing gender role expectations that leave women primarily responsible for family 
responsibilities, and subtle, unexplained discrimination in the workplace.   In order to address the conflict 
women face between family responsibility and the development of human capital, Mason and Goulden 
(2004) recommended that higher education institutions discontinue the tenure clock for childbirth, create 
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more liberal childbirth leave policies, offer a phase of adjusted duties available after childbirth, and invest 
in onsite childcare to help parents continue in the workforce and continue to advance in their careers so 
that they no longer perceive the need to choose between the two.  Other suggested options include 
allowing faculty to stay on the tenure track for up to five years and guaranteeing high quality child care 
slots for these tenure-track faculty. To assist parents as the children get older, universities could develop 
school break child care and summer camps along with aggressive marketing, which would serve as a 
message that family is not seen as a detriment to the career and that higher education values female 
scholars enough to invest in their retention and advancement. 
     For any of these strategies to succeed, higher education leaders must address the climate of fear 
associated with family leave.   Mason and Goulden (2004) reported that the University of California 
instituted family-friendly programs decades ago, but participation has been low, with female faculty 
members saying that they were either uninformed about the programs, confused about eligibility, or, most 
strikingly, fearful that taking advantage of such programs would have a negative effect on their careers.  
This surprising concern brings home the fact that such programs should be available to both fathers and 
mothers so that parenthood, not motherhood, is the experience being supported and so that the university 
sets the standard for a movement away from assigning women sole responsibility for family.  Fox-
Cardomone (2010) commented that 

     there is little discussion of these issues as they pertain to fathers, as it continues to be 
assumed that women will shoulder the majority of childcare and household tasks while 
men channel their full ambition in the workplace. It is not clear that any of the solutions 
proposed to the problem of career interruptions for family reasons would modify these 
perceptions. Unless men are also able and willing to avail themselves of family-friendly 
policies, thus changing the cultural view of women as largely accountable for family life, 
it will be impossible to develop strategies that allow for a successful combination of work 
and family life. (p.15) 

     Another promising proposal involves changing the university culture so that teaching is as highly 
valued as scholarship. Fox-Cardomone (2010) reported that in the Australian university system, teaching 
is explicitly recognized, and this has actually eliminated the promotion bias, which will ultimately 
function to eliminate the pay disparities.  If such a perspective were to develop, then women should, at 
least theoretically, improve their situation with regard to pay and promotion. 
     To address subtle workplace discrimination and the fact that a great deal of discrimination is not 
conscious, Curtis (2011) called for consciousness raising for both men and women because the first step 
toward eliminating discrimination is to recognize that it exists.  Faculty and higher education leaders need 
to identify and discuss the subtle ways in which all academicians perpetuate inequality; also, Curtis 
(2011) argued that faculty members need to inform colleagues, administrators, and even the community 
that the fight for equality has not yet been won, and scholars must continue to investigate and report the 
disparities that persist.   Once college and university professionals face the fact that the struggle 
continues, they can begin to take steps toward eliminating it.   
     Curtis (2010) also emphasized that faculty members should take action rather than passively waiting 
for administration to change policies.  “The AAUP has long held that the faculty should have the primary 
role in decisions about both faculty appointments and compensation; it is therefore well placed to take the 
initiative in creating more equitable policies and procedures” (p. 10).  Energetic and strong involvement 
by male and female faculty in the faculty senate and on committees can help, but Curtis (2011) argued 
that faculty unions must be part of the solution.  Unions can “enhance the faculty’s collective voice 
further in ways that should serve to reduce gender inequities” (p.10); Faculty unions can argue for 
openness with regard to hiring and promotion decisions as well as tenure and salary. Curtis (2011) further 
argued for salary equity studies, cautioning that studies by themselves will not eliminate salary 
disparities.  The only genuinely successful solution for inequality involves uniform and transparent 
procedures for establishing beginning salaries, pay raises, and stipends.  If salaries continue to be decided 
through private and individual personal bargaining or administrative option, then pay discrimination will 
continue to emerge.  
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     Because much of this discrimination can be unintentional, institutions within society, and particularly 
educational institutions, must acknowledge and actively examine subtle practices that de-value women, 
thereby making advancement particularly difficult.  Because the university is the social institution out of 
which many leaders come, America’s colleges and universities should develop family policies, not 
maternity policies, signaling an investment in America’s working parents.  In this way, fathers and 
mothers, men and women, can share family responsibilities, and excel in their careers, thereby moving 
our society that much closer to one which finally offers real equal opportunity.  
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Abstract 
     This article analyzes and synthesizes the responses of 909 respondents from 20 colleges located in the 
following states: California, Minnesota, Nebraska (2), Ohio, Oklahoma (2), Texas (3), & Wisconsin and 
countries: Australia, China, England, Germany, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Philippines, & Turkey 
concerning the extent of the respondents’ pro-environmentalism opinions.  The study develops a four by 
three research matrix to probe the set of responses.  The four rows include:  Anthropocentric 
(considering the world in terms of human values), Biocentric (considering all life as having inherent 
equal value), Spiritual (considering the environment as a sacred matter), and Extreme (exaggerated 
actions that exceed the norm).  The three columns include:  Traditional, Modern and Postmodern 
viewpoints. 
Introduction 
     Studying people’s attitudes about the environment in the United States is not a new phenomenon.  
According to Opotow and Giesking (2011) the early years of the Environmental Movement began in 1936 
and ended in 1959.  During this time, World War II was one of the major social events, but the focus was 
on racial and religious life in the United States.  The next era in the environmental movement is called 
“The Middle Years” and lasted between 1960 and 1990.  The last and most recent environmental 
movement is called “The Recent Years” and has been in existence since 1991.  Each era has focused on 
different topics related to the environment. 
     Recent studies in the popular press have attempted to describe what a typical “Pro-Environmental 
College Student” looks like (Markowitz et al., 2012; McDougle et al., 2011; Ratnapradipa et al., 2011; 
and O’Brien Mc Elwee et al., 2009).  For example, Markowitz, et al., (2012) offer some social 
characteristics that lend themselves to being “pro-environmental.”  They included traits such as being 
female, younger, more affluent, more educated than non-pro-environmental individuals, more likely to 
hold positive environmental attitudes, and demonstrate concern about the state of the natural world” (p. 
83).  Another significant finding of Markowitz et al., (2012) is that individuals who have a stronger 
connection to nature and include nature in their self-concept are more likely to be “pro-environmental. 
     McDougle et al., (2011) posit that this current generation of young adults from all over the world who 
have experienced horrific natural disasters such as Hurricane Katrina, Haitian earthquakes, and 
devastating tsunamis in parts of Asia will be instrumental in leading the environmental movement 
throughout the 21st century.  She notes that enrollment in environmental-related college programs has 
increased over the past two decades, which has also promoted awareness of the value of “going green” 
through practices such as recycling, reducing waste, and using public transportation.  These actions are a 
part of the younger generation who will one day be leading the world in sustainability. 
Methodology 
     During the 2010/2011 time period, 909 college students in the United States, Australia, China, 
England, Germany, Japan, Mexico, Nigeria, Philippines, & Turkey filled out an attitudes questionnaire 
concerning the environment.  Respondents generated 59,085 data points and the set of respondents was 
selected via a convenience sample.  Before administering the instrument to students, the questions were 
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well examined.  Three universities studied the questions in focus groups.  The pre-testing universities 
included Texas A&M University-Kingsville, University of Nebraska-Kearney and Humboldt State 
University.  The pre-testing greatly enhanced the reliability of the instrument.  The convenience sample 
was taken from the following schools: 
 

United States 

California - Humboldt State University 
Minnesota - Gustavus Adolphus College 
Nebraska 1 - Central Community College 
Nebraska 2 - University of Nebraska at Kearney 
Ohio - University of Toledo 
Oklahoma 1 Northeastern State University 
Oklahoma 2 - Oral Roberts University, 
Texas 1 - Midwestern State University 
Texas 2 UTSA 
Texas 3 Texas A&M University Kingsville 
Wisconsin - University of Wisconsin La Crosse 
 

Foreign 
Australia - Swinburne University of Technology 
China - Xi’an Jiaotong University 
Germany - Universitat Postdam 
Japan - University of Tokyo 
Mexico - Universidad Iberoamericana 
Nigeria – Mkar University 
Philippines  - University of the Philippines, Diliman 
Turkey Fatih University 
United Kingdom - University of London 

 
     The bi-dimensional Signification Model was then used as the foundation of the methodology 
(Ketcham et al., 2000, p.p. 4-7).  The model navigates four “Value Clusters” by three “Existence Modes.”   
The value clusters represent the thought-eras suggested by Jean-François Lyotard et al., in his The 
Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge. 
     What makes this study unique to current literature on this topic is that it develops a bi-dimensional 
four by three research matrix to probe the set of responses.  The four environmental rows include 
Anthropocentric (considering the world in terms of human values), Biocentric (considering all life as 
having inherent equal value), Spiritual (considering the environment as a sacred matter), and Extreme 
(exaggerated actions that exceed the norm).  The three thought-eras columns include Traditional, Modern 
and Postmodern viewpoints. These views are defined as follows: 
     Traditional thought-era attitudes are centered on the core of ancient canons, virtues and ancient 
principles.  In the west this attitude cluster often adheres to the “classical” Greco-Roman and Judaic 
values.   The modern thought-era is established from the Enlightenment.  “The 18th-century philosophical 
movement was predicated on reason, individualism, progress and science” (Ketcham et al., 2012).  
Finally, the postmodern thought-era is formed on “incredulity towards metanarratives” (Lyotard et al., 
1979).  These metanarratives in this thought-era are no longer legitimate as postmodernity maintains a 
deep skepticism concerning knowledge.  Therefore, the older grand stories (metaphysics) have lost their 
power to convince postmodern publics of any certainties. 
     This is a massive study in which the questions were designed to be in one of three categories: pro-
neutral- and anti-environmental.  Because of space limitations, this paper examines the pro-environmental 
questions only.  Remaining categories will be investigated in future articles.  
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Review of the Literature 
     This section of the paper points out that not all countries in which we collected data had literature in 
their databases on the topic of college students’ environmental and pro-environmental attitudes.  To 
remedy this lack of information, literature on college students’ pro-environmental attitudes from other 
countries has been included to reinforce the literature review.  However, literature has been found 
regarding some of the countries that were included in the study and have been incorporated into the 
research.   We feel the literature we have researched and provided in this paper is sufficient proof of our 
solid efforts.  Furthermore, it is our hope that by not finding college students’ pro-environmental attitudes 
from some of the countries in our study, that perhaps our study will contribute to this gap in the literature 
on the topic of college students attitudes toward pro-environmentalism. 
     According to Coertjens et al., (2010), there have been numerous studies focusing on students’ pro-
environmental attitudes.  There are certain demographic factors that promote pro-environmentalism:  
women and girls tend to be more pro-environmental, high income earners tend to be more pro-
environmental, and so do well educated, city dwelling people who claim to be more politically liberal 
(Coertjens et al., 2010).  Other characteristics of college students who tend to be more pro-environmental 
include those who have a vast knowledge of the environment and students who claim to enjoy their 
science classes (Coertjens et al., 2010). 
     Cordano, et al., (2010) suggests that researchers around the world are sensing an increase in 
environmental awareness and are approaching these environmental issues in a multitude of ways.  For 
example, in some instances a single culture where particular environmental issues are arising may be the 
primary focus.  Another approach may be to compare differences in environmental concerns across 
cultures such as comparing countries from two regions of the world.  Yet another approach may be to 
examine several different countries’ environmental problems and compare the results of various 
environmental issues. That is the aim of this study.  This study compares college students’ pro-
environmental attitudes with 11 of our domestic universities. 
     In a 2007 poll of American adults by the Yale Center for environmental Law and Policy, researchers 
found that people continue to increase the seriousness of what they consider environmental problems 
(McElwee and Brittain 2009).  In their study, McElwee and Brittain (2009) discovered that 83% of 
respondents considered global warming a threat and 68% of respondents expressed a belief that people 
can control climate change.  Although this may sound promising, the researchers point out that those who 
claim to be environmentally conscious (such as recyclers) can be easily swayed from their position.  
McElwee and Brittain (2009) state “people’s beliefs in the environment are context-dependent.”  In other 
words, their pro-environmental attitudes can be weakened if the framing of the environmental issue is 
actively helping improve environmental conditions, rather than not actively harming the environment and 
by asking respondents about specific domains of environmental behaviors instead of general concern for 
the environment” (p. 142). 
     The recent literature related to college students’ attitudes toward pro-environmentalism is bountiful.  
Most of the literature however focuses on business students’ attitudes, business and governmental pro-
environmental attitudes, and consumers pro-environmental attitudes (Cordano et al., 2010; He et al., 
2011; Lang 2011; Huang and Rust 2011).  There has also been a recent study using the concept of “moral 
circle” to assess pro-environmental attitudes.  Bratanova et al., (2012) suggests focusing on the two 
motivational and psychological characteristics of values and identity in future studies to promote pro-
environmental behavior in the future.  Their idea of “moral circle” suggests a set of entities considered 
worthy of moral regard and treatment.  The idea is, the more people feel morally concerned for 
something, the more motivated they will be to engage in activities aimed at protecting the environment. 
     When examining cultural aspects of college students’ pro-environmental opinions, from various 
countries or within a country, cultural disparities between nations will affect the results in fundamental 
ways.  Local perspectives in their college town can also be an influencing factor to college students as 
well.  Iniguez et al., (2012) also suggests a relationship with regional socio-economic conditions.  
     This study is unique from those mentioned above due to the longitudinal data from 11 domestic 
colleges and universities and 9 international colleges and universities. 
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The United States 
     In a recent study of college students, Lang (2011) posits that students who major in business, 
economics, management, and forestry possess lower pro-environmental scores than students in other 
majors.  However, Chen and Lai (2010) maintain that environmental cognition and personality traits were 
significant predictors of attitude toward entrepreneurship.  Lang (2011) also discovered in his study 
women have higher scores on pro-environmentalism than do men and have higher scores on social 
responsibility than male college students.  Ewert and Baker (2001) suggest that regardless of college 
major, female college students had higher pro-environmental scores than male students.  When 
considering financial security, Lang (2011) found those who were more financially secure were more 
politically active in supporting environmentalism.  Students’ financial security and environmental 
attitudes have not been found in the literature according to Lang (2011). 
     Consider another situation; at several colleges and universities in the United States, some instructors 
are teaching courses on the environment with very little exposure to environmental education or education 
for sustainable development (Teisl et al., 2011).  For example, at a university in the northeastern United 
States, students are mandated to take a course on “population and the environment.”  One of the issues 
that arises is that we are experiencing an immense interest in environmental issues and many colleges are 
mandating that environmental topics such as sustainability be implemented.  Many of the faculty lack the 
educations themselves to adequately teach many of these environmental concepts in their classrooms.  
According to Teisl et al., (2011),  

“The most compelling reason for assessment of value changes in environmental 
courses, regardless of their overall curriculum, is for instructors to understand the 
effects of their courses and to ensure the intellectual honesty and academic rigor we 
expect in research is also applied to teaching.  The ultimate goal is to assess the 
attitudinal change of challenging the faculty to consider what attitudinal changes are 
desired when including environmental literacy in the curriculum.” (p. 70). 

     In a study measuring environmental health perception among college students, Ratnapradipa et al., 
(2011) discovered similar findings from the studies mentioned in this section.  The primary findings were 
that most college freshman lacked a level of awareness and concern for environmental issues.  These 
findings are also in line with those of Lang (2011) in that women are more apt to believe environmental 
problems carry a higher degree of risk. 
Japan 
     In a recent study of Japanese college students by Naito et al., (2010), they discuss the emotion of 
gratitude within Japanese culture and how it is linked to pro-environmental behavior of college students.  
Essentially, their research confirms the general notion that gratitude and/or related feelings toward nature 
are related to pro-environmental intent (Naito et al., 2010).   
     Naito et al., (2010) define pro-environmental behavior as “Voluntary actions that are intended to 
benefit nature or the natural environment in terms of its maintenance and growth” (p. 995).  In their 
findings, they discovered that the feeling of “regret” toward nature had significant paths to the variables 
of pro-environmental attitudes in Japanese students.  They also discovered that the three primary religions 
of  Japan which include Confucianism, Buddhism, and Native Shinto, along with their primary tenets 
toward serving others, teaching gratitude, obligations to others in one’s society, and emotional harmony 
may influence Japanese students’ behaviors positively toward the environment. 
Native American and Alaskan Natives 
     Native Americans and Alaskan Natives have unique issues when it comes to environmental issues.  
Burger et al., (2010) make the point that the environmental problems are quite different between Native 
American communities and suburban communities. However, some of the environmental concerns Native 
Americans and Alaskan Natives experience include:  water usage (each tribe may use it for a different 
purpose), natural springs (each tribe may use it for a different purpose as well), multiple tribes on the 
same lands competing for resources, the quality of the land, and various sociocultural traditions of each 
tribe occupying the land. 
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     Perhaps the three persisting issues Native Americans deal with in terms of competing for resources 
includes:  resource identification, damage potential, and consequence potential (Burger et al., 2010).  
Burger et al., (2010) states that resource identification is defined as the probability of a resource being 
present.  While damage potential, describes the existing condition, existing stressors, and potential for 
damage due to physical disturbance, contamination, desecration, or aesthetic degradation.  Lastly, 
consequence potential is defined as a combination of the first two aforementioned items.  For example, 
restriction to access of resources or loss of future use options (Burger et al., 2010). 
China 
     China is one country in which data was collected for this study.  According to He et al., (2011), China 
has numerous intensifying problems including: environmental degradation, increasing resource scarcity 
and pollution.  Numerous studies suggest that in general, most Chinese citizens have limited 
environmental knowledge.  People living in urban areas of China have more environmental knowledge.  
However, He et al., (2011) concluded from their own study that the two samples of Chinese students in 
their study had environmental protective tendencies and demonstrated knowledge of environmentally 
responsible behavior, but have a low knowledge of environmental facts. 
Nigeria 
     In Nigeria, there are several environmental priorities that students and faculty are currently examining.  
Some topics include:  achieving cleaner outdoor air and cleaner indoor environments; providing clean 
water for consumption, hygiene, and sanitation in the home and in the communities; reducing chemical 
hazards in community and occupational microenvironments; preventing or minimizing unintentional 
injuries such as pedestrian accidents; and finally, reducing vectorborne diseases (Shendell and Ana, 
2011). 
     The literature on Nigeria and its pro-environmental attitudes revolve around the press in that country.  
The Nigerian press, according to Adelekan (2009), has played a crucial role in its social, political and 
economic development since the 1920s.  Most recently, the Nigerian press has focused on two 
environmental topics.  First, it has addressed issues related to local environmental sanitation and 
environmental crises such as droughts, floods, pest infestation, oil spillages, and dumping of toxic wastes.  
The second topic of discussion is the lack of environmental sustainability in Nigeria.  According to 
Adelekan (2009), the cost of an unsustainable environment in Nigeria which may include ecological and 
environmental loss is $5.1 billion per year. 
     The country’s government didn’t start taking environmental sustainability seriously until 1992.  Since 
that time, the government has taken the following actions:  implementation of appropriate institutional 
and policy framework, capacity and institutional strengthening, encouragement of private initiatives and 
collaboration with international organizations.  This included signing or ratifying a number of 
international environmental treaties (Adelekan, 2009). 
New Zealand 
     In New Zealand efforts have been made by college professors and administrators to future graduates 
about the importance of having knowledge on sustainability.  The two elements (ideas) that are being 
taught at many institutions in New Zealand include:  education for environmentally responsible 
citizenship and to foster environmental literacy for all students (Shephard et al., 2009). 
Israel 
     When examining future teachers, a recent study by Yavetz et al., (2009) suggested that renewed policy 
is necessary toward orienting teacher education programs to address sustainability issues.  The study also 
found that the undergraduates pursuing a degree in education were not adequately equipped with enough 
environmental knowledge to be effective when teaching future generations of students.  More is needed in 
studying environmental issues, principles of sustainability, values and skills, as well as pedagogies for 
dealing with environmental issues in the classroom. 
Findings 
How to read the graphs: 
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       The 12 graphs are broken down into four different environmental categories.  These categories 
include: Anthropocentric, Biocentric, Spiritual, and Extreme.  Then, the graphs address three thought eras 
within each environmental category and they include:  Traditional, Modern, and Postmodern viewpoints.  
What makes this study unique is that it offers several different “layers” of understanding why college 
students, both domestic and internationally, possess pro-environmental attitudes.  To our knowledge, this 
is the first study of its kind to offer broad-ranged, in-depth analysis of understanding of why college 
students have perceptions of pro-environmental attitudes. 
       At the end of all four sets of the graphs, there is a summary analysis offered to the reader explaining 
why the college students, both domestic and international, responded the way they did in both. 
       The graphs are designed to place the member of the sample that most agrees to the far left and the 
sample member that disagrees the most to the far right.  The other members are placed in the graph from 
left to right in descending order of agreement.  For example, the Pro-Environmental Anthropocentric 
Traditional graph has Germany on the left with the highest level of agreement (97.3%), zero level of 
disagreement and the non-visualized nonresponse of 2.7%.  On the far right is Oklahoma’s Northeastern 
State University with the lowest level of agreement of the sample set of 73.2% agreement.  Each graph 
follows the same pattern. 
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Observations 
     By far, the entire research sample preferred the Anthropocentric responses (PEA) to the 
environmental questions.  The sample regards humankind as the central and most important element in 
solving the environmental problem.  
     The Anthropocentric responses have a range of acceptance relative to the three thought-eras.  The 
sample is most attracted to the Traditional approach, with the Modern style coming in second, and the 
least accepted approach of the Anthropocentric responses is the Postmodern viewpoint.  The Postmodern 
viewpoint is especially rejected by the Near and Far Easterners: Turkey, China and Japan. 
     Clearly, the pro-environmental message and its importance resonates with college students both 
domestically and internationally based on these graphs.  All college students, no matter where they are 
from or their social class, still see the environment as important, preserving it as a priority in their 
lifetime, and that it starts with people within their countries and communities to act. 
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Observations 
     The Biocentric (PEB) answer to environmental problems, where all life is considered to have equal 
value, is not favored by the sample. This makes sense when Biocentrism is juxtaposed with 
anthropocentrism.  Biocentrism focus on biodiversity is contrary to the man-intense solution of 
Anthropocentrism.  However, the Biocentric responses have the same contour as the Anthropocentric 
responses in that the sample is most drawn to the Traditional approach, with the Modern style coming in 
second, and the least appealing approach is the Postmodern viewpoint.   Interestingly the African portion 
of the sample, Nigeria, has the most positive view of the Biocentric stance.  As was mentioned previously 
in the Review of Literature section of the paper, this could be due to the fact that the Nigerian press has 
made this a priority topic of discussion since 1992.  Nigeria, since 1992 has been addressing a plethora of 
environmental problems such as environmental sanitation and environmental crises.  
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Observations 
     The Spiritual (PES) stand on the environmental is mixed.  The least popular pro-environmental 
position in this study is the traditional religious perception.  This world-wide sample, when it comes to 
the environment, turns its back on traditional spiritual and religious answers to environmental problems. 
There is a huge rejection of the traditional spiritual and religious view by Australia, United Kingdom, 
Germany, California and Wisconsin.  The sample, however, expresses some tranquility when it responds 
to the environment as a sacred matter from the view of modern and postmodern interpretations. This is 
most likely due to the fact that most of these countries with the exception of Nigeria are currently in the 
Postmodern era.  People residing in rich countries of the world living in the Postmodern era tend to favor 
spirituality over religion (Roof, 2000).  Turkey and Nigeria are always in the top three for the PES agree 
responses.  This was a truly serendipitous finding in which we cannot find anything in the literature to 
confirm our findings on either country.  However, these two findings on spirituality in Nigeria and 
Turkey may be of use for future pro-environmental studies related to these two countries. 
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Observations 
     The Extreme (PEE) attitude has a mixed set of responses.  This PEE position contains harsh and bleak 
assessments that top the usual answers.  As with the other environmental attitude clusters, PEE has 
traditional, modern and postmodern thought-era responses. The Extreme traditional responses are 
somewhat flat. The sample greatly approved of the Extreme modern positions. The sample has only a 
mildly positive opinion of the Extreme postmodern positions.  
Conclusion 
     The entire sample most agrees with the Pro-Environmental Anthropocentric Traditional and the Pro-
Environmental Extreme Modern approaches.  The entire sample most disagrees with the Pro-
Environmental Spiritual Traditional and the Pro-Environmental Biocentric Postmodern approaches. 
     We believe this study serves as a baseline for future studies.  This study is unique because it examines 
college students’ pro-environmental attitudes from nine different countries, and 11 of our domestic 
community and four-year colleges.  We are unaware of a study in the literature that has already 
accomplished this.  Other studies examine perhaps two or three different countries, but not 11 domestic 
colleges and nine international colleges.   
     This study also has a couple of limitations as well.  First, there were countries in our study in which we 
could not find any prior studies or literature on their college students’ perceptions of pro-
environmentalism.  To further complicate this issue, in a handful of the countries we examined, there 
were no peer-reviewed articles that focused on any of the population’s pro-environmental attitudes for 
that country.  Second, as a result of not being able to find literature on each country, it may be difficult to 
explain why many of the students in the array of our sample responded the way they did on the pro-
environmental survey. 
      This study is a beginning point for further exploration for us, for current scholars, and future scholars 
who study this topic to build upon.  The sampling, methodology, and findings have been thoroughly 
tested in numerous pre-tests and our findings should not be discounted just because there is not enough 
literature to be found about both people in general and college students’ perceptions of pro-
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environmentalism around the world.  This study is the beginning in further understanding of this 
important topic. 
      This study offers several possible explanations as to why most college students in the United States 
and abroad had the highest agreement level to “Pro-environmentalism and the Anthropocentric and 
Traditional responses.  First, Teisl et al., (2011) suggests that pro-environmental attitudes may be 
attributed to the environmental attitudes of their instructors/professors and the educational beliefs of their 
instructors/professors.  He et al., (2011) found that Chinese students in their study have both global and 
local environment-friendly attitudes.  This study further asserts that modern media outlets either 
encourage or teach the student to develop pro-environmental attitudes toward global environmental affairs 
than to local problems (He et al., 2011).   
     Another important and unexpected finding from our study came from Nigeria.  That country’s media 
has placed a tremendous amount of pressure on its government to fix the numerous environmental 
problems it has experienced.  It has focused on local sanitation issues, oil spillages, toxic waste dumpage, 
pest infestations, and more of a focus on sustainability. 
    There has been very little study of Japanese college students’ attitudes toward pro-environmentalism 
but a recent study by Naito (2010) found that college students, who have a grateful attitude, are more 
likely to have more pro-environmental attitudes. 
     On a final note, the strongest attribute of this study in understanding college students and their pro-
environmental beliefs lies with the Anthropocentric line of reasoning and all three of the characteristics 
of:  Traditional, Modern, and Postmodern thought eras of our study (the first three graphs).  We believe 
that college students may now believe that man possesses traditional values in protecting the 
environment.  In other words, the college students from this study believe everyone should care about the 
environment, no matter if they come from a Third World country or from a country that is presently in the 
Modern or Postmodern era.  They believe that humans (Anthropocentric) can fix environmental problems 
or at least can take steps to alleviate them, whether at the local level where we (they) live, as a country, or 
as a global community.  This idea ties in well with the Postmodern era where people believe there isn’t a 
one size fits all answer to all problems; including environmental problems, and that each community and 
country has its own set of unique environmental problems and resources to solve these problems 
(Rosenau, 1992).  Each country in a postmodern era will offer “interpretations” not “findings” in their 
community or country as they try to solve their own environmental problems (Rosenau, 1992). 
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      In a recent campus student newspaper opinion column, headlines declared that “globalization should 
be embraced, not ignored” (Meyers, 2013).  The student editor encouraged university students, citizens, 
and the state legislature to take advantage of opportunities to focus on global changes to reshape the 
state’s economy for the next generation of citizens.  To address the increasing awareness on college 
campuses that future generations of students will be living in an interdependent globalized society (Zhao, 
2009), it is critical that expanded educational offerings be offered to facilitate a more comprehensive 
understanding of globalization forces.  For instance, the authors of a college textbook (Webb, Metha, and 
Jordan, 2010) state, “globalization is a part of the everyday life of today’s students in a way never 
imagined by previous generations,” (p.415).   
     Moreover, the Association of American Colleges and Universities’ website (AACU, 2013) provides a 
“Global Learning Value Rubric” to further define this shift in instructional and educational emphasis: 
“Global learning is a critical analysis of and an engagement with complex, interdependent global systems 
and legacies (such as natural, physical, social, cultural, economic, and political) and their implications for 
people’s lives and the earth’s sustainability.  Through global learning, students should 1) become 
informed, open-minded, and responsible people who are attentive to diversity across the spectrum of 
differences, 2) seek to understand how their actions affect both local and global communications, and 3) 
address the world’s most pressing and enduring issues collaboratively and equitably” (para 1).  
     This learning goal currently is becoming a requirement in many college general education course 
offerings from which students may select courses that fulfill related graduation requirements, typically 
within the social science electives.  The rationale for inclusion is expressed as a growing urgency to 
educate students to address global problems and challenges facing graduates in the future.  The 
AAC&U’s website (value@aacu.org) also is an important tool for framing the larger issues associated 
with globalization and student learning. It offers suggested benchmarks, milestones, and capstone 
experience examples of student work that will be helpful to developers and evaluators of general 
education requirements. Thus, university faculty serving on general education curriculum committees are 
urging the inclusion of a learning goal to develop student competencies associated with global 
interdependence in college or university social science course offerings.   
     The influence of the AAC&U’s website provided the impetus for Louisiana State University (LSU) to 
develop a revised general education learning competency for the undergraduate degree. The revision 
currently states that “an LSU graduate will demonstrate an understanding of the factors associated with 
global interdependence, including economic, political, psychological, cultural, and linguistic forces” 
(LSU General Catalog, 2013).  Thus, this article will report an analysis of the collective course results of 
328 students’ assignments in eight sections of a social science elective course during two semesters 
according to the revised university’s general education requirement in globalization.     
Course Content 
     The social science general education elective course is titled, “Education, Schooling, and Society”.  It 
was developed by the College of Education, Department of Educational Theory, Policy, & Practice 
(ETPP) curriculum committee.  In 2002, it was approved as a general education social science course by 
the LSU Faculty Senate General Education Committee. The original course goal was to “engage students 
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in a systematic inquiry into the nature of individuals and their various levels of cultural, linguistic, 
political, and economic associations and patterns of relationships in diverse circumstances within the 
context of formal education and schooling in American society” (LSU Catalog, 2003).   
     This course was revised in 2012 and approved to meet the overall general education social science 
course criteria and learning competency requirements concerning the interdependent nature of 
globalization.  The new criteria states, “An LSU graduate will demonstrate an understanding of the 
factors associated with global interdependence, including economic, political, psychological, cultural, and 
linguistic forces” (LSU General Catalog, 2013).  A majority of students enrolled in the four sections of 
the course offered each semester indicate that they have selected the course to better understand historical 
and contemporary issues in education with a special global perspective. The course now includes learning 
competencies associated with the foregoing topics associated with the interdependent global milieu (LSU 
Faculty Senate, 2013).    
     Specifically, the course described herein helps students examine and evaluate how their own 
individual lives have been influenced by their social bonds and interactions among friends and families 
within particular school, community, cultural, national, and changing interdependent global context.  
Furthermore, students enrolled in the course explore the associations between schools and families, 
schools and the state, schools within a national setting, with an emphasis of the global context for these 
relationships.  Thus, students are expected to understand and analyze particular global issues related to 
gender, race, class, religion, and national and international contexts from a historical perspective.    
     Students’ exploration of global social systems within these diverse world cultures is a prerequisite to 
becoming knowledgeable citizens who will make informed decisions in their immediate communities.  
Thus, the course content, text, and assignments are designed for students to systematically explore, 
comprehend, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate contemporary educational issues from a personal, regional, 
cultural, historical, political, national, and international perspective. 
     Over the course of a semester, students are required to read sixteen chapters in an assigned text and 
engage weekly in writing assignments, classroom discussions and activities, field visits, and in-depth 
inquiry intended to meet the general education requirements in the social sciences.  For example, students 
investigate the processes of individual learning and development within diverse local, state, national, and 
international educational environments.  Course materials specifically address the complex nature of 
human educational experiences and relationships and their impact on American history and culture, 
including curriculum movements and school reforms over the decades with particularly emphases upon 
the historical contributions of global societies.   
     The culturally rich and diverse nature of Louisiana, the capital region, and its people provide a special 
indigenous laboratory for students to become aware of the multiplicity and complexity of human 
interactions involved in the educational history that has influenced the state’s current educational system 
and related policies and procedures. The course assignments and assessment procedures encourage 
students to discuss and write about their experiences each week as they a) visit schools in Louisiana 
communities, b) observe local and state boards of education meetings, c) interview teachers, and d) 
respond to “Ask Yourself” and “Controversial Issues” writing assignments.  Course participants are 
challenged to collect information, identify relationships, and consider their own experiences and 
associations among a variety of educational issues both current and historical.  The intended goal of the 
assigned reading response and reflection paper is for students to demonstrate their understanding of 
associations and relationships among individuals, groups, cultures, societies, and global networks while 
pursuing an in-depth inquiry on a specific topic associated with globalization.   
Pedagogies Addressing the General Education Global Competency 
     A number of instructional strategies, classroom materials, and assignments  have provided students 
with opportunities to learn about and “demonstrate their understanding of the informing factors of global 
interdependence, including economic forces, political dynamics, and cultural/linguistic differences as they 
are shaped by the role of education” (LSU Faculty Senate, 2013, para 3).  The following course activities 
are directed toward ”global self-awareness,” the terminology that the AACU (2013) has used to describe 
“the continuum through which students develop a mature, integrated identity with a systemic 
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understanding of the interrelationships among the self, local and global communities, and the natural and 
physical world” ( para 4). 
 Course Textbook  
     A departmental faculty textbook selection committee, consisting of instructors who teach the four 
sections of the course, annually reviews a number of potential textbooks most likely to fulfill the course 
requirements based on their stated goals, objectives, and learning competencies as screening and selection 
criteria.    The course syllabus, goals, objectives, and learning competencies are approved by the campus 
Curriculum and Instruction Committee and are required to meet the General Education component of 
undergraduate education.  Accordingly, a textbook written by Webb, L.D., Metha, A., & Jordan, K. F. 
(2010), Foundations of American Education, was selected to be used from 2010 through 2013 and further 
was approved by members of the faculty appointed to make the decision.    
     Among many other considerations for the required readings in the course, the textbook includes a 
major chapter titled, “The Future of Education in a Global Society.”  A second chapter, “American 
Education:  European Heritage and Colonial Experience,” describes the global nature and historical 
significance of the worldwide contributions that contributed to American educational practices today 
(Webb, L.D., Metha, A., & Jordan, K. F. 2010). The textbook was selected based on the committee’s 
collective evaluation that it was the best book available to serve as a learning guide for students to study 
about the increasingly globalized world of their future.  Additionally, each semester, enrollees engage in 
facilitated class discussions that address important questions associated with specific chapters pertaining 
to the impact of globalization on American education and how global perspectives can be integrated into 
all classrooms.   
Writing Assignments 
     Among the many writing assignments required in the course options, one particularly is designed for 
students to describe the effects that globalization has had on their educational and personal lives.  The 
assignment requires students to respond to a published article on the topic of global interdependence.  The 
students identify, analyze, and describe the ways in which economic forces, political dynamics, and 
cultural and linguistic differences are impacting education now and potentially in the future.  It also 
requires them to place considerable attention upon the future impact of globalization in their own lives.  
Assessment Plan 
     The assessment plan for the course is annually reviewed, revised, and monitored by an appointed 
committee within the Department of Educational Theory, Policy, and Practice.  The committee uses a 
scoring rubric and evaluation procedures that provide direct evidence that students demonstrate an 
understand of the informing factors of global interdependence, including economic forces, political 
dynamics, and cultural/linguistic differences as they are shaped through the role of education.  The results 
from all eight sections over two semesters of the course are summarized for an aggregate understanding 
of the results.   
     Examinations and assignments used in the course primarily are intended to assess student achievement 
of specific learning goals for the general education social science course. Instructors for the four sections 
each semester retain examples of student work and examination results used to assess student attainment 
of each learning goal. The written student assignments further are evaluated by the assessment committee 
via a random check of the validity of the results. Each May, their evaluation of the success of the course 
in achieving the specific learning goals of the general education social science requirements are included 
in the annual evaluation of the undergraduate program, and the results are reported to the college and 
department. 
     For the purpose of assessing the general education learning criteria, the goal is to ascertain whether 
students have demonstrated an understanding of the informing factors of global interdependence, 
including economic forces, political dynamics, and cultural/linguistic differences as they are shaped 
through the role of education.  Two assessment items are utilized:  1) a multiple choice objective final 
examination; and 2) a reading response paper.   
     Further, an overall assessment of all eight sections of the course, offered over a period of two 
semesters, is based on achieving the intent of any general education social science elective at the 
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university, using the following criteria:  a) 90% and above  represents advanced level of knowledge, b) 
80- 89% represents mastery  knowledge, c) 70-79% represents a basic level of knowledge, d) 60-69% 
represents an unsatisfactory level of knowledge, and 59%-and-below indicates that a student did not 
demonstrate adequate knowledge of the course content associated with the globalization learning 
competencies.  The overall course objective is for 80% of the enrolled students to master the knowledge 
on globalization issues as measured by an end-of-course score of 80%-or-above on both the objective 
exam questions and the written reading response paper using the scoring rubric. 
Scoring Rubric 
     A reading response assignment presented enrolled students with opportunities to demonstrate an 
understanding of the interdependent nature of globalization through their written evaluations of the 
content presented in an article, rather than a simple summary.  Students were encouraged to select an 
article related to the content of the specific course from a list provided on Moodle of more than 40 
globalization-related journals.  To complete the assignment, students submitted both their written papers 
and a copy of the article of choice located through the on-line source. 
     A grading rubric was developed collectively among the instructors for scoring the reading responses to 
the “global perspectives” assignment.  The grading rubric reflected the course content and was utilized for 
course assessment. Points were assigned accordingly: a) locating and citing an informative journal article 
about globalization using the American Psychological Association (APA) Publication Manual citation 
guidelines correctly,  b) identifying  three “big ideas” reviewed in the journal article appropriately, c) 
discussing three important questions or comments about the interdependent nature of globalization in 
comparison with their own lives, and d) citing a clear and concise personal perspective or understanding 
of new knowledge gained that was clearly linked to the content of the article and correlated with the 
social science goal regarding the interdependent nature  of globalization and the social sciences.   
     The scoring rubric assigned numerical points according to each student’s written responses based on 
four criteria regarding the topic of “globalization”:  a) 4 points  
(correct APA citation for the associated reference article provided) to 0 points (no reference citation or 
article provided); b) 2 points (correct content) to 0 points (wrong content) for the 3 big ideas in the article; 
c) 3 points (clearly stated) to 0 points (does not state) for related questions or comments; and d) 2 points 
(concise and clear) to 0 points (not linked) for items of new knowledge.  Overall, the total score possible 
for this component of the course is 25 points or 5% of the final grade.  Regarding the topic of 
globalization and based upon the initial criteria, students who scored 90% and above were considered to 
have demonstrated “advanced” knowledge; students who scored 80% to 90% were considered to have 
demonstrated “mastery” of the knowledge; students who scored 70% to 79% were considered to have 
demonstrated a “basic level” of knowledge; and students who scored below 70% were considered to have 
demonstrated an “unsatisfactory level” of knowledge.”    
     A sample of 42 student papers from the original 328 students registered across four sections of the 
course were selected to be included in this study.  Students’ papers were evaluated by counting the 
number of “big issue” topics that were researched and analyzed.  Students discussed the following topics:  
a) concerns about the economic impact of globalization, b) availability of career opportunities in an 
interdependent world, c) elimination of trade and travel barriers, d) awareness of a need for increased 
bilingual competency, e) and the increase use of technology to enhance communication worldwide. 
Student Exam Questions  
     The objective multiple choice exam questions used for course assessment reflect new knowledge 
gained primarily from the textbook.  The questions were administered as part of the final exam at the end 
of the semester and included content with a significant emphasis placed on the textbook chapters 
associated with knowledge about globalization.  The purpose of the questions is to determine if students 
can demonstrate an understanding of the informing factors regarding global interdependence, including 
economic forces, political dynamics, and cultural differences as they are shaped by culture and society 
through the role of education.  Other sections of the final exam reflect the following content: a) schooling 
in a diverse and multicultural society, b) legal and political control and financial support in global 
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education, c) curriculum and instruction, and d) trends in education.  The specific final exam questions 
related to globalization were developed to reflect classroom discussions about textbook readings.   
Assessment Results 
     The following section contains the summary of the assessment results associated with the individual 
goals and the overall course evaluation.  These results reflect the implementation of the revised learning 
competencies for the general education social science course  approved by the LSU Faculty Senate 
University General Education Committee in March 20012 (Guillot, 2012).  The course syllabus, content, 
student assignments, and assessments were modified to reflect these new learning competencies during 
the summer of 2012 in preparation for the start of fall 2012 semester.  The general education evaluation 
criteria requires that “students engage in a systematic inquiry into the nature of individuals and their 
various levels of cultural, linguistic, political, and economic associations and patterns of relationships in 
diverse circumstances within the context of formal education and schooling in American society and the 
interdependent global milieu” (LSU Annual Report – Assessment of General Education Social Science 
Course, 2013, May).  Thus, using the preceding criteria, the following assessment summary is compiled 
from 328 students enrolled in eight sections of the course over two semesters beginning with fall 2012 
and ending with spring 2013 semester.   
      The data was summarized from specific questions on students’ final exam results and the required 
reading response papers during the semester of enrollment. The data from the two semesters and eight 
sections of the course are combined.  The following results are displayed by first stating the general 
education learning competency expected for goals #1, #2, and #3, followed by a description of the method 
of assessment, and then followed by a note indicating whether the standard was met or not met.  Also, the 
final assessment for goal #3 is associated with whether the overall course met the learning competency 
expectation.  Percentages represent the portion of the 382 students achieving mastery.   
General education learning competency for Goals #1, #2, and #3.  
     The students will demonstrate an understanding of the informing factors of global interdependence, 
including economic forces, political dynamics, and cultural/linguistic differences as they are shaped 
through the role of education (Course Syllabus, 2013). 
Assessment of Goal #1.  
     The objective questions were presented in the final exam and scored for correctness indicating the 
level of understanding of the informing factors of global interdependence. The proportion of students who 
a) Exceeded Goal #1 =  69.00%;  b) Met Goal #1 = 25.00%;  or c) Did Not Meet Goal #1 = 6.00%. 
Standard.  
     If 80% or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Has Met Goal #1. If 90% 
or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Exceeded Goal #1.  Thus, at 
94.00%, the course Exceeded Assessment Goal #1.   
Assessment of goal #2.   
     A reflective reading response paper was written by all enrolled students indicating their understanding 
of the informing factors of global interdependence. The proportion of students who a) Exceeded Goal #2 
= 95.00%; b) Met Goal #2 = 0.00%; or c) Did Not Meet Goal #2 = 5.00%. 
Standard. 
     If 80% or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Has Met Goal #2.  If 
90% or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Exceeded Goal #2.  Thus, at 
95.00%, the course Exceeded Assessment Goal #2.   
Assessment of goal #3.   
     This “summary” goal was evaluated by examining the proportion of students who achieved the general 
education learning competency (both Goals #1 and #2). The  proportion of students who  a) Exceeded 
Goal #3 = 83.00%; b) Met Goal #3 =  14.00%, or c)  Did Not Meet Goal #3 = 3.00%.   
Standard.   
     If 80% or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Has Met Goal #3. If 90% 
or more of the students met or exceeded this learning goal, the course Exceeded Goal #3.  Thus, at 
97.00%, the course Exceeded Assessment Goal #3. 
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     The overall results of the three learning assessment goals for the general education social science 
elective course revealed that the students met all three goals as approved by the faculty senate general 
education committee who set the standards for course acceptance.  As a result of meeting the learning 
goals, the course was approved for continuation as a general education social science elective course 
because it meets the course criteria and learning competencies for general education courses in the social 
sciences with an emphasis on globalization.  A majority of students in the four sections offered each 
semester are not education majors and have selected the course to better understand historical and 
contemporary issues in education, including being able to demonstrate an understanding of the informing 
factors of global interdependence. The results of the course assessment process revealed that the criteria 
and learning competencies associated with the university’s general education courses in the social 
sciences were met by students in the course. 
Campus Discussions 
     There are a number of initiatives that have emerged from a campus-wide effort to encourage future 
graduates to be globally aware.  The following changes have taken place since the beginning of the 
revised and enhanced social science requirement associated with global learning during fall semester 
2012:     
     1. The LSU Olinde Career Center (2013) has developed informational websites to facilitate student 
searches for positions in a program called “Going Global.” The overall intent of the program is to provide 
university students opportunities to access a global database of internships and jobs across the world.  The 
LSU Student Government approved a finance bill (SGFB No.1) that provides assistance for an existing 
internship program that is serving approximately 13,000 students in finding internships and jobs 
worldwide (LSU Student Government, 2013). 
     2. The students enrolled in “Education, Schooling, and Society,” a course dedicated to achieving the 
goal of global awareness, have met the three assessment goals associated with the general education 
requirements for a social science elective.  As a result, there is increased campus interest in including the 
learning competencies associated with the topic of “globalization” in other courses in a variety of 
disciplines.   
     3. In a random sample of graduating seniors during spring semester 2013, the University Assessment 
Committee evaluated whether the global learning competencies associated with the general education 
social science course were being met.  They convened panels of faculty members and reviewed classroom 
artifacts that included past student papers, exams, and research projects from a variety of social science 
elective courses offered within general education.  These artifacts were analyzed in a university-wide 
competencies assessment project in 2012.  The results from 71 students revealed a 70% competency 
rating awarded by a faculty panel concerning whether students had been able to demonstrate an 
understanding of factors associated with global interdependence (Matthews, 2013).  These factors 
included economic, political, psychological, cultural, and linguistic forces.  Another 10% of the students 
in the assessment project were considered to be highly competent in their understanding of global 
interdependence and 20% were found to not competent in this knowledge.   
     4. An international symposium was held on the university campus with a number of international 
presenters discussing the “implications of the intersection of globalization and education” (Reilly Center, 
2013).  Various speakers provided lectures on human rights, cultural differences, ethics, and pedagogy 
with an emphasis upon a globalized and international world view.  This symposium occurred partially 
because of the emphasis on the new social science learning competency associated with globalization.  
The university community was invited to join the discussants, and plans are underway to host similar 
future events to include greater participation by students.   
Future Expectations 
     The revised general education social science elective course in education, schooling, and society 
includes enhanced content for student understanding of the interdependent nature of globalization. The 
course has met all of the learning competencies and assessment goals expected for the University’s 
general education social science courses.  In the most recent departmental review, no recommended 
changes were suggested for the course in the coming year.  However, the department’s general education 
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assessment committee has a long-range plan for reviewing all aspects of the course content and 
assessment methodology. It is anticipated that assessment data from this course will be tracked over 
several years to ascertain if there are future needs for changes.  Further, a review process has been 
implemented to assess the long-term impact of requiring the topic of globalization in other departmental 
courses.  
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Abstract 
     This paper examines the role of Stokely Carmichael as chairman of the SNCC and as a leading figure 
of his times.  It also examines the leadership he provided during the civil rights era.  This paper presents 
the argument that there is a need to take a closer look at the impact Carmichael made on behalf of the 
movement as a whole.  It also presents the argument that there is a need to take a closer look at the level 
of personal commitment and sacrifice both he and other members of SNCC provided in order to affect 
social change in the United States of America (USA).    
Introduction  
     During the Civil Rights Movement, there were a host of organizations that emerged, including the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP), Urban League, Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).  Unlike the other organizations, SNCC was composed primarily of 
young people.  Many of them were of college age or right out of college.  The ranks of SNCC included 
dynamic leaders like H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael, who is also known as Kwame Ture (Carson, 
1981; Sitkoff, 2008). 
     Difficulties and organizational disunity prevailed within the Civil Rights Movement.   There were 
differences in the style and quality of leadership that emerged in the late 1950s, 1960s and into the 1970s, 
as African Americans attempted to navigate a path forward to achieve civil rights in the USA. These 
issues posed serious challenges for African Americans in terms of their political and organizational 
leadership. During those years many organizations provided different organizational thrusts and 
ideological directions. This is especially true of Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), Urban League, Congress of 
Racial Equality (CORE), and SNCC.   Each of these organization played key roles in the movement 
(Carson, 1981; Sitkoff, 2008).  
     SNCC served as the gateway to the most rebellious phase of the movement in which other 
organizations and programs followed.   Indeed, there was a constellation of organizational leadership and 
conflicting views and directions.  The effectiveness of each organizational program and leadership 
patterns has not been fully examined. This is particularly evident in the area of leadership, style, 
effectiveness and commitment to political, economic and social change within the country. For example, 
the importance of Martin Luther King Jr. as a central figure in the movement is uncontestable and 
undeniable.  However, many students of history and citizens in the USA and elsewhere often identify 
King as the single figure associated with the Civil Rights Movement. Such views are historically 
inaccurate. There were numerous political figures who played significant roles in the movement. It is 
incorrect to overlook or ignore the historical contributions that others have made for the cause of freedom, 
justice and equality. Individuals like Fannie Lou Hamer, Ella Baker, H. Rap Brown and Stokely 
Carmichael were all key players in the civil rights drama (Carson, 1981; Sitkoff, 2008).1   

This paper will examine the role of Stokely Carmichael as chairman of the SNCC and as a leading figure 
of his times.  It will also examine the leadership he provided during the civil rights era.  This paper 
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presents the argument that there is a need to take a closer look at the impact Carmichael made on behalf 
of the movement as a whole. It also presents the argument that  a closer examination must be made with 
respect to the level of personal commitment and sacrifice both he and other members of SNCC provided 
in order to affect social change in the USA. His contribution must be viewed not as a counter narrative to 
King’s leadership, but as an integral part of the movement’s effort to challenge the status quo. Often times 
the history of the Civil Rights Movement is told with little respect for Carmichael’s contribution. He is 
often portrayed as an opponent of King’s non-violence leadership and is described as a disruptive force in 
what some people contend could have been an orderly flow of the Civil Rights Movement (Taylor 2013). 
The Call for Black Power 1966 
     In the summer of 1966 the call for Black Power was delivered by Stokely Carmichael in the heart of 
the Deep South and more specifically in the area of Greenwood, Mississippi. The opportunity for such a 
delivery came by way of the James Meredith March against Fear. James Meredith who had integrated the 
University of Mississippi at Oxford, Mississippi four years earlier had attempted to exercise his civil 
rights by engaging in a march or as he puts it “a demonstration walk against fear”. This walk started from 
the area of the Peabody Hotel in Memphis, Tennessee.2 Shortly after beginning the march Meredith was 
injured from a gun shoot wound and was unable to continue the march.   Learning of the incident other 
civil rights leaders like Martin Luther King Jr, Floyd McKissick, Stokely Carmichael and Roy Wilkins of 
the NAACP agreed to carry on the march. After the marchers walked for some distance they arrived at 
Greenwood, Mississippi and decided to set up camp for the night at Stone Street Negro Elementary 
School (Taylor, 2013: Goudsouzian, 2014).  
     It appeared that Stokely Carmichael had ignored the state trooper’s instructions and continued to erect 
the tent.  He was then arrested and taken to prison and charged with trespassing. Returning from jail to the 
site of the march he arrived at an opportune moment to address an emotionally charged crowd. He 
informed the crowd that he had already been to jail 27 times and that he had no intention of going to jail 
anymore. Furthermore, he informed the crowd that the reason for the inhumane treatment by the 
authorities was due to the fact that African American lacked power and what they needed was Black 
Power. The crowd responded with the chant Black Power and each time he asked the crowd what do you 
want?  The crowd responded by chanting Black Power.  It was from Greenwood, Mississippi that 
Carmichael became a household name as the press moved feverously to record and report the new 
development, and hence set a new political direction of the Civil Rights Movement.3 (Taylor, 2013: 
Goudsouzian, 2014). 
The Reaction to Black Power 
     The reaction to the use of the term Black Power from the majority White population was swift, and 
predictable. They saw the term as hostile, violent and compounded with racial hatred. It is important to 
examine the role of the media in shaping perception and hence reaction to events. Joseph (2009) points to 
the difficulties presented by the media, both in the past as well as the present how they conveyed images 
and therefore shaped the narrative about the concept of Black Power. He elaborated the point as he 
analyzed the works of the journalist Charles Sutton who had written about Black Power in 1967, stated at 
the time that as Chairman of SNCC, Carmichael had adequately addressed the issue of Black Power and 
thus left no doubt or misconception by delineating a clear academic description of its meaning. 
     Joseph (2009) further stated that  Sutton was wrong then, as well as now that the image of gun 
carrying Black Panthers in Oakland, California and the lifting of the Black Power fist during the Olympic 
in Mexico in 1968 made it difficult for the White population to overcome.  According to him such images 
do very little to inform the public about the inner details of the actual movement itself.4 
     Initially in response to the use of the term Black Power, King viewed the statement as an unfortunate 
choice of words. He was not particularly hostile to the term because he understood what it attempted to 
convey. He requested that the term be modified somewhat but Stokely and others in SNCC held fast. On 
October 14, 1966 King made the following statement in order to further clarify his organization’s position 
regarding the term. The statement reads: 
     We face the fact that the Negro is powerless and that it is absolutely necessary for him to amass 
political and economic power to reach his legitimate goals.  I have, however stated in many places and 
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many times that connotations of violence and separatism attached to the Black Power slogan must be 
resolutely opposed by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.5 
     However, there was never a deep political chasm between Carmichael and King on this issue. In 
contrast, Roy Wilkins from the NAACP viewed the term as anti-White Power or Hitler in reserve. In an 
interview, Eyes on the Prize, Floyd McKissick of CORE expressed a more enlightened view of the term 
as it represented self-empowerment of African Americans. However to his chagrin he found that Whites 
had difficulty separating power from violence. Whites saw power as directly linked to violence. Let us 
now examine in greater detail some of the major organizational players involved in the Civil Rights 
Movement (McKissick, 1988) 
 Civil Rights Organizations 
The NAACP is considered one of the oldest civil rights organizations in the United States. It was founded 
in 1909 and fought much of the early legal battles on behalf of African Americans. The organization was 
instrumental in winning early legal cases like the Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas in 
1954.  In this case the United States Supreme Court put an end to legal segregation in public schools 
throughout the country. Thus, in so doing, finally put an end to the principle of separate but equal.  The 
genesis of separate but equal dates back to the Plessy v. Ferguson case of 1896 in the state of Louisiana. 
The organization brought a number of law suits throughout the country on behalf of the African American 
communities.  
     The Urban League is a civil rights organization which dates back to 1910. This organization emerged 
as a result of a coalition between what was then the Committee for the Improvement of Industrial 
Conditions, the National League for the Protection of Colored Women and the Committee on Urban 
Conditions. The organization was instrumental in facilitating the transition of African American migrants 
from the Southern states to the Northern cities.  CORE on the other hand was founded in 1942 by a group 
of interracial students from the University of Chicago. The primary aim of this organization was to bring 
about fundamental changes regarding racial attitudes towards African Americans. They adopted the 
Gandhi’s method of non-violent protest.  Like the NAACP and the Urban League, CORE was a key 
player in the desegregation of public facilities in the south as well as other parts of the country.  
     SCLC founded in 1957 was yet another organization that was a core participant in the fight for Civil 
Rights with a deliberate aim to desegregate the American South. It was headed by Martin Luther King 
and its membership consisted of Christian churches, community residents and citizens mainly from the 
South. The strategy of the organization was to expose the cruelty and the backwardness of segregationist 
practices.   SNCC was first organized in 1960 as the youth wing of the Civil Rights Movement and of 
SCLC. The guiding force behind the development of SNCC was Ella Baker. She had a long history of 
working in the NAACP during the 1930s and as an organizer of food cooperative projects during the great 
depression. Baker was also instrumental in the creation of SCLC and held the position of executive 
secretary in the organization. She brought a resume of enormous depth to the movement. She insisted on a 
youth organization that was independent of the older organizations and one that was free to make their 
own decision with respect to issues and direction of the Civil Rights Movement. Her emphasis was on the 
development of strong membership rather than leadership as well as organizational democracy. These 
ideas were the hallmarks of her contribution. (Ransby, 2003). 
Motivating Forces Behind the Term Black Power  
     It is obvious that a display of power was skewed in favor of the White population. This condition was 
not only evident but indefensible and was instrumental in shifting the conversation from Freedom Now to 
Black Power. Moreover we must examine in granular details other historical factors that altered the 
political, social and economic climate of that era. These factors are central to any serious analysis of the 
Civil Rights Movement. They consists of  many, and cover such areas as the reconstruction period, 
SNCC’s democratic organizational structure, generational differences, the dynamics between older civil 
rights organizations, and recently established organizations, youthful leadership style, the dynamics of the 
National political climate, the Second World War, the weakening of the colonial powers on an epic scale, 
Pan Africanism, the emergence of newly independent countries such as India in 1947, the growth in the 
number of socialist countries, the technological development of mass media and the growing political 
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consciousness of African Americans and other Africans throughout the world. These and other factors 
provide the underpinning ontology by which to understand the radical shift in the Civil Rights Movement.  
It is these collective forces and through the prisms of African Americans as an oppressed group we 
attempt to become informed about this critical historical period.  Together, they established the critical 
mass that was necessary to alter once and for all the historical human condition of the times (Carmichael 
& Thelwell, 2003).  
     Jim Crow laws stood as a bastion of White supremacy in the South. This racial hierarchical structure 
was maintained with blatant racial cruelty and hostility by anyone who benefited from it. At this point it is 
critical to ask the right questions. Why and how did African Americans arrive at this historical juncture? 
Of course an obvious response is the Atlantic slave trade. A penetrating assessment however suggests a 
more detailed response. The Civil War of 1861-1865, however well intended, served as a corrective and 
may provide more clues (Bennett, 1969).   
The Reconstruction Period and the Jim Crow Era 
     The nexus of the Jim Crow era to that of the reconstruction period is crucial. This connecting point 
amplifies the reason for the deep seated hostility exhibited by the segregationists towards African 
Americans and the display of profound fear that emerges from the African Americans at the presence of 
the White power structure. The Civil War lasted between 1861 and 1865 which finally put an end to 
slavery in its most crude form and as such served as a preamble to the reconstruction period. African 
Americans quickly ran for political offices and in many cases due to their demographic advantage in some 
regions succeeded in winning political offices. To many Whites the table had turned and not in their favor 
(Bennett, 1969).  
     The annals of history are replete with examples of African American political representation from all 
over the southern states during the period of 1867-1877.  One learns quickly and with extreme amazement 
and admiration of the rebirth of a people who emerged from the depths of human bondage and in a very 
short period returned to the human stage of freedom. For example, in February of 1870 Jonathan Jasper 
Wright was elected to the State Supreme Court, Richard H. Cain served both in the South Carolina 
legislature and as a United States congressional representative. Then there was Franklin J. Moses Jr. from 
South Carolina who served as Governor of the state between 1872 and 1874, John R. Lynch was also a 
US Congressman representing the state of Mississippi.  At one time he served as Speaker of the House in 
the state of Mississippi. Hiram R. Revels served as the first African American US Senator in 1870 from 
the state of Mississippi.  In order to understand the generational differences within the context of the Civil 
Rights Movement one has to assess the impact of the preceding historical era of the reconstruction, and 
the creation of the Jim Crow period which directly followed. It is then we may observe the direct or 
indirect impact that this period had on the generation born into the Jim Crow era as well as the previous 
generation. It is not strange to see why older generations of African Americans took the path of exercising 
greater caution by appeasing the White population in their march towards equality. The younger 
generation on the other hand who were not born near or at the epicenter of the Jim Crow era were far less 
patient with the slow pace of social and political change. Many other SNCC workers who were born in 
the northern part of the country had similar points of view, such as Bob Moses, Courtland Cox, and 
Kathleen Cleaver.  Carmichael himself made such a remark as he addressed a group of university students 
in Sweden in 1967 (Bennett, 1969).  
     The history of Carmichael in many respect is unique and interesting and it reflects the critical 
ingredients necessary for the making of a radical personality. He was born in 1941 in Port of Spain, 
Trinidad then a Colony of the British Empire and left the island to join his parents when he was about ten. 
In the 1940s the rising tide of independence began to grip the colonial world. All the active ingredients 
for revolutionary changes were present in the Caribbean and elsewhere. The emancipation of slaves in 
Trinidad had taken place in 1835. There were a number of labor unrest on the island of Trinidad dating 
back to 1935. At the time of Stokely’s youth, Africans in Trinidad were already conducting themselves as 
professionals in many fields. One particular unrest occurred in 1937 that was led by a militant labor union 
leader “Tubal Uriah Buzz Butler.”   Due to his militancy he was always at odds with the colonial 
government, he was either detained or jailed for the contents of his speeches. Against this back drop 
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Stokely’s aunt (Elaine Carmichael) tells the story about Stokely at the age of seven.  He repeatedly 
nagged her to go out and vote. Realizing that she was reluctant to vote he decided to put on his Sunday 
best and go to the polling station himself to conduct his civic duty. The polling officials told him that he 
was too young and that he should return when he reaches the age of 21. Sensing that he could not vote he 
began to cry profusely until his aunt agreed to go out and vote. He then instructed her to vote for Butler 
because Butler went to jail for us (Carmichael & Thelwell, 2003; “Tubal,” 2014; “The Emergence,” 
2003).  
     Arriving in New York years later, he was accepted into the elite Bronx High School of Science where 
he became close friends with Eugene Dennis Jr. whose father was Eugene Dennis Sr. a member of the 
Communist Party USA.  In that environment he came in contact with various radical figures and ideas.  
His familiarity with radical views occurred before he entered Howard University. Thus, the cross 
fertilization of his organizing activities in Mississippi and other parts of the South prepared him well 
(Carmichael & Thelwell, 2003).         
The Second World War and Changing World Conditions 
     Between 1946 to1947 India began advancing towards independence in the aftermath of Great Britain’s 
involvement in the Second World War and the impact that the war had on British Colonialism was 
significant. The British Empire was considerately weaker after the war with Germany. As a result when 
India called for independence, Britain was in no military shape to prevent such a move. In the United 
States and other locations where there was once slavery and colonialism as in Africa, conditions began to 
shift rapidly in favor of independence. On the other hand many African Americans soldiers returning 
from the Second World War had received a different perspective of the world and was not willing to 
accept second class status (Chafe, 2003). As a result of the development of mass media, images of the 
death of Emmett Till, who was killed in Money, Mississippi in 1955 was transmitted around the country.   
African American youths across the country who did not live in the South became acquainted with the 
brutality of Jim Crow segregation. Then by 1957 Ghana became independent and a tide of Sub-Sahara 
African countries soon followed.  The wave of the African independence movement moved with such 
speed that affected everyone in its path both near and far.  On March 7, 1957, Martin Luther King Jr. and 
the writer Richard Wright attended Ghana’s Independence Day celebration in Accra, Ghana.  It was from 
these historical events and other factors which set the stage for major social changes in the USA (Hatch, 
1969; Wolpert, 2006).  
SCLC Approach to Social Activism. 
     With the success of the Montgomery bus boycott in the rear view mirror King started to receive 
recognition and support from other parts of the country. In 1956, both Bayard Rustin and Glen E. Smiley, 
who had become experts in Gandhi’s non-violence methods offered to assist King’s organizational effort 
by agreeing to train protesters in the art of how to confront the White Power structure in a non-violent 
manner.  In fact the method of non-violent was first practiced by CORE members and then later shared 
with other civil rights organizations. The achievements made by SCLC, NAACP the Urban League and 
other organizations who were at the forefront at the early stages were quite remarkable in terms of 
alternating the social and political climate in the south and in the country. Their achievements include the 
1954 Brown v. the Board of Education decision, and the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which banned 
discrimination on the basis of race and sex together with access to public accommodations, the1965 
Voting Rights Act, and the 1968 Housing Act which banned discrimination in access to housing. Head 
Start and poverty programs must also be added to the list (Sitkoff, 2008).   
SNCC Approach to Social Activism  
     SNCC on the other hand represented a new breed of youthful organizers. Their method of organizing 
required that members be committed to living under the same conditions as the people they were 
attempting to organize. This strategy allowed for greater understanding of the difficulties faced by local 
residents. Most of whom lived under horrible living conditions and faced threats of racial intimidation or 
reprisal if they attempted to exercise their rights to vote or engage in political organizing. In some cases 
the residents of these counties or towns constituted the vast majority of people but they had no political 
influence or control over their existence, despite their majority status. The SNCC mission was to 
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empower the local residence with the necessary information and skills needed to obtain political control 
of their existence.  The style and organizational efforts by SNCC were decidedly unique, unlike other 
civil rights organizations.  SNCC may have had far greater impact on the target residents than other 
organizations. Together SNCC workers and local residence embarked on a journey of political 
awakening.  The distinctions between SNCC and older civil rights organization is obvious. It appears that 
within SNCC the presence of organizational democracy was greater than other organizations of that era. 
The function of the organization was not determined by a board of directors or trustees but instead by the 
vote of its members. During the organization’s relatively brief existence SNCC leadership changed six 
times. In contrast SCLC was founded in 1957 and King served as the head of the organization until his 
untimely death in 1968. The Urban league and the NAACP have also displayed similar pattern in terms of 
leadership changes. However, SNCC and ORE enjoyed similar youthful membership demographics. 
Their idealism of giving birth to a new society appeared realistic and radical social change appeared 
imminent (Hogan, 2007). 
 Radicalization of SNCC Workers  
     The radicalization of many SNCC workers in the 1960s including individuals like Carmichael came as 
a result of frequent harassment by law enforcement officials against local residence. The failure or the 
unwillingness by the Federal government to protect SNCC workers, the death of several SNCC workers 
at the hands of White residents and the incarceration of SNCC workers as they attempted to register local 
residents to vote. The whole nature of Jim Crow segregation was unsettling.  It was an atmosphere of 
terror and uncertainty for African Americans.  In the summer of 1964 in the state of Mississippi during 
the Freedom summer voter’s registration campaign there was a kidnapping and deaths of three civil right 
workers, James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner. The bodies of the three workers 
were later found buried in an earthen dam. These and other historical events further fanned the flames of 
despair and mistrust concerning the American political system. In Freedom Summer of 1964 both SNCC 
and CORE workers joined forces under the banner of Council of Federated Organizations (COFO) that 
dedicated their energies to a voter registration drive in the state of Mississippi on a grand scale. The 
organizational push for additional volunteers netted 1,000 student from the Northern states who made a 
commitment to assist in dramatically increasing the number of registered voters. Against insurmountable 
odds SNCC strategy shifted to what was then the only way around this major political hurdle and that was 
to assist residents in organizing a state political party which was inclusive. They decided to use existing 
legal rules already established by the national Democratic Party. SNCC began studying the rules and the 
legal underpinning necessary for establishing a state democratic political party in Mississippi. The effort 
by SNCC and to some degree CORE helped establish the formation of the Mississippi Freedom 
Democratic Party (MFDP) in 1964. By all measures it appeared that SNCC had met all criterion set forth 
by the national Democratic Party for the formation of a state political party. Despite its success when the 
Freedom Summer project ended in August of 1964 four SNCC volunteers were killed, 1,000 others 
arrested, scores of houses and churches were burned or bombed. Such was the atmosphere of Jim Crow 
segregation (McAdam, 1988).    
     The extent to which their efforts paid off had to be tested in the 1964 Democratic Convention in 
Atlantic City, New Jersey. Before leaving for the Democratic Convention SNCC and the organized 
MFDP members had garnered tremendous support from state and federal representatives. Many SNCC 
workers arrived at the convention center in Atlantic City, New Jersey including Fannie Lou Hamer with 
the expectation of being seated as the official delegation from Mississippi.  As history would have it, 
President Johnson worked tirelessly behind the scene to unravel their hard fought efforts. He warned 
individual elected officials who were supporters of MFDP with political reprisal should they allow the 
group to be seated at the convention. The president insistence paid off and the MFDP was never seated 
(Hogan, 2007).  
     In 1966, SNCC made a radical departure under the leadership of Carmichael.6   He advocated that 
African Americans take control of their own communities and to take pride in their culture and history as 
African people. Under his leadership the White members were asked to leave the organization and work 
in their own communities. Carmichael and others felt that Whites would be more effective organizing 
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their own communities where the roots of racism ran deep. However soon after announcing their new 
policy, the organization’s funding source began to dry up. The cry for Black Power even though viewed 
by the majority of the White population as negative, SNCC workers including some White members who 
had experienced firsthand the display of inferiority complex by some African Americans in the presence 
of Whites were supportive of the move because they viewed it as the next logical step in the 
consciousness development process.  In very clear terms SNCC position paper provided the basis for 
Black Power and the following described the issues most emphatically: 
     Negroes in this country have never been allowed to organize themselves because of white interference.  
As a result of this, the stereotype has been reinforced that blacks cannot organize themselves.  The white 
psychology that blacks have to be watched, also reinforces this stereotype.  Blacks, in fact, feel 
intimidated by the presence of whites, because of their knowledge of the power that whites have over 
their lives. 
Impact of SNCC on the African American Population 
     After assuming Chairmanship of SNCC, Carmichael emphasized the fight for both political power and 
economic power as important strategies.  He wrote:   

     “For too many years, black Americans marched and had their heads broken and got 
shot.  They were saying to the county, “Look, you guys are supposed to be nice guys and 
we are only going to do what we are supposed to do—why do you beat us up, why don’t 
you give us what we ask, why don’t you straighten yourselves out?”  After years of this, 
we are at almost the same point—because we demonstrated from a position of weakness.  
We cannot be expected any longer to march and have our heads broken in order to say to 
whites:  cone on, you’re nice guys.  For you are not nice guys.  We have found you out. 

An organization which claims to speak for the needs of a community—as does the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee—must speak in the tone of that community, 
not as somebody else’s buffer zone.  This the significance of Black Power as a slogan.  
For once, Black people are going to use the words hey want to use—not just the words 
whites want to hear.  And they will do this no matter how often the press tries to stop the 
use of the slogan by equating it with racism or separatism. 

An organization which claims to be working for the needs of a community—as SNCC 
does—must work to provide that community with a position of strength from which to 
make its voice heard.  This is the significance of black power beyond the slogan. 

BLACK POWER can be clearly defined for those who do not attach the fears of white 
America to their questions about it.  We should begin with the basic fact that black 
Americans have two problems: they are poor and they are Black.  All other problems 
arise from this two-sided reality: lack of education, the so-called apathy of Black men.  
Any program to end racism must address itself to that double reality. 

Almost from its beginning, SNCC sought to address itself to both conditions with a 
program aimed at winning political power for impoverished Southern Blacks.  We had to 
begin with politics because black Americans are a property less people in a county where 
property is valued above all.  We had to work for power, because this country does not 
function by morality, love, and nonviolence, but by power.  Thus we determined to win 
political power, with the idea of moving on from there into activity that would have 
economic effects.  With power, the masses could make or participate in making the 
decisions which govern their destinies, and thus create basic change in their day-to-day 
lives” (Carmichael, 1966, pp. 1-2)  

     The impact of SNCC on the youths was undeniable. The cry for Black Power by Carmichael stirred a 
latent impatience among African American youths. The impact was felt in many quarters of the African 
American community.  Riots broke out throughout the country especially in locations where Carmichael 
had just delivered speeches. Cities like Detroit, Chicago, Philadelphia and Watts were hotbeds of 
rebellious activities. Quickly there was a push by government officials to quiet the storm, by passing a 
law prohibiting or preventing someone from inciting others to riot.7 There were also discussions and 
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instructions at the highest levels of government to search for legal loopholes for the purpose of deporting 
Carmichael from the USA. The chatter quickly silenced after they realized that Carmichael was an 
American citizen by virtue of his parent’s citizenship. The British government passed a commonwealth 
band prohibiting him from traveling to about 30 countries including Trinidad, the place of his birth 
(Makeba & Hall, 1987; Joseph, 2014).  King commented on the youth rebellion that was occurring in 
many areas of the country. He said: 

I am not sad that Black Americans are rebelling this was not only inevitable but 
eminently desirable. Without this magnificent ferment among Negroes, the old evasions 
and procrastinations would have continued indefinitely. Black men have slammed the 
door shut on a past of deadening passivity. Except for the reconstruction years, they have 
never in their long history on American soil struggled with such creativity and courage 
for their freedom. These are our bright years of emergence: though they are painful ones, 
they cannot be avoided. (Quoted in Carson, 1998, p.349)       

     The sacrifice Carmichael made as a result of his political activism was extensive. Government agents 
relentlessly conducted surveillances on his every move. Miriam Makeba, Carmichael’s wife provided 
greater incite in this matter. She once said that:   

The FBI which have been following Stokely everywhere he goes for a long time, now 
begins to follow me, too… We call them our “babysitters”, but I am really scared.  It is 
nerve racking, and it is something I never would have expected in America. 

The Achievement of Black Power under Stokely Leadership 
     The impact of the Black Consciousness Movement surfaced on thousands of university campuses 
throughout the country in the form of Black Student Unions. There was also a call for the development of 
Black Studies programs.  San Francisco State University was one of the first universities which 
established a Black Studies Program in the country. These programs became established because of active 
student protests. Such protests were duplicated in other universities like Cornell University, the 
University of Illinois, which report expanded Black enrollment, Colombia University and many others. 
Students began demanding greater representation of their history on an academic level (Rojas, 2007).  
Young people began to show greater interest in attending universities. In the late sixties and early 
seventy’s the City University of New York began an open admission enrollment policy to increase the 
number of African American and Puerto Ricans. Some universities began offering BA and MA degree 
programs in Black Studies. Other civil rights organizations have not committed as much as their efforts 
and resources to college students as SNCC.  In the maelstrom of the 1960s Carmichael was one of the 
first American to openly oppose the war in Vietnam. Through his efforts he influenced many others 
including Muhammad Ali, Martin Luther King and the antiwar movement in the late 60s. (Rojas, 2007; 
Joseph, 2014). He and King were also key note speakers in the largest peace rally at the United Nations 
building in New York. In 1967 after attending the conference titled Dialectics of Liberation in London, he 
traveled to Cuba, Vietnam, Algeria and Guinea in defiance of the US White power structure (Makeba & 
Hall, 1987).  
     Arguably, Carmichael’s legacy or contribution stands out symbolically as a leader of bold courage and 
defiance in the face of racial hostility.  SNCC efforts appeared more expansive and impactful than other 
civil rights organizations. Indeed it must be stated clearly that the older civil rights organization 
particularly the NAACP laid the foundation with respect to the Voting Rights Act and the 1964 Civil 
Rights Act and others that were key factors for social and economic progress. However, the wider impact 
is the significant increase in African American College student enrollments and degree graduation 
completion. The table below demonstrates this point. These figures shows major increase from 1950 to 
2012. (Williamson, 2007: Joseph 2014). See Table 1 
     Such academic completion has potentially greater community benefit both in terms, of job 
marketability and income increases. Therefore, Stokely’s leadership contribution in terms of elevated 
levels of group consciousness and the increase in African American students’ academic achievements has 
greater impact and provides a wider range of possibilities for the African American community in the 
USA. 
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A Personal Perspective 
     From personal insight, I met Stokely in 1974 as a student in college. I also became a member of the 
All African People’s Revolution Party of which he was the Chairman.  What impressed me about his 
leadership style was the confidence he placed in others to carryout simple or complex tasks. I could recall 
two such cases, one was an assignment given to myself and another member regarding organizing of an 
event. The initial outcome of our organizational efforts was rather poor. Despite our low performance he 
remained supportive and encouraged us to do better. We became highly motivated and attempted the 
event for a second time. As a result of our renewed effort the second time around proved extremely 
successful.  Upon observing our success, he openly acknowledged and thanked us for our efforts. In 
another case, a co-member who was asked to pick up an award on Stokely’s behalf grew concerned that 
he may not be able to perform such a feat. Stokely assured him that he would do just fine. Not only did 
the individual did an excellent job but he later became the person in the New York area who were call 
upon covered for Stokely if he was not going to be present or he was going to be late for a scheduled 
speaking engagement. I once asked, Stokely how do you deal with or go up against individuals with 
strong opposing views? He said that I should “never show fear of anyone and never be afraid to challenge 
anyone don’t matter who they maybe.”   
Conclusion 
     This paper has examined the role of Stokely as chairman of the SNCC and as a leading figure of his 
times.  It has also examined the leadership he provided during the civil rights era.  This paper presented 
the argument that there is a need to take a closer look at the impact Carmichael made on behalf of the 
movement as a whole.  It also presented the argument that there is a need to examine the level of personal 
commitment and sacrifice both he and other members of SNCC provided in order to affect social change 
in the USA.   
     By examining the issue from all sides, it appears that there were no major distinctions between King’s 
and Carmichael’s dedication and commitment to social change and justice for African Americans.  
However, it is reasonable to suggest that the methods of organizing and the democratic process associated 
with each organization indicates that SNCC had a greater impact on the lives of the communities they 
served. In a dialectical sense it is also clear that global conditions or geopolitical changes facilitated 
SNCC’s ability to take greater risk by challenging the power structure. By any measure SNCC’s efforts 
and Stokely’s leadership were pregnant with unselfish courage and determination to change material 
conditions for African Americans in particular and poor people in general. His contribution may be 
consider outstanding in any historical context.  
     It does not appear from the research that other organizations such as the Urban League, and the 
NAACP paid a heavy price or received frequent harassment from the intelligence community as a result 
of their involvement in the movement.  Certainly youthful exuberance and altered material reality implies 
greater choice or bolder decisions than the previous generation. In terms of the overall impact, SNCC 
efforts were generally geared towards organizing the youths in the urban areas and particularly College 
students and residences of the rural South.  It seems that there is ample evidence to suggest that the 
growth in the number of African American attending Colleges and Universities suggest greater potential 
in terms of generating larger income streams as a result of academic qualifications.  It also appeared that 
SCLC did not spend a great deal of their resources in the area of higher education like SNCC therefore 
SNCC’s contribution appears to be vastly superior than other organizations in the Civil Rights Movement. 
Furthermore, Stokely Carmichael’s demonstration of courage, tenacity and intellectual fortitude was a 
major asset to the African American community thus his contributions must always be recognized and 
placed in proper historical perspective. 
Notes 
1.  The struggle for civil rights in the United States was a monumental task requiring the involvement of 

many individuals and organizations.  Dittmer (1994) recounts the difficulty historical battles, starting 
with the NAACP, SCLC, SNCC and other organizations in their effort to change the oppressive 
conditions in the state of Mississippi.  He has discussed important figures like Ella Baker, Dr. King, 
James Foreman, Stokely Carmichael and others. 
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2. The March against Fear began in Memphis, Tennessee and was scheduled for over 200 miles into 
Jackson, Mississippi. Shortly thereafter, in Hernando, Mississippi James Meredith was injured by a 
gun-shot and this signaled a turning point in the direction of the Civil Rights Movement.  At this 
crucial juncture Carmichael, King and others decided to take up the march in response to the cowardly 
act of a lone gunman to attempt to prevent James Meredith from exercising his civil rights to March 
against Fear.  Arriving at Greenwood, Mississippi and announcing the call for Black Power is where 
both Carmichael and the term Black Power became synonymous. 

 3. The accumulated stress, agony and constant abuse by segregationists, law enforcement officials 
together with racial harassment had reached a crescendo during the James Meredith march on June 26, 
1966.  Carmichael who was earlier jailed for trespassing on this march was released from prison just in 
time to present his address to an already agitated crowd.  He addressed the crowd and called for Black 
Power.  

4.  The impact of media images on the American population is one of the driving forces that influenced 
public opinion.  Powerful media images in many cases override reasoning and logic. Thus, Joseph 
(2009) attempted to show by comparison how the clear explanation that Stokely gave and those 
reported by the media was vastly different 

5. This quote is King’s response to the term Black Power. 
6. Both before and after 1966, Carmichael was the target of FBI surveillance.  See Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (2014) and Cromartie (2013).  
7. Throughout the South and many parts of the country returning African American soldiers from the 

Second World War were determined to change their political, social and economic conditions in their 
respective communities. 
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Table 1: 
Educational Attainment of Persons Age 25 and Over in 1950 and 1980  
Black            White   Black    White 
1950            1950   1980    1980   
HS 13.7%  HS 36.4%   HS 51.4%   HS 71.9%  
BA 2.2%  BA 6.6%   BA 7.9%   BA 18.4% 
Educational Attainment of Persons Age 25 and Over in 2000 and 2010 
Black- 2000  White - 2000   Black - 2010   White - 2010 
HS 78.9%  HS 88.4%   HS 84.6%   HS 92.1% 
BA 16.6%  BA 28.1%   BA 20.0%   BA 33.2% 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics (2012)   
Educational Attainment of Persons Age 25 and Over in 2011 and 2012  
Black - 2011  White - 2011    Black - 2012   White - 2012  
HS 84.8%  HS 92.4%   HS  85.7%   HS 92.5% 
BA 20.2%  BA 34.0%   BA 21.4%   BA 34.5% 
Source: National Center for Education Statistics (2012)  
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Abstract 
     This study explored how married couples adjusted to the autism diagnosis of their child. Through qualitative 
research, it was determined that married couples adjusted to the diagnosis of their child by creating a new normal for 
their family. 
Introduction 
     Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) affects children in epidemic proportions. Data indicated that 1 in 88 children 
have an autism diagnosis, a rate that has increased by 78 percent in the past decade (Falco, 2012). Reports also 
indicated that 1 in 50 school-age children have autism (Falco, 2012). Autism is a neurological developmental 
disorder that is characterized by deficiencies in communication and social interaction, as well as ritualized and 
repetitive behaviors (NIMH, 2012). Experts agree that autistic individuals exhibit unique characteristics caused by 
the disorder and, essentially, two people with autism are not the same. People with autism have severe and pervasive 
development of reciprocal social interaction, associated with impairment in either verbal or nonverbal 
communication skills or stereotyped repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 
      Autism affects parents, unlike any other childhood developmental delay. The parents of autistic children set out 
to embark through parenthood subscribing to societal and cultural norms. Many experienced the joys of pregnancy, 
the adjustment to living with an infant, and unique experiences in their toddler’s life. Then all of a sudden everything 
they planned and hoped for was gone because of one diagnosis: ASD. 
     Much like any serious medical condition or traumatic life-changing event, autism is not any different. Many 
parents know little about autism at the time of their child’s diagnosis, and health professionals, usually, give parents 
little information about their child’s prognosis (Hall & Graff, 2011). In fact, one of the scariest things about the 
autism diagnosis is that it is not routinely discussed among parents, unless they are affected by the disorder. It is not 
something that most parents seem to want to talk about, either. Autism is rarely included in the packet of 
information new parents receive as they leave the hospital. Instead, it is brought up around two years of age when 
most pediatricians routinely screen for the disorder at a 24-month physical (American Academy of Pediatrics, 
2012). If something shows up as abnormal during the autism screening process, then pediatricians usually refer 
parents for a formal diagnosis to be completed by a multidisciplinary panel that usually consists of a neurologist, 
psychologist, audiologist, psychiatrist, speech pathologist, occupational therapist, and developmental pediatrician 
(American Academy of Pediatrics, 2012). 
     The diagnosis process is tedious, strenuous, and emotional for parents. There are discrepancies in the diagnosis 
period for a child with autism. The National Institute for Mental Health reported that the autism diagnosis process is 
three to six months (NIMH, 2012). However, many parents reported that the process took at least one year and up to 
two years to receive a diagnosis. A delay in the diagnosis process prolonged the start of therapeutic services. This led 
to frustration and stress among couples who went through the autism diagnosis process with their child (Hutton & 
Carron, 2005). 
      For parents, autism spectrum disorder is one of the scariest diagnoses for their child to receive (Neely-Barnes, 
Hall, Roberts, & Graff, 2011). I know this was my experience. My husband and I found out about our daughter’s 
autism shortly after her second birthday. It was the scariest moment in our lives, as we felt helpless and cried 
together. To say the least, we were blindsided by the diagnosis. We were told that everything that made our daughter 
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unique, special, and whom she was, was a result of autism. In that instant everything about our daughter seemed 
wrong. Our identity—who we were as a couple, as parents, and as a family—was changed forever. At the time, we 
had no idea that we had to construct a new normal to adjust to the diagnosis. All we thought about was the grief we 
felt about the loss of what we wanted for Emma and who we thought she was. 
Purpose of the Study 
     The purpose of this study is to conduct qualitative research to investigate married couples who are parents of 
autistic children to learn about their experiences during and immediately following the autism diagnosis period. 
Quantitative research has been conducted about parental stress when raising a child with autism, parenting 
challenges with autistic children, as well as how parents cope with their child’s autism diagnosis. Most research 
conducted about parents of autistic children is related to the parent-child relationship and not the spousal relationship 
between the parents of the autistic child. Hartley et al. (2010) reported that the prevalence of divorce was 
significantly higher (23.25 percent versus 13.81 percent) among parents with autistic children than parents without 
an autistic child (p. 452). 
     There is little information about the process that couples utilized to adjust to raising a child with autism as a 
dyadic unit (Johnson, 2012). Questions such as, How do married couples work through the diagnosis period 
together? or What are the information needs of married couples during the autism diagnosis period of their child? 
have not been adequately addressed in research. Qualitative research about autism, communication, and families is 
sparse. Avid, Griffin, and Brough (2000) stated, “There is virtually no empirical research on how parents come to 
cope successfully with receiving a diagnosis of autism and adjust to the diagnosis” (p. 221). Quantitative research 
would only scratch the surface and not provide the details, insights, and stories of the couples who experienced the 
autism diagnosis period for their child. Thus, qualitative research is needed to learn from parents who are affected by 
autism on a daily basis. Information about a topic is best received from the source (Harrower, 2012). This study 
aims to do that. The following research question will be addressed through formal interviews: How do married 
couples adjust to the autism diagnosis of their child? 
Literature Review 
Stress and Autism 
      Stress is the body’s natural reaction to threatening situations, and it affects everyone (Ehrlich, 2012). Stress is a 
normal experience that affects many people at least once. Mulligan, Steel, MacCulloch, and Nicholas (2010) stated: 
“For parents of a child with ASD, the uncertainty surrounding the diagnosis and course of ASD combined with the 
emotional distress related to coping with their child’s symptoms such as problems with communication, emotional 
expression and antisocial behaviors can make diagnosis a uniquely stressful experience for parents” (p. 114). The 
literature reported that higher stress levels are experienced and that chronic stress is more prevalent among parents 
who have autistic children when compared to parents of typically developed children (Avid et al., 2000). It was 
reported that mothers experienced greater stress immediately following the autism diagnosis period than fathers did. 
This stress was reported to be equivalent to post-traumatic stress syndrome for many mothers (Seltzer, Greenberg, 
Jinkuk, Smith, Almeida, Coe, & Stawski, 2010). Flippin and Crais (2011) explained that fathers are significantly 
underrepresented in autism research and as participants in therapeutic service for their autistic children. Hall and 
Graff (2011) found that marital stress is one of the highest reported experiences between couples with an autistic 
child (p. 224). 
Information Needs and Coping 
     Johnson (2012) explained that having an autistic child could have negative impacts on the family system, 
especially between the mother and the father of an autistic child (p. 555). Married couples must make adjustments to 
their daily lives and long-term plans for their family to cope with an autism diagnosis of their child (Neely-Barnes et 
al., 2011). Hall and Graff (2011) stated that parents of autistic children sought information about autism to relieve 
stress, cope with the diagnosis, and discover resources and support for their autistic child (p.193). Families with an 
autistic child desire to understand the disorder, and this helps parents cope and adjust to their child’s diagnosis of 
autism (Offit, 2010). 
     In order for parents to adequately cope with their child’s autism, they must have information to help them make 
decisions about treatment methods (Neely-Barnes et al., 2011). Health professionals often provide minimal 
information about autism and a prognosis to avoid giving false hope, because the etiology of autism is unknown 
(Feinstein, 2009). This might be difficult for parents and could cause stress as they cope. Thus, the need for 
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information exists among parents of autistic children, and they will search for information until satisficing has 
occurred. Satisficing is defined as, “an information competency whereby individuals assess how much information 
is good enough to satisfy their information need” (Prahba, Connaway, Olszewski, & Jenkins, 2007). Prahba et al. 
(2007) explained that, “when individuals satisfice, they compare the benefits of obtaining ‘more information’ 
against the additional cost and effort of continuing to search for information” (p. 4). Essentially, Prabha et al. (2007) 
stated that people will find information that will make them feel good about what they found (p. 4). 
As parents adjust and cope with the diagnosis of their autistic child, stress is reduced (Twoy et al., 2007). When 
stress is reduced, parents felt better about their child’s diagnosis and felt more satisfied about the information. 
Parents received information about autism from media outlets, books, movies, autism advocacy organizations, social 
media and online communities, blogs and the Internet (Feinstein, 2009). Offit (2010) stated that parents are tired of 
going through hours of behavioral therapy, the slow pace of medical research, and watching their children improve 
at a snail’s pace. Parents seek reputable and controversial information as a coping mechanism (p. 6). 
Family Culture, Identity, and Autism 
     Culture frames the worldview and helps make sense of what people know. Culture is a dynamic, yet stable, set of 
goals, beliefs, and attitudes shared by a group of people, (Ravindran & Myers, 2012). Culture has a role in 
processing a diagnosis and the acceptance of the child’s autism (Ennis-Cole, Durodoye, & Harris, 2013). Parents of 
autistic children typically found out about the autism diagnosis when the child was about three years old (NIMH, 
2013). These parents culturally identified with parents of typically developed children, and then lost that identity 
with their child’s autism diagnosis. 
     The news of a child’s autism diagnosis is traumatic for the parents, because parents are forced to learn a new way 
(McCarthy, 2009). Married couples with an autistic child must seek a new identity to maintain a role in society 
(Caruso, 2010). Spouses must work together to establish a new family identity and learn new cultural norms in the 
autism community (Edward, 2012). As spouses sifted through mounds of information about autism and adjusted to 
new stressors in their family, they assumed new identities because the dynamic of their relationship changed (Siklos 
& Kerns, 2007). Identities are established, maintained, and changed frequently within relationships (Littlejohn & 
Foss, 2011). Littlejohn and Foss (2011) explained, “with the important people in your life, you will constantly 
negotiate mutually acceptable answers to the question, who are we and what is the nature of our relationship?” (p. 
242). The shock comes from the cognitive dissonance felt at the loss of current identity and the need to find a new 
family identity. 
Methods 
     To understand how married couples felt about the autism diagnosis process and the time immediately after 
learning about their child’s autism, it was decided to let the couples share their stories about their experiences. It was 
important to gain insight to what it was like to go through the diagnosis process and how it impacted the marriage 
and family life. This ethnographic qualitative study sought to share the experiences of married couples (still married) 
who have gone through the autism diagnosis period. Using a reflexive approach to qualitative research by sharing 
the stories of the participants, the author hopes to shed light on what the diagnosis period is like and answer the 
question: How do married couples adjust to their child’s autism diagnosis? 
     An interview guide was used in each interview with five questions; however, the primary purpose of the 
interviews was to let the couples share their stories about the diagnosis process, individually and together as a couple 
(see table 1). The interview was prepared ahead of time, submitted to and approved by the Institutional Review 
Board at a university in the Southern United States. Participants gave informed consent to participate in two 
interviews. The first interview took place between the participant and the author. The second interview took place 
between the married couple and the author. The author conducted all interviews by phone or in person and they 
were recorded using a Sony digital voice recorder. All interviews were transcribed using Express Scribe software 
and Microsoft Word. The author utilized the stories of the participants to triangulate themes that were found to 
explain what the autism diagnosis period was like for parents and how they adjusted to the diagnosis. Figure 1 lists 
the interview guide questions used in this study. 
Subjects 
     The study utilized purposeful selection of three married couples, who were married for at least five years and had 
at least one child who had some type of autism spectrum disorder diagnosis for at least two years at the time of the 
interviews. The author decided not to interview parents going through the diagnosis or couples who just finished the 
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diagnosis process. Johnson (2012) stated that the autism diagnosis process is stressful, traumatic, and confusing for 
parents (p. 558). It was determined that it would be difficult for parents to share their stories, if they were currently 
going through the process. The names of couples 1 and 2 and their children have been changed to give anonymity to 
their responses and maintain confidentiality. 
     As a parent of an autistic child, I participated in the study, and my spouse did too. I have bracketed my feelings in 
the context of this study to remain objective and to provide an ethical representation of the research. However, my 
relation to the research question and topic of the study should be noted. My husband and I chose to use our actual 
names and our child’s actual name in the study. Our interviewer was trained how to use the interview guide and 
conducted the interview in person. The interviewer holds a doctor of education degree from La Sierra University in 
Riverside, California, and understood the sensitive nature of scholarly research. The author of the study conducted 
the interviews for couple 1 and couple 2 and transcribed all interviews. There was no compensation given for 
participation in the study. Table 2 is a representation of the participants in the study. 
Couple 1 
     Ron and Karen have been married for 21 years and have four children. Their children are 18, 17, 11, and 5 years 
old. The couple resides in Pennsylvania. Ron works as a mass communication professor. Karen, by occupation, is 
an autism support teacher, but prefers to be known as a mother, first and foremost. Karen was poignant about the 
notation of her primary title, “Mom, first and foremost” (Interview #2 Field Notes). Their youngest children—Jack, 
11, and Allen, 5—have diagnoses on the autism spectrum. Allen was diagnosed in 2011 with autism spectrum 
disorder. Ron and Karen adopted Allen in 2011 and the adoption was finalized in 2013. Jack is Ron and Karen’s 
natural child. Jack was diagnosed in 2013 with childhood disintegrative disorder (CDD) after going through the 
diagnosis process for eight years. CDD has autistic-like characteristics but is different because skills a child lost are 
not regained, whereas with therapeutic services autistic children can regain some skills (Interview #2 Field Notes). 
Couple 2 
     Dan and Leah have been married for 22 years, live in California, and have two children, 21 and 15 years old. Dan 
works as a correctional officer and Leah is a licensed vocational nurse. Their son, Dale, is 15 and has autism 
spectrum disorder. Dale is the natural child of Dan and Leah. Dale was misdiagnosed in 2000 with mental 
retardation, and in 2003 it was determined that instead he had autism spectrum disorder. 
Couple 3 
     Mark and Sandra have been married for seven years, live in California, and have two children, four and five years 
old. Sandra is the author and primary researcher in this study, as previously mentioned. Mark works as a correctional 
officer, and Sandra works as an assistant professor of journalism/public relations. Their daughter, Emma, is four 
years old and has autism spectrum disorder. Emma is the natural child of Mark and Sandra. Emma was diagnosed at 
risk for autism spectrum disorder in 2011 at two years old. In 2012 she was formally diagnosed with autism 
spectrum disorder. 
Findings and Themes 
The Diagnosis 
     The diagnosis process began, in large part, by one of the mothers in the study noticing that something was not 
right with her child. Leah explained, “I just knew something wasn’t right. He wasn’t like his sister, that was ok, but I 
knew it wasn’t right and I couldn’t figure out what it was” (Interview #3, July 3, 2013). Karen mentioned that “He 
[Jack] was with us for about a day and I knew” (Interview #2, June 25, 2013). While I noticed that “She [Emma] 
wouldn’t talk. I had no idea why she wouldn’t talk and just wanted her to start talking, that’s why I brought it up to 
the doctor. But I really didn’t think she had autism” (Interview #5, July 5, 2013). Each of the mothers mentioned that 
they noticed something was not right, but did not indicate that what they, initially, noticed was autism. All of the 
mothers in the study took the lead and asked their pediatricians about their concerns for their child. However, Leah 
and I mentioned that we did not expect autism. Karen is an autism support teacher and mentioned, “I have been 
around autism for years. So it took me about a day to realize that Jack was probably on the spectrum” (Interview #2, 
June 25, 2013). The moment of realization was different for each mother. Leah, first, was told that her son had 
mental retardation. She explained that it was not until about three years later that she was told he actually had autism. 
Her reaction was, “What the heck is that? I had no idea what that was and was shocked [that] for three years I 
thought my son had mental retardation” (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). While somewhat similar to Leah and in 
contrast to Karen, I was asked to “fill out a piece of paper about Emma’s behavior. I noticed at the top of the paper 
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that it said autism spectrum inventory checklist or something like that. That was the first time I realized they were 
screening her [Emma] for autism” (Interview #6, June 28, 2013). 
     Fathers’ experiences were quite different. Every father in the study mentioned that his wife initiated discourse 
about their child’s symptoms, and none of the fathers thought that something was seriously wrong with his child. 
Mark stated that he thought his wife was overreacting about her [Emma’s] symptoms, but admitted that deep down 
he feared his wife could be right (Interview #5, June 28, 2013). 
Ron learned about the potential diagnosis from his wife and explained: “She told me at one point and I wasn’t ready 
to listen to it. I wound up having to, though. I think it took over a week to really understand what she was saying. 
She would say something and then I’d think about it and come back and ask her some more questions. I found out 
through her” (Interview #1, June 25, 2013). 
     Dan explained that he did not want to believe that was something wrong with his son. Dan said, “I knew that 
something was wrong, but wouldn’t admit it to Leah. So, I told her to stop worrying. I wanted to protect her and 
Dale, so I didn’t listen and told her to stop talking about it” (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). Husbands also let their 
wives lead the family through the diagnosis process. Littlejohn and Foss (2011) explained that in relational patterns, 
successful relationships are complementary. That is, they exist when one of the two communicators respond in 
opposing ways (p. 231). In the beginning of the diagnosis process wives took the lead and husbands responded by 
following their wives. If the husbands had tried to take the lead from their wives, conflict would have ensued, 
according to relational patterns of interaction theory (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011). 
     After initial communication about parental concerns was expressed to healthcare providers, each couple 
experienced the diagnosis process differently. Couple #1 was told, at one point during an evaluation, that Jack could 
not have autism, because he smiled at his parents. They were also told that because he was passed around through so 
many families before they adopted him, the professionals were hesitant to evaluate him. Karen stated, “I was 
frustrated that I really felt he had it and they weren’t willing to see it.” Karen explained that “When you work with 
autism for as long as I have, certain things stick out,” and she saw those things in Jack (Interview #3, July 3, 2013). 
Couple #1 was told that Allen had some developmental delay, but they had to continue to push for further testing. 
Karen explained, “I had to fight quite a bit to get him in, not fight in a mean way, but to be persistent, to get him 
neurological testing, and it is expensive. Finally, they did it, and found that he has belonged in a severe neurological 
classroom” (Interview #2, July 3, 2013). Ron and Karen both explained that it was tough, going through the 
diagnosis process. 
     Couple #2 was initially told that Dale (at three years old) had mental retardation. Leah explained that it took 
almost a year to get evaluated after she mentioned her concerns to her pediatrician when Dale was 24 months old. 
Couple #2 explained that they went through almost three years of therapies to help him learn how to function with 
his perceived mental retardation. Dan and Leah were only told (by the special education teacher) that Dale might 
have autism (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). Leah explained that Dale’s teacher asked her if she had ever heard of 
autism and that she taught children with autism for years and thought Dale should be evaluated for autism. After that 
Leah and Dan attempted to get Dale evaluated for autism and months later they found out he did not have mental 
retardation, but was autistic (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). Dan said, “We were shocked at the change in diagnosis. It 
was hard for us to react. We did not know if we should be relieved or not that he did not have MR [mental 
retardation], because we did not know what autism was” (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). Dan and Leah stated that it 
was difficult going through the diagnosis process, because they did not get any help and none of the healthcare 
professionals explained anything to them. 
     In our experience, the process of the autism diagnosis for our daughter took one year. We were told fairly quickly 
that Emma was at risk for autism. I recalled, “We were not really sure how to handle that. We thought either she 
was, or she was not, autistic” (Interview #7, June 28, 2013). We were surprised that they would not tell us if she 
formally had autism. Mark explained, “I remember wondering why they kept saying she was at risk for autism. I 
thought why couldn’t they just tell us?” (Interview #5, June 27, 2013). We had to wait until Emma turned three to 
receive an official diagnosis that would be accepted in the medical community and with schools. In the year it took 
to receive a formal diagnosis, 10 different healthcare professionals evaluated Emma. Collectively, they made a 
formal diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder. 
Frustration 
     Frustration is a chronic state of dissatisfaction with unfilled needs or unresolved problems. Frustration was a 
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recurrent theme in the literature. Participants expressed the term frustration in many different situations while they 
were in the process of adjusting to their child’s autism diagnosis. One area of frustration the couples felt was toward 
the professionals they had to work with during the diagnosis process. Couple # 2 stated, “They would just treat the 
symptoms. They never talked about what they could do, why this is happening, or what we can do to make it better. 
They never really talked about the whole diagnosis of autism; they just treated the symptoms of autism” (Interview 
#4 July 3, 2013). In my experience it was frustrating to see that our daughter was just another file on someone’s 
desk. It was disappointing to see that they would act like they care about us, but did not show that in their actions. 
Karen mentioned, “I was frustrated that I really felt he had it and they weren’t willing to see it” (Interview #2, June 
25, 2013). Avid et al. (2007) stated that the autism diagnosis period is frustrating for parents because it places taxing 
demands that ask them to redefine their family and child (p. 225). 
     The second type of frustration was experienced immediately after the diagnosis process. This frustration was 
related to the community immediately around the couple of a newly diagnosed child. Karen mentioned that she was 
disappointed and frustrated with how people acted toward families of children with special needs. She would always 
hear them say that they would help or be there, but would not follow up with their actions. Karen explained, “I 
would get frustrated when I was told that my kids are too high maintenance and he [Jack] was taking up too much of 
their time at the daycare, so they decided to dismiss him. It’s just sad and disappointing” (Interview #2, June 25, 
2013). My experience was similar to Karen’s experience. In my interview, it was mentioned, “It took awhile for us 
to take Emma on outings or errands. She had a hard time understanding the social norms of a restaurant or places 
like that. So, we would get disapproving looks from people when she would not act the way they wanted her to” 
(Interview #6, June 28, 2013). Dan mentioned that it was frustrating that people did not understand his son. Dan 
explained, “I got use to the looks and way people would act in public, but was frustrated that they would not try to 
understand my son” (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). Regardless of what caused the frustration, it existed among the 
couples in the study and impacted how they adjusted to the autism diagnosis. Dan mentioned he got use to the looks, 
and my experience was similar because we minimized taking our daughter out in public for a while. Thus, 
frustration was evident within the adjustment phase couples went through for their child’s diagnosis. 
Gender Differences 
     Gender played a role in evaluating how couples adjusted to the child’s autism diagnosis within the study. Men 
and women handle stressful situations differently. Women typically respond to bad news or stress by trying to 
nurture and help those around them, and men subscribe to the “fight or flight” mentality (Nazario, 2010). In the case 
of the autism diagnosis, it would seem natural for the mother to try to nurture and help those around her—in this 
case, her child. Gender differences were seen in different ways throughout the interview process. In all the couples, 
the wife was the leader for the family as they navigated through the diagnosis and adjusted to their “new normal” 
after the diagnosis. Samadi, McConkey, and Kelley (2012) explained that gender differences in the experiences of 
diagnosis are not uncommon between men and women. In fact, within the Iranian culture, there are detrimental 
societal repercussions on the women when a married couple produces an autistic child (p. 343). Husbands may not 
have assumed an active role in the process but passively provided support for their families. 
     An overview of the male experiences of the diagnosis process and adjustment period immediately following the 
diagnosis was explored. Dan explained that he was very ignorant and acted inappropriately in the beginning as they 
adjusted to Dale’s diagnosis. 
Dan told his reaction to the news of Dale’s autism diagnosis: 

     Actually, I am going to be honest. I didn’t expect it [the diagnosis]. We actually had to separate. 
I thought it was all her fault, because MR [mental retardation] runs in her family. You know, 
being ignorant at the time and not having an understanding of it, I was scared and I ran away. I 
wanted nothing to do with it at the time. I ignored it, and I ignored my wife and son for almost two 
years (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). 

     Mark described his experiences from a male perspective, “At first, it was a disappointment, and I felt like 
someone cut off my hand and I was going to have to live without having a hand. And I was never going to get my 
hand back. I wondered what I did wrong” (Interview #5, June 28, 2013). 
Ron shared how he could not cope with the diagnosis: 

     The truth is I feel very powerless and I feel a sense of weakness during it, because you want to 
be there and be able to protect them and take care of them. And I feel fairly inept and these are 
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kind of the raw feelings, and when you are there and you don’t know what the words mean 
necessarily and it isn’t exactly as clear as what I am saying. It is definitely about power and not 
feeling and like you have any control (Interview #1, June 25, 2013). 

     The male perspective demonstrated that the husbands who participated in the study felt that the news of the 
diagnosis was an attack on the power they held in their families and with themselves. The feelings that each husband 
experienced was related to a feeling of loss of power, and that adjustment had to take place to cope with the 
diagnosis of the child’s autism. 
     The female perspective was quite different, within the study. Wives took the lead in establishing care and 
therapies for their autistic children. This is not uncommon, as a paternal involvement within autism interventions is 
notoriously low (Flippin & Crais, 2011). Mothers immediately assumed the role of an advocate. Ron described that 
it was his wife that has fought and advocated for his children every step of the way to get them help (Interview #1, 
June 25, 2013). In my experience, in the beginning, I felt lost and unsure of what to do. However, I hid those 
feelings, because I knew I needed to get my daughter help. Leah explained that she was scared during the diagnosis 
process, but was determined to help her son (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). In each case, the wife was determined to 
get her child help. This is a raw and real feeling that mothers experience daily. However, with autism the desire to 
get help is stronger, because in the beginning families are not sure what to do and how to handle the diagnosis. 
Become Informed 
     Each couple expressed the need for parents to learn about autism once their child is diagnosed. Couple #2 and 
Couple #3 did not know much about autism at the time of their children’s diagnosis. Autism advocacy groups work 
diligently to spread information about autism to the general public via mass media, however, it is frequently reported 
that parents’ primary source of shock at the news of their child’s autism diagnosis is because they do not know what 
autism is (Caruso, 2010). In the case of couples #2 and #3, there was a period of time that they had to become 
informed about autism and their child. Leah and Dan (Couple #2) explained that they were referred to their regional 
center’s library to learn about autism. 
     Leah described their experience about becoming informed: 

     We would go to the library together and check out books and watch movies there to try to learn 
about Dale’s autism. But, it didn’t help much, and all it did was scare us! I mean, it told us about 
autism, but all of the movies and things written in the books were full of bad news. If we knew 
back then what we know today about autism, we wouldn’t have been so scared and stressed out 
for our son (Interview #4, July 3, 2013). 

     Couple #3 (me and my husband) sought out information on our own. I spent a lot of time sifting through 
anything I could get my hands on about autism. My interview explained, “I wanted to read whatever I could about 
autism. I wanted to watch movies about autism to see how Hollywood portrayed autistics within society. I felt that 
the more I read or watched about autism, the more I would understand Emma” (Interview #6, June 28, 2013). Mark 
explained how he attained information about autism, “I pretty much read anything Sandra gave me. She was 
constantly getting books and reading them. When she would give them to me, I read them and that’s how I learned 
about everything” (Interview #5, June 28, 2013). In my situation, the more I learned about autism, the better 
informed I was and could work through the diagnosis and therapeutic options. 
     Couple #1 had a different experience with becoming informed about autism. Karen works as an autism support 
teacher and teaches classes about autism education at the undergraduate and graduate level. Karen explained that she 
already had all the information she needed about autism. She said she had been teaching children with autism for 
years before the diagnosis of her two children and knew a lot about it. Ron said that he would go through 
information Karen gave him about the autism, but then said, “She was the expert on this, so I just sit back and let her 
lead” (Interview #1, June 25, 2013). However, with Allen’s recent diagnosis of childhood disintegrative disorder 
(CDD), Karen has begun to research and find information about CDD to help her son. Karen described it, “I look at 
a lot of research studies, because in the research there are a lot of the cutting-edge treatments out there. So I look at 
that to see what’s out there. I look at children’s hospitals and what they are doing and helping children with CDD or 
even about autism in general” (Interview #2, June 25, 2013). Neely-Barnes et al. (2011) stated, “In order for families 
to make effective decisions about treatment for their child, they need sufficient information and a clear 
understanding of that information” (p. 214). Each of the couples practiced information-gathering techniques to help 
them adjust to the autism diagnosis and to become active participants in their child’s treatments. 
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Discussion 
     Kapp and Brown (2011) explained that families with children who have autism must adjust to the diagnosis to 
remain intact. It was found that families with autistic children need social support, spousal relationship, family time, 
and routines to adjust to the diagnosis of an autistic child (p. 459). Families must create a new normal to adjust and 
survive the autism diagnosis (Interviews #2 & #3). Immediately following the autism diagnosis of a child, families 
go through an adjustment phase (Hall & Graff, 2011). This reduces cognitive dissonance experienced during the 
diagnosis period. Festinger (1957) explained that cognitive dissonance is the feeling of discomfort experienced 
when a person holds to conflicting beliefs (p. 24). Couples must work together to reduce cognitive dissonance and 
arrive at a new normal. Once couples receive news of the diagnosis frustration is experienced, then they become 
informed about autism and how the disorder impacts their life as a couple and then the can arrive at a new normal. 
Figure 1 describes the process that married couples use to adjust to the autism diagnosis. 

 
Figure 1. Adjusting to Autism Diagnosis 
     Couples who have gone through the four stages in Figure 3 will arrive at a new normal. Participants in the study 
described the importance of working through the process cycle in Figure 3 to arrive at a new normal, where couples 
must work together to make appropriate adjustments in their relationship and assume new identities. The couple is 
more than their individual identities; they must attend to their relational identity, as well (Littlejohn & Foss, 2011), to 
attain a new normal. Participant experiences of the process cycle are discussed below. 
When speaking with couple #1, Karen described arriving at a new normal: 

    You have to get to the point that you find a new normal. If you don’t and you keep thinking that 
you just want them [an autistic child] to get back to the way they were, that is crazy and it is very 
difficult to get through that. That marriage and family is going to have a difficult time. The reality 
is that you are not going to get back to the way you thought it should be. You have to accept a new 
normal. You have to be willing to adapt and adjust to certain losses that you need to just accept 
(Interview #3 July 3, 2013). 

Leah explained that she and Dan arrived at a new normal nearly 10 years after the diagnosis: 
     Nobody ever guided us or helped us, we did it all on our own. But going through a support 
group helped us so much and is so important. It helps when going through this process. Dan and I 
actually isolated ourselves the first 10 years. We didn’t go anywhere or talk to anybody about it or 
get any help or support from anybody. We were so focused on Dale and his challenges and getting 
him to his appointments and the school and the activities that helped him (Interview #3, July 3, 
2013). 

     Community and support groups are an important part for adjusting to the diagnosis and constructing a new 
family identity (Kapp & Brown, 2011). It was reported that the most resilient families were the families who sought 
out community and support groups to get through the diagnosis (p. 449). The autism diagnosis creates a period 
where families struggle with their identity. They have to deal with the fact that they no longer are a part of the 
community of parents that they have subscribed to prior to the diagnosis and have to construct an identity and new 
norms within a new group of special needs parents. 
     In my experience, my husband and I had to realize that we were never getting back the lives we had before the 
diagnosis. We quickly realized that what we had planned for our children and our family life changed. Our focus 
was on Emma and her development, so we had little time to think about what we lost. However, Mark mentioned, 

Diagnosis 

Frustration 

Become 
Informed 

New Normal 
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“We haven’t really lost all that much. We are still her parents and she [Emma] will still have a good life. We lost the 
person we thought Emma would be, and even that is a little selfish. This has taught me that Emma is her own 
person, and she will always be her own person, not what we want her to be. We just want the best for her” 
(Interview #7, July 10, 2013). Karen mentioned, “I know that divorce rate is high among parents with autistic 
children. However, they must arrive at a new normal for their family to fully adjust to their new life” (Interview #2, 
June 25, 2013). Once families have adjusted to their new normal, they will have adjusted to their child’s diagnosis. 
Further Research and Conclusion 
     This study focused on married couples and their adjustment to the autism diagnosis of their child or children. This 
study did not consider sibling adjustment to the autism diagnosis or how the whole family adjusts to the diagnosis of 
an autistic child. This study was limited in its interview method. Phone interviews were the primary method and 
ethnographic research could provide stronger narratives from the participants. Studying this topic ethnographically 
could allow the reader to understand the marriage of parents of autistic children deeper and would provide a broader 
context of what their family, daily, and couple life is like, by spending physical time with the participants. 
     The goal of this study was to explore how married couples adjust to the autism diagnosis of their children. The 
purpose was to explore this qualitatively to tell the stories and share the experiences of the couples. Three themes 
emerged that demonstrated how married couples adjusted to the diagnosis of their child: the diagnosis, the 
frustration, and becoming informed. A fourth theme—new normal—was introduced in the discussion portion of the 
study. To arrive at a new normal, married couples must complete each stage in the process cycle shown in Figure 3. 
When a couple goes through the diagnosis together, experiences frustration immediately following the diagnosis, 
then becomes informed about autism and their child’s needs, they can adjust to a new normal. 
 
Table 1. Interview Guide 
 
Individual Interview 
Guide Questions 

Couple Interview 
Guide Questions 

1. Tell me how you found out your child had 
autism. How old was your child at the time of 
diagnosis? 
2. What led up to the diagnosis process? 
Example, Did you have any inclination that your 
child might have autism or a developmental 
disorder? 
3. How did you deal with the diagnosis? Did 
you seek out information? If so, from where and 
was it helpful? Example, books, movies? 
4. What information did professionals 
provide during the diagnosis to you? Did you find it 
useful? 
5. What (if any) information did you seek 
immediately after the diagnosis of your child? 
Example, books, articles, and support groups. 
6. How did you adjust to the diagnosis with 
your spouse? 
7. What were some of the most profound 
experiences you had during the diagnosis process? 

1. Tell me what it was like for the two of you as a 
couple to find out you had a child who has autism? 
2. How long have you been married? How long at the 
time of diagnosis? 
3. Was there a change in communication between the 
two of you as a couple as you went through the diagnosis? 
How did you communicate with each other about the 
diagnosis? 
4. How did you deal as a couple? 
5. Did one partner lead the other throughout the 
diagnosis? 
6. What information did professionals provide to you 
as parents and a married couple to work through the 
diagnosis? 
7. How did you work together to adjust to the 
diagnosis? 
8. What have you learned about each other during the 
diagnosis process? 
9. How has the autism diagnosis of your child 
impacted how you communicate in your relationship? 
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Figure 2.  
 Couple #1 Couple #2 Couple #3 
Names Ron Karen Dan Leah Mark Sandra 
Years Married 21 21 22 22 7 7 
Location PA PA CA CA CA CA 
Occupation Mass 

Comm. 
Professor 

Autistic 
Support 
Teacher 

Correctional 
Officer 

Licensed 
Vocational 
Nurse 

Correctional 
Officer 

Assistant 
Professor of 
Journalism 

Age range 40s 40s 50s 40s 30s 30s 
Children 4 4 2 2 2 2 
Children age 
ranges 

5, 11, 17, 
& 18 yrs 

5, 11, 17, 
& 18 yrs 

15 & 21 yrs 15 & 21 yrs 4 & 5 yrs 4 & 5 yrs 

Children with 
autism 

2 2 1 1 1 1 

Children w/ 
other needs 

1 1 0 0 0 0 
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Abstract 
     Clinton rhetorically melded her interest in women’s rights with her position as U.S. Secretary of State. 
This research examines Secretary Clinton’s 2009 to 2013 speeches on women’s rights in order to better 
understand the influence of her rhetorical style on her message of equality. Clinton argues that equal 
treatment of women benefits societies. Her message of empowering women is influenced by FDR’s 1941 
four freedoms which she reinvents to frame the rights of contemporary women. Finally, Clinton’s SOS 
rhetoric calls for a societal paradigm shift toward gender equality as she redefines women’s value in 
society calling for women and their work to be counted. 
Clinton Justifies Empowerment 
     “Too many women…are marginalized, are left behind, are denied the rights that every human being is 
entitled to,” states Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton (2009d). Clinton’s public service record on 
women’s issues spans over 40 years and includes such roles as First Lady, Senator and Secretary of State. 
She served as the Secretary of State from January 21, 2009 to February 1, 2013. From her bully pulpit, 
Secretary Clinton declared, “we call on all people and all nations in recognizing not only that women’s 
rights are human rights, but that women’s progress is human progress” (2010b). She attacks the “laws, 
customs, and the value that fuel them [which] provide roadblocks to full inclusion” (2011f) of women in 
society. Clinton challenges the arguments against empowering women as she explains the societal 
benefits of gender equality. She states, 

     when women are free to develop their talents, all people benefit: women and men, 
girls and boys. When women are free to vote and run for public office, governments are 
more effective and responsive to their people. When women are free to earn a living and 
start small businesses, the data is clear: they become key drivers of economic growth 
across regions and sectors. When women are given the opportunity of education and 
access to health care, their families and communities prosper. And when women have 
equal rights, nations are more stable, peaceful, and secure (2010a). 

     Clinton rhetorically melded her interest in women’s rights with her position as the Secretary of State 
and to that end, her influence incorporated women’s issues into U.S. foreign policy. Clinton’s rhetoric 
reveals her long-time commitment to empower women as she states, 

 we must remain committed to the full empowerment of women everywhere. And 
when we think about the poverty that grinds the spirit and the life out of so many women, 
we have to resolve to  do our part, to make it easier for women to have the chance to 
live up to their God-given potential (2009d). 

     Clinton made hundreds of recorded remarks as Secretary of State from 2009-2013; from these, 45 
speeches were selected for this study because they focused predominately on empowering women. This 
research examines Secretary Clinton’s speeches on women’s rights in order to better understand the 
influence of her rhetorical style on her message of equality. 
Power & Four Freedoms Underpin Empowerment 
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     Clinton’s rhetorical approach toward women’s empowerment is examined through the theoretical 
framework of power using the lens of gender. Allen (1999) addresses the patriarchal power structure 
using a three-part approach with such labels as “power-to” or empowerment, “power-over” or 
domination, and “power-with” or solidarity. The element of power-to strengthens the position of women 
in society by empowering them to make choices in their lives and to use their power to elevate their status 
in a male-dominated society. The element of power-over challenges the patriarchal society’s status quo 
that dominates women’s lives. The element of power-with creates a bond of solidarity among women 
when they unite their power, resources, and efforts in order to positively affect the lives of women and 
girls. Nikkhah, Redzuan and Abu-Samah (2012) explore the element of power-with using the non-zero-
sum power model. They argue that when women gain power, it does not mean that men lose power. 
Kabeer (2010) explores the positive power perspective of women’s empowerment through power-to and 
power-with while also recognizing it is necessary to address power-over in order to help women realize 
their agency. Agency is an element of empowerment (Whiteside, Tsey, & Earles, 2011) which involves 
the ability of women to act on their lives. Empowerment can be examined from elements, process, 
structures or outcomes (Carr, 2003; Spence Laschinger, Gilbert, Smith, & Leslie, 2009; Whiteside, Tsey, 
& Earles, 2011). Empowerment outcomes involve “some element of change or transformation toward an 
expansion of choices, self-determination, and enhanced health and wellbeing” (Whiteside, Tsey, & 
Earles, 2011, p. 115). Empowerment outcomes align with Clinton’s rhetoric as she configures her 
message of gender equality within the structure of universal human rights. 
     Franklin D. Roosevelt’s 1941 State of the Union speech entitled, “Four Freedoms Speech” outlined his 
vision of the “four essential human freedoms” which include freedom of speech, freedom of worship, 
freedom from want and freedom from fear (Roosevelt, 1941). Norman Rockwell immortalized 
Roosevelt’s rhetoric in his famous four illustrations. Eleanor Roosevelt was instrumental in incorporating 
FDR’s human freedoms into the foundation for the United Nation’s universal human rights platform in 
the Declaration of Universal Rights (Clinton, 2011g). In 2009, Clinton received the Roosevelt Institute’s 
Four Freedoms Award and she spoke about the importance of the four freedoms and their contemporary 
meaning to society. She states, “these four freedoms are not just a celebration of the past. They are a 
reminder and a challenge of what is expected of us” (2009e). She recognizes that, 

times have changed. Circumstances have certainly altered. But the fundamental truth of 
the Four Freedoms stands as a stark reminder of what is expected of us. So that even 
though the circumstances may be different, our response and how we are guided in acting 
remains the same (2009e). 

     Clinton admires the Roosevelt’s’ as well as their work establishing the importance of the four 
freedoms of human rights. Clinton’s rhetoric as Secretary of State reflects the influence of FDR’s four 
freedoms on her worldview. She states, “our adversaries and our battles today may be different, but our 
objectives have not changed. These rights are no less relevant and these freedoms are no less precious 
(2009e). She challenges patriarchal societies in the world to accept gender equality using the perspective 
of FDR’s four freedoms. FDR’s speech was set in the context of WWII and so the freedoms reflected the 
current events of that era. Clinton retains the essence of FDR’s freedoms but reframes the four freedoms 
from the perspective of women’s equality in the 21st century. Through Clinton’s rhetoric, the four 
freedoms are viewed from a contemporary perspective and gain new life and energy to frame women’s 
empowerment. 
Smart Power Expresses Empowerment 
     Clinton’s role as Secretary of State enabled her to influence international opinion on human rights and, 
in particular, on women’s issues. At her nomination hearing, Clinton stressed the importance of social 
development as a key component of U.S. foreign policy (2009a). Once in office, Clinton carefully exerted 
her influence by focusing her message on the importance of social development and women’s rights to 
U.S. foreign policy as she states, 

 our foreign policy must reflect our deep commitment to the cause of making 
human rights a reality for millions of oppressed people around the world. Of particular 
concern to me is the  plight of women and girls, who comprise the majority of the 
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world’s unhealthy, unschooled,  unfed and unpaid. If half of the world’s population 
remains vulnerable to economic, political, legal, and social marginalization, our hope of 
advancing democracy and prosperity will remain in  serious jeopardy (2009a). 

     Clinton made women’s rights a pillar of U.S. foreign policy (2009c). Three months into her tenure as 
Secretary of State, Clinton declared that the State Department under her leadership would be “committed 
to the advancement of women and the furthering of women’s rights” (2009c). She appealed for “women 
everywhere to step up and take the lead in addressing the crises that confront us” because “we need the 
benefit of women’s life experiences and expertise” (2009c). Clinton also created the first-ever position of 
Ambassador-at-Large for Global Women’s Issues to advance and fully integrate women’s issues in U.S. 
foreign policy. 
     By 2012, Clinton had seamlessly forged her message of gender equality with the mission of the State 
Department. Her focused message is reflected in her statement, 

 I’ve put women and girls at the center of everything we do at the State 
Department. That means enhancing women’s civic and political participation, 
strengthening the role of women in  their economies, and bolstering their efforts in 
peace and security issues. It means taking on discrimination and marginalization, and 
cultural attitudes that treat women as second-class citizens (2012g). 

     Also in 2012, Clinton issued the first Secretarial policy directive on gender which instructs “our 
embassies and bureaus to implement specific steps to promote gender equality and advance the status of 
women and girls in all of our work in order to further both our national security and our foreign policy 
goals” (2012c). Before Clinton resigned in February 2013, she was instrumental in President Barack 
Obama signing the presidential memorandum, Coordination of Policies and Programs to Promote Gender 
Equality and Empower Women and Girls Globally, which institutionalizes the coordination of 
government agencies working to promote gender equality and to advance the status of women and girls. 
     Throughout Clinton’s term as Secretary of State, partnerships with organizations were established to 
study the needs of women and girls. For example, under Clinton’s guidance, the United States joined the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to study the importance of 
education for women and girls by looking “into the causes of gender disparities and education and what 
we can do about them” (2011c). Keeping current data that are “widely comparable and applicable” 
(Clinton, 2011c) on the challenges and barriers faced by women and girls is important. By creating 
current databases of the issues facing women and girls and encouraging discussions between “nations, 
institutions and NGO’s” (Clinton, 2011c) on obstacles based on gender, solutions can be imagined and 
thereby implemented. By the end of her term, Clinton created many programs and initiatives focusing on 
women’s issues. For example, in December 2011, Clinton announced that President Obama signed an 
executive order authorizing the U.S. National Action Plan on Women, Peace and Security which is “a 
comprehensive roadmap for accelerating and institutionalizing efforts across the United States 
Government to advance women’s participation in making and keeping peace” (2011l). This five-part plan 
includes the following efforts to aid women: 1) partners with women to prevent conflicts; 2) protects 
women and girls during and after conflicts; 3) expands women’s participation in peace processes and 
decision-making institutions; 4) addresses needs of women and girls in recovery and relief efforts; and, 5) 
institutionalizes this work (Clinton, 2011l). 
     The phrase “smart power,” which has traditionally meant using all of the tools available to advance the 
goals of the United States, was adapted by Clinton to reflect the perspective that the full participation of 
women in all societies will prove beneficial in solving the world’s problems. “When you give girls the 
opportunity to go to school, receive quality health care, and be free from violence and discrimination, you 
are also laying the foundation for stronger families and communities, and a more peaceful, prosperous, 
and secure world,” states Clinton (2012q). In addition, she argues that advancing women’s and girls’ 
rights as a priority and as fully integrated within the United States foreign policy is the right thing and the 
smart thing to do (2012d; 2012q). “Not only does smart power require us to demand more of ourselves 
when it comes to human rights, but to express those views to others and to actually assist those who are 
on the frontlines of human rights struggles everywhere,” states Clinton (2009b). 
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     Clinton used her position and her rhetoric to identify and challenge “cultural barriers that continue to 
hold women back, including, in too many places, men who think women belong at home and also women 
who think women belong at home” (2011k). It is also necessary to fight what Greany (2008) argues may 
be seen as an “imposition of Western value and norms on other cultures” (p. 557). She encouraged 
women to work together to help other women. Clinton describes working on gender equality with First 
Lady Michelle Obama as they both tried “to lift up the voices of others, because we want a great 
crescendo of voices, an international chorus that says clearly and unequivocally that women and girls 
deserve the same rights and opportunities as their fathers and brothers and sons” (2012c). Clinton 
encourages women to serve as mentors because women are good role models for other women and girls 
(2010e); she believes in the self-help movement in which women help other women (2011e); and, she 
encourages women to form networks to help each other (2011h; 2012k). She states, “when women 
organize in large numbers, they can galvanize opinion and change the course of history” (2012o). She 
recognizes that women “are not all the same with all of the same dreams and experiences, but I do believe 
that we have a shared vision of what our world should be” (2009f). Clinton believes her efforts on 
securing women’s rights are important to everyone because “women are bellwethers of society and, in 
fact, sometimes they do play the role of canary in the coal mine” (Clinton, 2011l). 
Clinton’s Foreign Policy Rhetoric Empowers Women 
     Clinton effectively created governmental initiatives and policies which will continue to help women in 
the years following her term. She accomplished this by blending political savvy with rhetorical skill. 
Clinton skillfully merged rhetorical empowerment concepts with the four freedoms of human rights 
framework established by Franklin D. and Eleanor Roosevelt to build her argument for and to justify her 
actions of increasing governmental intervention on women’s rights. She states, 

it is important that we focus on human rights because I know what inspiration it 
has given to me over many years. The people I have met, they have constantly reminded 
me of how much work lies ahead if we are to be the world of peace, prosperity and 
progress that we all seek (Clinton, 2009b). 

      Demonstrating respect for human rights such as freedom from want, freedom from fear, freedom of 
speech and freedom of worship is important because they are “universal values [that] are vital to who we 
are and what we hope to see our world become” (Clinton, 2012s). Clinton calls respect for the human 
rights of women and girls one of the four frontlines of the 21st century. It is wrong to treat women as 
second-class citizens. She states, 

     it is foolish to try and build a strong economy or a stable democracy while treating 
half the population as second-class citizens at best, as some other species at worst. And 
yet in too many places, that’s exactly [how women] are treated. They have few or no 
political rights. They are subjected to terrible violence. Their health, even their lives are 
disregarded. They are forced into marriage or forced [into] labor as if they were property 
instead of people (2012s). 

      While the battle for gender equality must address these types of inequality issues, the fight must 
address all four human rights. Clinton states, 

     the struggle for women’s rights in the 21st century is no longer limited to fighting for 
the ballot, or equal pay for equal work, or the end of the cancer known as domestic 
violence, or the right to speak out, or the right to worship or associate. All of these items 
are critical and necessary, but they are no longer sufficient (2009c). 

     While FDR’s four freedoms serve as the foundation of her foreign policy to empower women, Clinton 
advances solutions to key targeted areas. She states, “in order to secure the full spectrum of women’s 
rights, we have to create economic opportunity and economic security….improve access to 
healthcare…and that we do all that we can to help improve education” (2009c). 
     Whereas FDR identified speech as the first important freedom with worship, want and fear following 
in subsequent order, Clinton’s rhetoric reorders the list of freedoms. Much of Clinton’s rhetoric reveals 
the power-to element or empowerment. Power-to rhetoric is found in Clinton’s rhetoric on the theme of 
freedom from want and includes the importance of education, healthcare, and economic opportunity for 
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women and girls. Her rhetoric supports Maslow’s hierarchy of human needs in that most women in the 
world still require their physiological and safety needs to be met, however, she dreams of the future when 
“all citizens—men and women, boys and girls—have a chance to be realized” (2011g). She believes this 
to be a real possibility because we live in an “age of participation,” thanks to technology and social 
networking (2011g). Power-to or empowerment rhetoric is also associated with the theme of freedom 
from fear as the next most dominant theme in Clinton’s rhetoric as she seeks to eliminate gender-based 
violence. In addition, power-to or empowerment rhetoric and the power-over element or domination 
rhetoric are realized in Clinton’s messages on freedom of speech, which is another theme in her rhetoric 
in that she wants to remove cultural and policy barriers that prevent women from participating in their 
government so that they are free to express themselves. Clinton seeks to empower women and to 
encourage their political participation. Clinton’s rhetoric addresses the power-over or domination rhetoric 
challenging the patriarchal structures. Her rhetoric corresponds with the theme of freedom of worship by 
challenging world religions to respect women and to not use religious beliefs and practices to abuse and 
control women. Finally, power-with or solidarity elements are revealed throughout her four freedoms’ 
rhetoric as Clinton urges women to work together as well as to mentor women and girls. 
Freedom from Want 
     Women and girls have the right to be free from want. This includes access to education and healthcare 
and removing barriers to achieve economic equality and opportunity. Protecting this right means that “we 
have to do all we can to value the girl child, to provide support for families so that they recognize and 
then fulfill the promise of that young girl, and then make sure the doors are open” (2011g). 
     Education. Many girls in the world face an education gap in that they do not receive education or their 
education is cut short due to child marriage. When girls are educated there are multiple benefits to the 
girls individually and to all people collectively. Education is the best solution to ending child marriage. 
The problems with child marriage start when young “girls are forced into early marriage, which robs them 
of the opportunity to continue their education, and it threatens their health, and it traps them in lives of 
poverty” (Clinton, 2012p). Clinton states, “girls with secondary schooling are far less likely to become 
child brides. They are more likely to earn better incomes when they begin working. They will have 
smaller families, and their children will be healthier” (2012u). Linking educational opportunities for 
women and girls to a nation’s economic growth is a common theme in Clinton’s rhetoric. She states, “we 
have seen that when women and girls have the opportunity to pursue education, GDP grows for entire 
societies” (2011c) and “closing the education gap is a powerful prescription for economic growth” 
(2012t). 
     Part of an educational experience is the opportunity to play sports. Clinton shares her experience 
playing sports as she states, 

sports helped me to learn how to be part of a team. It also helped me learn how to 
lose. You can’t win every time you go out, and you have to figure what you’re made of 
after you do lose and whether you’re ready to get up and keep going (2012h). 

     Many girls around the world do not have “the chance to play, the chance to compete, the change to 
prove themselves;” they face what Clinton calls an “opportunity gap” (2012h). Sports can have a 
“powerful effect” on girls and women according to Clinton (2012h). She cites information from the 
United Nations as she states, “girls worldwide who play sports are more likely to attend and stay in 
school, more likely to finish their education, more likely to be in better health, and to earn higher wages 
during the course of their lives” (2012h). 
Healthcare.  
     Clinton works to improve the health of women and girls through her global health programs because 
they “don’t get the care they need when they need it, and many die unnecessarily” (2012s). Her argument 
for improving their health is because, “women’s lives matter. And promoting the human rights of women 
begins with saving the lives of women” (2012s). Identifying issues that cause health problems for women 
is also a Clinton initiative. Started in 2010, the Global Alliance for Clean Cookstoves is a public-private 
partnership that seeks to place clean stoves and fuel in 100 million homes by 2020. Clinton supports 
initiatives such as this because it improves the health of women and girls around the world. Women and 
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girls are exposed daily to the toxic effects of “open fires and inefficient stoves in small kitchens and 
poorly ventilated houses” (Clinton, 2010c); toxic levels 200 times what the U.S. EPA considers to be 
safe. 
Economic Opportunity.  
     Clinton attacks “barriers and restrictions, some formal, some informal, [which] erode women’s 
abilities to participate fully in their economies and to support their families whether as employees or 
entrepreneurs” (2011f). She understands the origins of these barriers when she states, 

some barriers are left over from a different time and haven’t changed to reflect 
new economic  realities or concepts of justice. Some seek to preserve an economic order 
that ensures that men have the higher paying jobs to support their families. And some 
reflect lingering cultural norms, the belief that women need to be protected from work 
that is thought to be dangerous or unhealthy for them. In truth, what is dangerous is 
denying ourselves the level of economic growth we need to build stronger societies. And 
what is unhealthy is for women  to be denied the chance to contribute fully to that 
growth, because that denies  everyone, first and foremost their families, a chance at 
greater prosperity (2011f). 

     Clinton makes clear that economic inequality for women and girls hurts everyone. She states, “it holds 
back entire societies. Because when women are unequal participants, economic growth is undermined. 
Development is stymied. Communities and countries are robbed of the contributions that women could 
make” (2012n). 
     In some countries, policies are in place preventing women from having an equal advantage in 
agricultural production (2011f). Clinton identifies and explains the problem in concrete terms and then 
provides a vision of the benefits to society if the obstructive policies are changed. She states, 

     in developing countries, women comprise nearly half of the agricultural labor  force—
and more than half in some countries. Yet few women own the land they  farm, and few 
have access to markets, training, or credit for buying livestock, seeds, and equipment. By 
increasing our support for women farmers, we can increase food production; improve 
nutrition, health and education; help women  earn higher incomes; and support 
broader economic growth (2011a). 

     Clinton wants to close the “gender gap” in order to grow economies (2012t). Clinton believes that “if 
women everywhere were treated as equal to men in rights and dignity, we would see economic and 
political progress…a decrease in violence and a rise in good governance in volatile places…[and] 
increased economic growth” (2012s). In sum, “the world would be more prosperous and more stable” 
(Clinton, 2012s). 
     Clinton argues that removing “structural and social impediments that stack the deck against” women 
so that they can “achieve parity” in the workforce is necessary because “a rising tide of women in an 
economy raises the fortunes of families and nations” (2011f). Clinton identifies four critical challenge 
areas that need to be addressed in order to improve women’s economic equality which include: “access to 
capital, access to markets, skills and capacity building, and women’s leadership” (2012j). Clinton 
explains that it is hard “for women to get financing because banks traditionally require credit histories or 
collateral that most women may not have” (2012r). She states, that “women still have difficulty accessing 
markets for their products” (2012r). Furthermore, she states that “women still lack access to the education 
and business training that every entrepreneur needs” (2012r). And, finally, Clinton states that “women 
often lack the networks, mentors, and leadership opportunities critical for business success” (2012r). 
     Clinton uses the old saying “what gets measured, gets noticed” and she uses this phrase to emphasize 
her argument that “we must collect data so we are constantly focused on how better to integrate women 
into our economies, and using this evidence, to build gender-inclusive development policies that work” 
(2011j). She recognizes the importance of collecting evidence of the many roles women hold in society. 
Secretary Clinton asked the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the 
World Bank, the UN, and the international community “to standardize the data we have on women’s 
inclusion to make it more useful. These institutions have now come…with a list of core indicators to track 
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women’s status in education, employment, and entrepreneurship” (2011j). She initiated a collaboration of 
governments and international organizations called the Evidence and Data for Gender Equality, or EDGE. 
She states that EDGE, “responds to the growing demand of countries for financial and technical support 
to improve gender statistics. EDGE will harmonize economic data broken down by gender across 
different surveys and national systems” (2011j). Clinton states, “bringing workers, especially women, into 
the formal economy has ripple effects: inequality declines while mobility increases, taxes are paid, 
countries and communities are stronger and better able to meet the rising expectations of their people” 
(2012l). 
Freedom from Fear 
     In order for women to be empowered they must be safe and free from fear. Clinton challenges the 
argument that gender-based violence is due to cultural traditions (2012a; 2012v). She challenges the 
world to end gender-based violence because as she states, “these are crimes against humanity. They don’t 
just harm a single individual, or a single family, or village or group. They shred the fabric that weaves us 
together as human beings. This criminal outrage against women must be stopped” (2009e). Clinton argues 
that violence against women is unacceptable because it “affects women’s health and well-being” and it 
“hurts children and families and poses considerable costs to societies—economically and socially” 
(2012b). She further develops her argument by declaring that ending gender-violence is “a matter of 
human rights and national security” (2012b). “We need to put laws in place to criminalize such acts, and 
they must be implemented in order to hold people accountable and address impunity,” states Clinton 
(2012b). 
     Clinton argues that women have the right to be free from fear and to experience life freely and safely 
with dignity. She states, 

sometimes dignity means nothing more profound than to walk safely to fetch 
water or visit a friend without fear that you’ll be beaten, harassed, or kidnapped. But for 
too many women in too many places, even these most basic rights remain a distant 
dream. Whether you are a woman in downtown Cairo or a mother in a small Indian 
village or a girl growing up right here in Vilnius or New York City, we have to send a 
clear, unmistakable message that young women, just like young men, have the right to 
their dreams and their dignity in the 21st  century (2011d). 

     Clinton shares story after story of women and girls who overcome tragedy and violence and inspire 
others to become positive forces for gender equality. She states, “these are women who have seen the 
worst that their fellow men and women can possibly do to another person, but they persevere and they 
never quit believing in the importance and the righteousness of their cause” (2009c). She is inspired by 
the courage of so many women in the world. She states, 

     these women have never given up. Their courage was forged in fires hotter than most 
of us can imagine. But they have persevered and even risked their lives to create a world 
that is more just, more compassionate, more humane. Their stories teach us that one 
person can make a difference and that change is possible. And they also summon us, 
challenge us to ask every single day, what can we do here at home as well as around the 
world? (2010b). 

     Clinton vows to end “harmful traditional practices like female genital mutilation and so-called ‘honor 
crimes’” and child marriage (2012s). She seeks to help girls who are victims of “gender-based violence—
the acid attacks, the shootings, the torture—to send a message that these girls are valuable, valuable to 
families and valuable to societies” (2012s). Clinton responded to reports that women protesters were the 
victims of sexual violence in some Middle Eastern and North African countries by stating that the U.S. 
needs “an active effort to ensure that women are safe from violence in the political process, on the streets, 
in their homes” (2011d). 
Freedom of Speech 
     Political Participation. Women and girls everywhere must be free to express themselves individually 
and on behalf of others and to participate in governmental discussions on policy. All over the world girls 
are expressing opinions on issues in which they believe and in doing so bravely face severe obstacles. In 
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2012, Malala Yousufzai, a 14-year old Pakistani girl, was shot in the head because she was outspoken on 
the issue of education for herself and other girls. She survived and has become an international figure in 
the fight for girls’ education. Clinton pays honor to Malala Yousufzai because she reminds “us of the 
challenges that girls face, whether it’s poverty or marginalization or even violence, just for speaking out 
for their basic rights” (2012p). Clinton’s empowerment rhetoric gives support for women and girls and 
their right to express themselves. In addition, her empowerment rhetoric challenges the domination of 
patriarchal societies which create barriers to prevent women from participating politically. 
     Clinton argues for the right of women to participate politically because “women have skills and 
practical knowledge that enrich discussions about peace and security” (2012i) and because of the benefits 
to society economically (2011d). Approximately one fifth of parliamentary government seats are held by 
women with an even lower percentage in the United States even though women make up half the 
population and Clinton points out that “democracy without the full rights and responsibilities guaranteed 
and the full participation welcomed of women is a contradiction” (2011d). Clinton argues that more 
participation of women is needed in governmental policy decisions because it is necessary, right and 
smart. She states, 

it is about expanding the pool of talented people to help tackle our biggest 
problems. And we must engage in this work at all levels—working at the top to  shatter 
those final glass ceilings, but also at the grassroots level by identifying and training 
women who haven’t had the opportunity to become effective  leaders (2012m). 

     Clinton shares stories of women who are fighting for their rights in the changing governments of 
Egypt, Tunisia and Cote D’Ivoire. Her rhetoric eloquently creates new images of the metaphor of the 
glass ceiling. She states, 

we know the foundations are being shaken….in Doha, I warned that the region’s 
foundations were sinking into the sand. The transitions to democracy in Egypt and 
Tunisia have the potential to change that story. But that promise could be squandered if 
the heat and pressure of  revolution instead fuse that sand into a new glass ceiling. It is not 
enough to liberate  societies without liberating and empowering every individual 
(2011b). 

She calls upon everyone “to be vigilant and disciplined in our support and in our refusal to accept the 
erosion of women’s rights and freedoms” (2012f). 
Freedom of Worship 
     Empowered women need to be able to live free from extremists who use religion to place unfair 
constraints on women. Clinton challenges the patriarchal society which tries to dominate women. Clinton 
addresses the pressures that women face from this domination as she states that there are many women, 
“who suffer in silence, who face cultural and social and religious barriers to their human rights and 
dignity” (2012s). She addresses the strength of women in Tunisia and in other countries facing extremists 
who “try to strip their rights, curb their participation, [and] limit their ability to make choices for 
themselves” (2012e). Clinton describes the extremists’ actions toward women as she states, 

it doesn’t matter what country they’re in or what religion they claim. They want 
to control women. They want to control how we dress, they want to control how we act, 
they even want to control the decisions we make about our own health and  bodies 
(2012e). 

     Clinton ties this extremist attempt to control women to places in the world which have instability and 
conflict because such control and such disrespect of women’s rights and freedoms undermine societies 
(2012i). She declares tolerance and equal rights to be universal values which are shared by many of the 
United States’ allies (2012i).  Clinton states, 

     growing numbers of women have been elected to public office, received in education, 
joined the workforce. And so the progress is undeniable, but it is insufficient, because for 
every place where women’s lives have improved, there are still too many where there has 
not been that progress, where women’s rights may exist on the books but not on the 
streets, where violence against women remains an epidemic, and the extremist voices 
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calling for restrictions on women’s rights are growing louder. So we must raise our 
voices even more loudly (2010b). 

     Clinton’s rhetoric targets extremists and challenges the world to end domination tactics of trying to 
control women and girls. 
Empowering Women Redefines Gender Value 
     Clinton’s rhetoric empowers women by establishing their rights, meeting their basic needs, protecting 
them from gender-based violence, and developing their education and skills so they can succeed, 
participate and be counted as being of value in society. Clinton transforms FDR’s four freedoms—
freedom from want, freedom from fear, freedom of speech and freedom of worship—into her own four 
freedoms of women’s rights to frame her rhetoric of empowerment. Clinton retains the universality and 
the essence of the four freedoms of human rights while rhetorically adapting them to address 
contemporary women’s issues and challenge patriarchal worldviews. Empowering women and girls, 
challenging domination power structures, and building solidarity among women and girls weave together 
to create and to strengthen Clinton’s message of gender equality. Clinton’s rhetoric interprets freedom 
from want as empowering women and girls through education, meeting their basic needs such as adequate 
healthcare, and achieving economic freedom. Freedom from fear is interpreted as the right for women and 
girls to live safely from gendered-violence. Freedom of speech is interpreted as establishing women’s and 
girls’ right of expression and to participate in governance, all safely. Freedom of worship is interpreted to 
challenge extremists’ attempts to use religion to dominate and control women. Embedded within all the 
four freedoms, Clinton’s message of empowerment encourages and supports the organizing power of 
women working together to help other women through her influence on U.S. foreign policy and 
initiatives. 
     Clinton redefines gender value by demanding that women have the same access to economic resources 
and policies and that societies count their contributions. “Economists tell us that when more women 
participate in the economy there is a ripple effect; businesses have more consumers, families both spend 
and save more, farmers produce and sell more food, education improves, and so does political stability” 
(Clinton, 2012i). Clinton states, “equality for women is not only a matter of justice—it is a political, 
economic, and strategic imperative. The world cannot make progress if women are denied the opportunity 
to fulfill their God-given potential” (2010d). Clinton redefines these definitions of value and of what is 
counted in order to include women in society’s gaze. The societal gaze in a patriarchal society values 
men’s economic contributions while women and their economic contributions are invisible. The societal 
gaze redefined in Clinton’s rhetoric values gender equality and upholds the dignity of human rights for 
women and men by counting the economic value and contributions of women. 
     Empowering women is a societal process that will take time and patience. Carr (2003) argues that 
empowerment is a process. Clinton’s rhetorical message acknowledges the complexity of process as she 
states, 

     the principle of women’s equality is a simple, self-evident truth, but the work of 
turning that principle into practice is rarely simple. It takes years and even generations of 
patient, persistent work, not only to change a country’s laws, but to change its people’s 
minds, to weave throughout culture and tradition in public discourse and private views 
the unassailable fact of  women’s worth and women’s rights (2010a). 

     A “paradigm shift” (Clinton, 2011i) is needed in order to transform society’s perspective on gender 
equality from a patriarchal perspective to a new perspective of “social inclusion” (2012r). Clinton divides 
this necessary paradigm shift into legal, cultural and behavioral elements. She states, “legal changes 
require political will. Cultural and behavioral changes require social will” (2011f). Overcoming barriers 
to gender equality is difficult but in order to achieve success, “commitment to these rights has to take root 
and grow within people’s hearts and minds, and that takes time,” states Clinton (2012s). Achieving 
gender equality requires leadership and persistence by governments, civil society and the private sector 
(Clinton, 2011f). 
     Secretary Clinton engages in the rhetoric of empowerment to advance the status of women and girls. 
She challenges patriarchal societies. She influenced the creation of organizational structures and affected 
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policy change as she fought for gender equality. She integrated women’s issues into U.S. foreign policy; 
she worked with institutions and NGO’s to focus help for women; she met with women all around the 
world to hear their stories and to shine light on their challenges and successes; she challenged nations to 
value women and to give them equal status with men; she heralded the value of women to economies, to 
families and to societies. By developing partnerships, creating organizations and starting initiatives 
targeting gender equality, Clinton effectively restructured U.S. foreign policy to create an institutional 
structure supportive of women’s empowerment which will outlast her term as Secretary of State. 
Clinton’s accomplishments help women today. She states, 

     our work is to help empower and enable, to convene and then to support. Our struggle 
is not just about the choices people make in the voting booth, it’s about all the choices 
that should  be available to women today—to study, to take out a loan, to inherit 
money, to win custody of children, to start a business, to drive (2011d). 

     Clinton’s rhetoric influences future generations because her messages on women’s issues encompass 
the four freedoms of human rights that empowered women deserve. 
 
Note 
     An earlier version of this manuscript was presented at the 2013 National Communication Association 
annual meeting in Washington D.C. 
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     One possibility to enrich an introductory special education course is to integrate a Hollywood 
feature films component.  The purposeful use of movies to reference during lectures and class 
discussions with their applications to school and society can enrich what is being taught in the 
textbook (Latz ,2009). Connections can be made between the films and the course textbooks that 
allow students to understand better what they read. Some overarching goals of this integration are 
to see the parallels between film and real life, critique societies treatment of those with 
exceptionalities, analyze personal stereotypes and attitudes regarding those with exceptionalities, 
evaluate personal treatment of those with exceptionalities and begin to form a personal plan of 
advocacy for those with exceptionalities. Thus, awareness may bring attitude adjustment then 
advocacy. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
      This section reviews the use of feature films in college courses in various disciplines since 
1970.  Popular media has been incorporated into history, foreign language, literature, 
anthropology, religion, psychology, writing, pharmacy, and education courses.  
      One of the first higher education disciplines to incorporate feature films was history.  Higher 
education history curriculum began to include blockbuster movies in the early 1970s with the 
addition of documentaries in the 1990s.  Cable channels such as A&E, Discovery, and The 
History Channel which devote much airtime to historical issues have helped promote history and 
historical concepts for the general public(Sprau & Keig, 2001; Woelders, 2007).     
     There are advantages for using feature films in foreign language, history and culture college 
courses.  It has been found that films support three goals of teaching a language; linguistic, 
cultural, and intercultural.  Movies may help support the intercultural goal which may be the most 
difficult goal for instructors to find class time to accomplish (Pegrum, Hartley, & Wechtler, 
2005).  Films can show topics such as regional identity, nationalism, feminism, modernization, 
freedom from religion, sexual and gender identity, democracy, architecture, fashion and help 
highlight the flow the language (Ramos, 1981). 
     The use of media including video, television, and feature films has been used in English 
Departments, specifically for the study of the works of Shakespeare. Andrew McLean (1980) 
provided an annotated bibliography and media guide for teachers which included 26 feature films 
and discussions of each Shakespeare film.  
     Anthropology departments have used feature films to reinforce basic anthropological concepts 
and theories taught in introductory courses.  Feature film can increase the understanding of spatial 
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relationships, cultures and substantive and procedural law of such cultures that students cannot 
visit. The most effective way to incorporate such popular media is to provide structure for the 
viewer so students can see relationships, signs and cross-cultural concepts (Rohrl, 1981). 
     The Journal of Religion and Film states as its goal to examine the description, critique, and 
embodiment of religion in film and contains articles on the incorporation of feature film in 
college courses. Conrad Oswalt (1998) found blockbuster movies to be extremely motivating to 
college students which led to students reading texts related to the film, taking risks and thinking 
critically, and taking ownership of the course.  Oswalt and Martin (1995) organized a systematic 
approach to religious film studies and classified the movies into three categories as primarily; 
theological, mythological or ideological. 
     The exemplification of topic areas in psychology and focusing attention on different 
viewpoints and perspectives is an advantage of incorporating feature film in introductory 
psychology courses. These films can provide different perspectives to a situation, once shown on 
film, makes it understandable to students (Gregg, Hosley, Wong, & Montemayor, 1995).  
Instructors at Ohio State University found there to be a reciprocal relationship between films and 
society as evidenced in the feature film Malcolm X (1992).  The film impacted the youth in 
society, it caused them to discuss their ethnic identity and even changed clothing styles (Gregg, 
Hosley, Weng & Montemayor, 1995). 
     Writing courses have structured the use of film by assigning students to watch one film per 
week, select relational issues to address and write one paper each week on such issues (Tillman & 
Bochner,1995).  Pulp Fiction (1994) has been used in various college level courses to show the 
relationship between writing, ethics, culture and rhetoric (Rader, 2003). 
     Clinical Pharmacology courses have highlighted the movies  
Awakenings (1990), Lorenzo’s Oil (1992), and Miss Evers’ Boys (1997) to show the ethical 
conflicts in clinical drug trials with human beings as subjects and the psychological aspects of 
such drug trials(Farre, Bosch, Roset & Banos, 2004). 
     Instructors that teach mandatory multicultural introductory courses for teacher candidates or 
ethnic literature and film have used popular media to help their students examine the cultural, 
social and political issues (Pruitt, 2007).   
    Instructors that teach mandatory introductory special education courses for teacher candidates 
that teach the significance of various exceptionalities may want to consider the benefits and 
power of incorporating a feature film component into such courses. 
RATIONALE  
     Teacher candidates in teacher education programs around the nation take a mandatory 
introduction to special education course for certification.  These mandatory courses provide an 
overview of exceptionalities that affect learners in the educational environment.  This exposure 
can shape teacher candidates’ attitudes which may translate into future teacher behaviors in the 
classroom (Thomlinson, Callahan, Moon, Tomchin, Landrum & Inbreau, 1995; Goodman, 1988 
;Wentworth, 2008). One goal of such courses is to mold the attitudes of future teachers to be 
positive, empathetic advocates for exceptional learners. Research on teacher candidates 
perceptions of inclusion of students with exceptionalities has been mixed.  Some research has 
reported that teacher candidates attitudes towards exceptional learners were more positive after 
university classes (Campbell, Gilmore & Cuskelly, 2003), (Garriot, Miller & Snyder, 2003) while 
other research suggested no change in teacher attitudes (Kirk, 1998).  The potential of film in the 
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learning process can produce a powerful learning experience (Sprau & Keig, 2001). The addition 
of a feature film component might provide a catalyst to help mold teacher candidate attitudes in 
this positive direction. 
PARTICIPANTS 
     Teacher candidates at a Northwest public university in ten sections of the same mandatory 
introductory special education course with the same professor were assigned to choose feature 
films from the approved list to watch and answer focused questions regarding exceptionalities.   
METHOD  
    The procedures for this assignment included the following task analysis steps.    
1. The professor conducted Internet and International Movie Database (IMDB) searches                                
    to compile a list of movies that featured individuals with disabilities. 
2. The movie list was then classified into accepted eligibility categories of exceptionality. 
     [See Figure 1] 
3. The professor purchased and/or rented the films on the list. 
4. Each movie was watched by the instructor and notes were written regarding the movie. 
5. Each movie was watched a second time with video evaluation guideline forms (Safran, 2000; 
Columna, Ardnt, Lieberman & Yang , 2009). 
6. Movies that proved accurate to the characteristics of the exceptionality it was portraying stayed 
on the approved list of viewing choices. 
7. Rubric focus questions that correlated to textbooks common to such introductory courses and 
Council of Exceptional Children (CEC) standards (2009), were written. 
[See Figure 2] 
8. Teacher candidates were given a personal choice of which movie to watch for the assignment. 
9. Teacher candidates were not required to answer all the questions from the rubric, instead, 
candidates were given a choice of which specific questions to answer that related best to their 
chosen movie. 
10. The professor graded the rubric questions.   
11. The professor led class discussions after the feature film assignment was due. 
12.  Teacher candidates provided anonymous comments and suggestions regarding the feature 
film assignment at the end of each quarter. 
12.   Comments were compiled and used for instructor reflection and improvement  
to assignment content and clarity. 
RESULTS 
      Teacher candidate comments regarding the feature film assignment could be categorized  into 
the following three major themes; awareness of exceptionality characteristics, awareness the 
effect exceptionalities have on relationships and interactions, and awareness of abilities. In 
addition to the three themes, the professor noted the power the film assignment provided for class 
discussions. 
Theme 1: Awareness of Exceptionality Characteristics 
     Overall, teacher candidates felt strongly that the incorporation of technology of feature films 
increased their awareness of exceptionalities. Characteristics and pathology of a specific 
condition could be explained in detail in the text ,however, the visual aspect of a movie had a 
more profound impact on student learning.  The Kings Speech (2010), Silver Linings Playlist 
(2012), and The Vow (2012) did an excellent job of presenting specific characteristics in a visual 
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way.     Teacher candidate comments regarding the use of the feature film assignment to bring 
awareness regarding characteristics  include,  

•  “ The assignment opened my eyes to things I did not know about before”, It was an interesting way 
to see some of the exceptionalities in a setting other than reading them in a textbook” ,  

• “this assignment brought to light the amount of films out there.  This also brings awareness to many 
different disabilities and a lot of times for the misconceptions of these disabilities”, 

•  “it improved my awareness, especially if the main character gave an accurate showing of the 
disorder” 

• “The movies allowed me to see characteristics rather than only read about them in a textbook” 
• “It allowed us to actually see the indicators and characteristics of a disability, making it easier to 

recognize in our students” 
• Visually seeing individuals with the disabilities led to a better understanding” 

Theme 2: Awareness the Effect Exceptionalities have on Relationships and Interactions 
     Candidates stated the feature films highlighted the impact an exceptionality has on all 
stakeholders that interact with a person with a disability better than the textbook and lecture 
method alone.  Also noted, was the realization that the visual component of such interactions in 
movie scenes will be forever embedded in their memories as opposed to some readings that 
would only be remembered a short time. These interactions included relationships with parents, 
siblings, spouses, friends, school faculty  and the general public.  Movies that accentuated 
relationships with parents were Ray (2004),  Temple Grandin(2010), Mask (1985), My Left Foot 
(1989), with spouses (Regarding Henry(1991), At First Sight (1999), siblings (Rainman(1988), 
What’s Eating Gilbert Grape (1993), with friends and school faculty The Hammer (2010), Little 
Man Tate (1991), and Radio (2003) and with the general public As Good As It Gets (1997).  
Candidates stated their new insight into relationships and interactions allowed them to imagine 
their future student outside school hours and provided empathy.  Comments included,  
     • “it helps to understand the difficulties that people who live with students with disabilities 
face” , 

• “It allowed us to see real-life experiences and have more of an understanding of what families, 
friends and people with disabilities go through”, 

•“It was great to see the different ways disabilities effect people” 
Theme 3: Awareness of Abilities  
     Teacher candidates expressed amazement at the skills and strengths that individuals with 
disabilities exhibited in the films.  Teachers should not limit their view of what students with 
exceptionalities can accomplish.  Feature films from the approved list that proved to be powerful 
in emphasizing the awareness of abilities were Murderball (2005), Temple Grandin (2010), Ray 
(2004), and Front of the Class (2008). Teacher candidate comments regarding the third theme of 
awareness of abilities were; 

• “watching the films allowed me to better understand the capabilities of children with 
exceptionalities” , 

•  “I was not aware of how capable these kids are”  
Implications for Practice 
          First, due to the positive response and enriching classroom discussions as a result of the 
feature film assignment, the assignment will continue to be included as a component of the 
mandatory introductory special education course at this Northwestern university.   Teacher 
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candidates will be provided choice in their movie selections and in the specific questions they 
choose to answer from the focus question list. 
          Second, the feature film list [Figure 1] will be considered fluid and growing as movies will 
be added to the list upon release and critique by the professor. 
          Third, focus questions [Figure 2] will be clarified as teacher candidate comments for 
improvement are received. 
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Figure 1 

Feature Films that Highlight Exceptionalities (* = based on true story) 

CATEGORY TITLE OF MOVIE  
Autism Temple Grandin * Ferguson, S.(Producer), Jackson, M. (Director), Grandin, T. 

(Writer). (2010). Temple Grandin [Motion picture]. United 
States:  HBO films. 

Autism Rainman 
 

Johnson, M. (Producer), Levinson, B. (Director), Morrow, 
B. (Writer), & Bass, R. (Writer). (1988). Rainman [Motion 
picture]. United States: United Artists. 

Visual 
Impairment and 
Blindness 

At First Sight * Winkler, I. (Producer & Director), Cowan, R. (Producer), 
Sacks, O. (Writer), & Levitt, S. (Writer). (1999). At first 
sight. [Motion picture]. United States: Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer. 

Visual 
Impairment and 
Blindness 

Ray * Hackford, T. (Producer & Director), Baldwin, H. 
(Producer), & White, J. (Writer). (2004). Ray [Motion 
picture]. United States: Universal Pictures. 

Speech and 
Language 
Impairment 

The Kings Speech * Sherman, E. & Canning, D. (Producers), Hooper, T. 
(Director), Seidler, D. (Writer). (2010). The kings speech  
[Motion picture].  England: See-Saw Speech. 

Speech and 
Language 
Impairment 

Front of the Class * Gottlieb, A. (Producer), Werner, P. (Director), Rickman, T. 
(Writer), & Cohen, B. (Writer). (2008). Hallmark hall of 
fame: Front of the class [Motion picture]. United States: 
Hallmark Hall of Fame Productions. 

Hearing 
Impairment 

The Hammer * Kaplan, O. (Producer), McKelheer, J., & Kostbar, E. 
(Writers). (2010). The Hammer [Motion picture].  United 
States:  Tapout Films 

Hearing 
Impairment 

Mr. Holland’s Opus Field, T. (Producer), Herek, S. (Director), & Duncan, P. 
(Writer). (1995). Mr. Holland's opus [Motion picture]. 
United States: Hollywood Pictures. 

Emotional 
Disturbance 

Silver Linings Playlist Russell, D. (Director & Writer). (2012). Silver linings 
playbook [Motion picture]. United States: Dimension 
Films. 
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Emotional 
Disturbance 

As Good as It Gets Brooks, J. (Producer & Director), & Andrus, M. (Writer). 
(1997). As good as it gets [Motion picture]. United States: 
TriStar Pictures. 

Intellectual 
Disabilities 

Radio * Tollin, M., (Producer) & Rich, M. (Writer). (2003). Radio 
[Motion picture]. United States: Revolution Studios. 

Intellectual 
Disabilities 

What’s Eating Gilbert 
Grape 

Hallstrom, L. (Producer & Director), & Hedges, P. 
(Writer). (1993). What's eating Gilbert Grape [Motion 
picture]. United States: J&M Entertainment. 

Other Health 
Impairments 

Mask * Starger, M. (Producer), Bogdanovich, P. (Director), & 
Phelan, A. (Writer). (1985). Mask [Motion  
picture].   United States:  Universal Pictures. 

Other Health 
Impairments 

My left foot: The story 
of Christy Brown * 

Heller, P. (Producer), Sheridan, J. (Director), Connaughton, 
S. (Writer), & Sheridan, J. (Writer). (1989). My left foot: 
The story of Christy Brown [Motion picture]. United 
States: Ferndale Films. 

 

Figure 1 (continued) 

Feature Films that Highlight Exceptionalities 

Physical and/or 
Orthopedic  
Impairment 

Soul Surfer * McNamara, S. (Director &  Writer). (2011). Soul surfer 
[Motion picture]. United States: Enticing  
Entertainment. 

Physical and/or 
Orthopedic  
Impairment 

Murderball * Shapiro, D. (Producer), & Rubin, H. (Director). (2005). 
Murderball [Motion picture]. United States: Paramount 
Pictures. 

Traumatic Brain 
Injury 

The Vow * Sucsy, M. (Director), Katims, J. & Kohn, A. (Writers). 
(2012). The Vow [Motion picture]. United States: Screen 
Gems Studio 

Traumatic Brain 
Injury 

Regarding Henry* Nichols, M. (Producer & Director), & Abrams, M. (Writer). 
(1991). Regarding Henry [Motion picture]. United States: 
Paramount Pictures. 

Gifted and 
Talented 

Little Man Tate Rajski, P. (Producer), Foster, J. (Director), & Frank, S. 
(Writer). (1991). Little man Tate [Motion picture]. United 
States: Orion Pictures Corporation. 

Gifted and 
Talented 

October Sky * Gordon, C. (Producer), Franco, L. (Producer), Johnston, J. 
(Director), Hickman, H. (Writer), & Colick, L. (Writer). 
(1999). October sky [Motion picture]. United States: 
Universal Pictures. 
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Figure 2 

Focus Questions Rubric 

Please choose one movie to watch from the approved list.  Respond to three questions and/or statements 
from the rubric below. 

 Describe how someone in the main character’s life maintained challenging expectations for the 
individual so they could develop to their highest possible quality of life potential in ways that 
respected their dignity.   

 Describe how someone in the main character’s life promoted meaningful and inclusive 
participation of that individual in their school and/or community. 

 Describe how any schools and/or colleges developed relationships with families based on mutual 
respect and actively involved families and/or individuals with exceptionalities in educational 
decision making. 

 Describe any examples or non-examples of appropriate treatment of the main character in the 
school system and/or classroom.  You may also describe any examples or non-examples of 
appropriate teaching strategies for the individual with the exceptionality.  

 Describe any examples of individuals in the movie who protected and supported the physical 
and/or psychological safety of the main character. 

 
 

Describe any scenes where anyone was engaging in a practice that harmed the main character.  
Describe your teacher action plan to handle bullying in your classroom (hint: not verbal warnings) 
. 

 Do you feel the main character was portrayed as a positive force of society meaning they were part 
of mainstream setting with people without disabilities, shown as capable of a loving relationship, 
portrayed as an ordinary person and interacting as an equal?  (Safran, 2000) If so, explain why you 
feel with way with examples from the movies. What impact do you feel this movie has had on 
society and its view of this exceptionality? 

 Do you feel the main character was portrayed as a negative force to society meaning they were 
portrayed as pitiable, pathetic, a burden, incapable of loving relationships and living separate from 
mainstream society?  (Safran, 2000)  If so, explain why you feel that way with examples from the 
movie. What impact do you feel this movie has had on society and its view of this exceptionality? 

 In a detailed paragraph, tell how you could use this movie to educate and bring awareness to 
general education faculty members regarding a student with this exceptionality condition. 

 Describe any scenes that show how the main character used augmentative and alternative 
communication systems or assistive technologies to support their learning or living. 

 Describe how the character with the exceptionality advocated for themselves in a specific scene. 
 Describe social skills deficits you noticed in the film. 
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Abstract 
     Building on economic reforms at the national level in China the Liuzhou City government 
has turned the city into a world class industrial center. The success of the city’s joint 
enterprise with General Motors established the Wuling brand and “Made in Liuzhou” as a 
standard of excellence throughout the country. Having developed the capacity to fully apply 
outside technology and innovation to building the economy, the leadership decided to build 
its own capacity to create new products and technologies: to move from “Made in Liuzhou” 
to “Created in Liuzhou”. This paper is a brief discussion of the project and the novel patterns 
of governance that have emerged from it.  
     In response to the reform of the Chinese economy throughout the 1980’s and 90’s the city 
of Liuzhou concentrated on the modernization of its industrial base which had been built 
around steel and railroads in the 1950’s. As new forms of governance grew out of 
privatization efforts, cooperative efforts with General Motors and other prominent 
manufacturing firms lead to the development of state of the art production facilities. As the 
city entered the new millennium Liuzhou emerged as a major automobile producer. With an 
eye on the future the city launched its first “Creation Plan” in 1999. The objective is to build 
the support systems required to generate new products and technologies within the city. The 
essential element of the creation economy is talent: people with the necessary skills must be 
attracted to the city and developed in the city. A key element in the initial stages has been 
upgrading and expanding the city’s college network. What follows is a discussion of 
developments in the educational sector and how they fit into the overall system of governance 
to support the development of “creation” capacity in Liuzhou. 
     The concept of governance has become increasingly popular in the United States as a lens 
that both accommodates the increasingly strident debate about the size of government—the 
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desire to reduce its scope—and the increasing demand for products and services that 
government invented and traditionally delivered. Governance is comprehensive in scope and 
can be simply understood as: “The system and method by which authority is exercised” or 
“the multilayered network of governmental agencies, [state enterprises], private companies 
and [nongovernmental organizations] required to [revitalize industry]; the norms, values and 
rules that allow the network to work and the political processes that gave birth to [the 
initiative and continue to direct it].” (Starling p.3)  
     As observed in the beginning the idea of governance is often employed in the United 
States to address the question legitimate governmental scope. This is not an issue in China 
and as a result the jurisdictional landscape is much different. To facilitate reform cities in 
China were transformed into comprehensive units of government that are comprised of 
counties, districts and smaller municipalities. They also own and operate businesses and enter 
into joint ventures with other government owned business, private firms and multinational 
corporations as well operating non-profit organizations and universities. Liuzhou City 
encompasses a population of 3.5 million, but it is divided into several districts and counties 
each of which has its own government, but these sub-units remain parts of the city 
government and participate in the overall system of governance as such, for the most part, 
rather than as independent stakeholders. Rather than separating public from private activities, 
the “creation” project has resulted in novel networks of governance to accomplish essential 
tasks across the entire spectrum. 
Liuzhou City: Center of the Revitalization Network  
     The automobile industry is the new pillar industry in Liuzhou around which the city’s 
2002 industrial revitalization initiative was built. As the initiative enters its fourth stage the 
production of automobiles in the city has jumped from under 100,000 to over 1,000,000 
annually. This has been accomplished through a coordinated effort on three fronts:  

(1)      State owned enterprises (SOE’s) were reformed and adapted to the competitive 
environment of the global market. This was done through a domestic joint venture 
with an experienced partner, SAIC Motor Corporation that resulted in an agreement 
with General Motors to participate in a three-way venture with, Wuling, the city’s 
governmental enterprise. Before 2002, lack of funds and technology combined with 
operational difficulties kept annual automotive production below 100,000 vehicles. 
After a complex capital restructuring that permitted the establishment of SGMW 
(SAIC, GM and Wuling Automobile Company, Ltd.) this Corporation developed into 
a large enterprise that is now one of China’s top 500 industrial enterprises with an 
annual output of more than 1,000,000 vehicles.  

(2)      The Government Investment Company was established to provide a new method to 
finance the development of pillar industry. It is patterned on the market and integrated 
across all departments and levels of government to effectively meet the infrastructure 
and financial requirements of companies engaged in the revitalization project. 
Revitalization is succeeding because state capital, social capital, both domestic and 
foreign financial (private) capital, and industrial capital have been coordinated to 
effectively solve Liuzhou City’s infrastructure and public utility funding problems. 
Today in Liuzhou the growth of production facilities is fully supported by the 
expansion of the city’s physical infrastructure.  
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(3)      With the networks in place to support revitalization and the dynamic cluster of 
support industries growing up around the revitalized industrial core, the last 
component of the revitalization plan has become the focus of attention (Liuzhou 
Government, 1999-2012). In 1999 the first “Creation Plan” was launched with the 
objective of moving from “Made in Liuzhou” to “Created in Liuzhou”.  The first plan 
emphasized extending production, incorporating the latest technology and accelerating 
the transformation through scientific and technological innovation. In 2002, the 
second plan focused on new products with more benefit and new models of economic 
growth. The 2005 plan saw Liuzhou emerge as a "national pilot city in technological 
innovation", one of China’s leaders in the imformatization of manufacturing and as 
new materials industrial base. Since 2008 the focus has shifted from being almost 
exclusively domestic toward the development of foreign markets. 

     Each “Creation Plan” and every advance along the way exacerbated the problem of 
attracting talent and, most importantly, developing the social capital of the city. With 
educational facilities and supporting amenities already under stress because of progress in the 
first two arenas, increased capacity and methodological innovation became critical to 
continued progress and success in the creative arena. 
The Railway College: Meeting the Technical Challenge  
     Liuzhou has long been an important industrial center and key player in China’s economic 
development and reform. The Liuzhou Railway Vocational Technical College was founded in 
1956 and was one of eight colleges set up by the national Ministry of Railways to provide 
skilled manpower for the railway industry as cities like Liuzhou grew into major railroad 
hubs. Over time, as China moved from rail to highway transportation and as governmental 
power devolved, Liuzhou grew into a major automobile manufacturing center in which the 
city was a key player (See map: Appendix A). In the early 2000’s the name of the college was 
temporarily changed to “Transportation Vocational” but the pressure of history caused the 
original designation to be restored even though the railways ministry was turned into a 
corporation and placed under the Ministry of Transportation. Today Liuzhou’s railway 
college is effectively responding to the new and ever increasing demands of the growing 
automobile industry that revitalization has produced. Since the national government is fully 
behind the effort, funding to construct new facilities has been available. Still the college 
continues to cope with the more fundamental problems of creating new methods and 
integrating the automobile manufacturers into the educational process.  
     The city’s colleges involved in higher technical and vocational education are mustering 
resources and developing new relationships and methods to cultivate the new kinds of 
expertise required to support the projected growth resulting from Liuzhou’s industrial 
reconstruction. To address these problems the Liuzhou Railway Vocational Technical College 
and the SGMW are working together on educational methods and facilities that can keep pace 
with and support the company’s innovation and growth (Zhu, 2009). 
     As in the broader case of revitalization, governmental cooperation at all levels spearheaded 
by the national government is the key to securing adequate financial support. This 
governmental leadership is essential to securing the full engagement of the industrial sector 
and mobilizing other social forces in both the public and private sectors in supporting a new 
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curriculum that develops a common approach and meets the city’s diverse needs (Liuzhou, 
2013).  
     In 2011 The Ministry of Education issued three important documents that to establish the 
framework for development:  

(1) Guidance on Promoting the Coordinated Development of Secondary and Higher 
Vocational    Education (2011a). 

(2) Opinions on the Promotion of Higher Vocational Education Reform and Innovation 
(2011b).  

(3) Scientific Development of Vocational Education: Giving Full Play to the Guiding Role 
of the Industry Views (2011c).  

These documents provide for the comprehensive improvement of higher vocational 
education in three areas: 

(1)      Increased financial support—the central government implemented the National 
Demonstration College Construction Program (“Backbone” support funding). 
Beginning in 2010, the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Finance provided 2 
billion Yuan for a three stage plan to construct adequate facilities for 100 national 
demonstration vocational colleges. The Liuzhou Railway Vocational Technical College 
is one of two vocational colleges in Liuzhou selected to receive Backbone support 
funding. Backbone support funding from the central government has been matched by 
.5 million Yuan from the city to construct a new “training base” for the college. 

(2)      Stakeholder support—School-enterprise cooperation is required to develop the skills 
required to do the advanced technical work of contemporary industrial plants. Once the 
funding was in place the college was able to establish a school-enterprise cooperation 
mechanism and mobilize the participation of all essential industrial stakeholders.  The 
auto industry associations, equipment manufacturers and transportation companies 
joined the vocational schools to form The Guangxi Traffic Engineering Vocational 
Education Group.   

(3)      In-depth cooperation now takes place across the full range of activities starting with 
the designing of facilities that meet the needs of talent cultivation programs, the 
creation of courses and the establishment of curriculum that meet specific teaching 
content requirements, the development of applied teaching methods and practical 
teacher training, and active participation in both training and instruction. Cooperation 
among all stakeholders has created a network through which comprehensive high 
quality talent cultivation is being achieved.  

     Old policies and regulations still inhibit the emerging system of governance at both the 
college and the enterprises (Shanghai Academy, 2012), but these barriers are being overcome 
by a new approach on the industry side known as the “learning-type enterprise”. Through 
school-enterprise cooperation the "learning-type" approach improves the quality of the 
workforce by continuously improving the scientific and technological content of instructional 
programs. This has proven to enhance the social reputation of the firms and help them to 
develop their full potential. For example, as a full participant in the development of the 
Liuzhou Railway Vocational Technical College Automotive Training Base, SGMW 
Automobile Company provided 10 of the latest types of cars, a full variety of state-of-the-art 
automobile engines and other equipment as part of the initial construction.  Now when 
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students graduate with a LRVTC automobile engineering major, they are fully prepared for 
the technical jobs in both production and maintenance at SGMW plants. Through providing 
the latest technology to students the company enhances its reputation as it secures for itself 
the highest quality employees. This creates a reciprocal dynamic that enhances the reputations 
of both the college and the firm. As LRVTC attracts the best students, the combination 
becomes the dynamic center fueling the human resource needs of the restructuring. 
     Cooperation has shifted the focus of technical/vocational education. The new core is 
competency-based learning. The development of concrete learner outcomes to support this 
effort is a product of collaboration with partners in the industrial sector. The resulting 
competency standards let students, instructors and employers know exactly what needs to be 
accomplished and what can be expected at any point in the educational process. For the 
college the end result is an overall curriculum/teaching plan with explicit learning outcomes 
and experience-based measures that show when outcomes have been accomplished for each 
course (See Appendix B). These essentials can then be matched with delivery models to apply 
effective teaching strategies for the right number of students as determined by availability of 
learning resources and the capacity of facilities 

Good teachers, that is to say teachers that are good at what they teach and that know how 
to teach it, are required in order to support the curriculum. In technical/vocational education 
this means a proper mix of full-time academic personnel and part-time practitioners actively 
employed in the industrial sector. Again it is the collaborative effort that allows the college to 
find, attract and hold the right people for the right amount of time to fully merge theory and 
practice. The interaction between the full-time staff and the part-timers keeps both up to date 
in terms of developments in their respective spheres and creates a dynamic learning 
environment that animates the curriculum and energizes the students.  
     As Liuzhou enters the 21st century, higher vocational education works closely with local 
industry pro-actively cooperating with the enterprises in the training of tens of thousands of 
highly-skilled personnel. The recent reforms promise a set of higher education institutions 
fully capable of supporting continued, even accelerated, advanced industrial development in 
the city and the region (Guangxi, 2010). 
Meeting the Challenge: General Ability 
     The new technical/vocational regime should be able to fully support the restructured 
industrial base with necessary talent in engineering technology to make the “Made in 
Liuzhou” label a standard of excellence, but to make “Created in Liuzhou” a reality the 
emphasis will have to shift from “vocational ability” to “general ability”.  Across China and 
in Liuzhou “Independent Colleges” (Ministry of Education, 2008) are being established that 
focus on the “general ability” side of the equation. These innovative institutions resemble 
private liberal arts colleges in the US and share many of the goals of the recent American 
“New College” movement (i.e. George Mason & Arizona International). 
     The “Independent College” is the latest product of the educational reform in China.  These 
new four year higher educational institutions are cooperative efforts not dependent on state 
funding. Common state-owned colleges and universities partner in these efforts and generally 
account for 30% of the budget, in-kind, while other social organizations and/or individuals 
contribute 70%. The common state-owned colleges and universities usually provide 
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professional technical support and teaching resources. Independent colleges are managed by 
boards whose members are appointed by the participating partners.  
     The Independent College is designed to attract those students with broad interests that can 
become the basis for the cultivation of broad general interests and abilities needed to meet the 
needs of the globalizing economy and the future Chinese society. The independent college 
has been hailed as the most important innovation of the past ten years.  It has made higher 
education more popular and more relevant.  
     One of the most pressing problems Liuzhou faces in making the transition from “Made in 
Liuzhou” to “Created in Liuzhou” is the development of effective English communication 
capacity within the ranks of the technical and, especially, the professional ranks as a 
precondition for acquiring the cultural competencies and sensitivity that will make them full 
partners and eventually innovative leaders as a globalized industrial cluster matures in the 
city. 
     To address this problem in 2002 the city became the “private” partner of Guangxi 
University of Technology and assumed the full 70% share to found Lushan College. It is one 
of nine four-year private independent colleges in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, 
where Liuzhou is located.  It has 9,500 undergraduate students and offers 37 majors. Out of 
the total student population there are 5000 freshmen and sophomore non-English majors. This 
is the student population that is being used to pioneer new approaches to teaching English 
which will augment the professional education of the college’s students and provide new 
models of instruction for other institutions of higher learning. 
     English is an integral part of higher education in China and it is a required of all college 
students. The new learning strategy (Hong, 2009; Reng, 2007; Sun, 2009 and Yu, 2011) being 
piloted in the Basic English course at Lushan focuses on knowledge acquisition, application 
skill, and cross-cultural communication. The foreign language teaching strategy has been 
expanded to include a variety of teaching modes and teaching means (See Chart: Appendix 
B). The objective is to cultivate a comprehensive capacity to use English, especially in 
listening and speaking, to arouse the enthusiasm of students for learning English, and to 
strengthen their confidence, so that as professionals  they will be able to effectively 
communicate in both oral and written English in the work place and socially. The approach 
seeks to build the desire for continued learning that will generate the cultural sensitivity and 
capacity needed to realize the city’s goal and make the Lushan program a model in furthering 
China’s economic development and effective participation in the global economy.   
     To best cultivate of student self-learning teachers work off of existing reading and writing 
abilities and actively guide and help students build listening and speaking for overall mastery 
of the language.  Since students come to the program with different skill levels they are 
grouped based on current levels of mastery and appropriate methods for the different levels 
are used both initially and as students/groups advance. For weaker groups teacher centered 
methods that rely on explanation are used, but as students’ progress a transition is made by 
stages to learner centered communicative teaching methods. Appropriate teaching materials 
have been developed for the various teaching approaches throughout the progression. As 
Teaching goals and the requirements change from stage to stage and the emphasis shifts to 
listening and speaking: communicative teaching, situational teaching and direct oral methods 
become dominant.  
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     Listening and speaking ability are emphasized at all levels. Each lesson starts with 
listening and speaking practice associated with a topic or passage after which sentence 
patterns are reviewed for students. In the early stages writing and translation remain 
dominant, but as the students progress dialogue and practice become more important and 
sessions are dominated by question answering, group discussion and presentation.  
     The entire curriculum is supported by the latest classroom technology. With the 
development of Internet technology, computer network environments are at the core of the 
reform efforts in College English Teaching at Lushan. Technology does not replace face to 
face communication among students and teachers. It is used to cultivate students’ self-
learning ability and enhance these critical interactions through an integrated English listening 
and speaking teaching environment. Other teaching technologies also play an important role 
in the improvement of teaching quality. The network is augmented by multimedia 
presentations to make full use of the latest technology and improve the original teacher-
centered single classroom teaching mode. Multimedia listening and speaking teaching tools 
are integrated into the campus network to from the comprehensive environment. Class room 
Power Point presentations now access a full range of audio and video materials, broadcasts, 
illustrations and other props that remain available to students for individual applications. 
     Tests are used to both determine the student’s level of mastery and to assess the 
effectiveness of teaching at each level. Monitoring and adjusting on both sides keeps the 
reform effort student centered while fully engaging the faculty in development of the 
curriculum and the overall learning environment to produce the intended result.  
     Students in Lushan College’s reformed English courses have already shown marked 
improvement, especially in listening and speaking ability. The new teaching mode with the 
support of modern information technology is resulting in active personalized learning that 
works and stimulates greater interest. This student centered approach augmented by easily 
accessible technology has generated increased enthusiasm that has fully mobilized both 
teachers and students. Students completing the course not only understand and speak English 
well, but are excited about the increased opportunities that their new skills will create for 
them in the globalizing economy of the 21st Century.  
Conclusion 
     The emerging system of governance through which restructuring is managed involves a 
new kinds of mixing (i.e. Liuzhou City as the private partner in Lushan College). It is more 
than a blurring of what is commonly understood to be the line separating the public and 
private spheres in the West. Interactions of all kinds at all levels extending to the international 
now make Liuzhou City a dynamic center where projects of all kinds originate and where new 
products can be created. 
     This paper is, in fact, the result one of the city’s international staff development efforts that 
seeks to better prepare mid-career personnel for creative roles in governance. Just as leaders 
across the board in the United States responded to Woodrow Wilson’s (1887) call to look to 
Europe for effective ways to run our Constitution a few decades after its meaning and 
direction had been set by the Civil War, the leaders of Liuzhou are looking to the United 
States for lessons on how to creatively pursue China’s new course in the global economy. 
This year there are twenty mid-career professionals in a special MPA program at Central 
Washington University.  These students work for Liuzhou City in almost every kind of 
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capacity found in the USA across the whole range of public and private activities, including 
college administrators and teachers. They are here to learn how our legal system and 
administrative arrangements mesh with the globalizing economy so that as they complete the 
task of turning Liuzhou into an innovative industrial center, they can help create a socialist 
legal system and administrative arrangements that support China’s full participation as a 
partner/leader in global governance.  
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Curriculum development process map 
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Curriculum1 Curriculum2 Curriculum3  Curriculum4 

Research the needs from Industry and enterprise 

Classify and analyze duties of the different professional 
positions in industry 

Vocational ability Determine competency standards 
required to complete the work 

Analysis of each kind of ability the required knowledge, skills and 
attitude 
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Logic Model Diagram 

 

 IMPLEMENTATION INTENDED OUTCOMES 
 Inputs Program 

Components 
Activities Outputs Linking Constructs Short Term  Medium Term Long Term 

1.  $500,000 
 
 

Student-centered 
teaching 
 

To establish new syllabus Increased grades 
(especially listening 
and speaking) 

Students can have more 
chances to practice their 
oral English 

Grades of listening 
test increased 
50% 

Students are more 
confident 

Improved teaching 
quality of Lushan 
College 

2.  Advanced 
knowledge& 
skills from 
outside college 
 

Develop student 
English listening and 
speaking 

To provide new teaching 
methods (student-
centered )& materials 

# of student hours 
of self-learning  

Students have more fun in 
the class 

Grades of 
speaking test 
increased 70% 

Students are able to 
basically 
understand English 
radio, and do 
general English 
communication 

Improve the 
reputation of Lushan 
College 

3.  Program faculty 
& staff 
 
 

Faculty talent 
development 

To design more English 
listening & speaking 
exercises 

4 more language 
labs 

Students will use language 
lab to do the self-learning 
after class 

More training for 
teachers 

Students have a 
certain degree of 
writing and 
translation ability 

Improve English 
comprehensive ability 
of all non-English 
majors at Lushan 
College  
 

4.  Learning 
materials 
 
 
 

Provide teaching 
support equipment 

To communicate with 
students 

# of self-learning 
hours 

Use the new teaching 
methods to increase 
students’ interests of 
learning English 

More students 
participate English 
activities 

Change attitude 
toward English 
learning 

Improve students job 
opportunity 

5.  Teaching 
attachments 
(multi-media 
classrooms, 
language labs, 
and etc.)  

 To evaluate the results of 
the program and adjust 
the plan  

# of teacher and 
student joint hours 
of activities 

 More advanced  
teaching 
equipment   

Improve students 
English 
performance 

Establish a 
personalized, 
diversified, three-
dimensional new 
College English 
teaching system 

6.  Experts steering 
group 
 

    Improve students’ 
learning interests 

  

 Program Environment 
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